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CERAMICS WORKSHOP AT MURRAY STATE — Cennist Tim
Mather of Athens, Ohio, puts some finishing touches on a porcelain
teapot during a ceramic workshop he conducted recently at Murray
State University. Watching as Mather works are workshop participants (from left) Brad Wells, Peoria, Ill.; Dawn Yates,
, Louisville; Fred Shhpard, professor of ceramics at Murray State,

Bill Schwaneliwgei,Murray; and Wayne BMW lead peeler. le addition to the WhekIhop, Mather presented between on the adversity
campus and at Murray High School. His vied to the eras was opensored by the Department of Art at Murray State and supported in
part by a matching grantfrom the National Endowment for the Arts.
MSU photo by Barry Johnsos

Congress passes temporary spending bill
By CLIFF HAAS
Atechnically was broke for nearly
Associated Press Writer
hours after the start of the new
WASHINGTON (Al') — Con- fiscal year.
gress has recessed for eight weeks
The temporary spending bill
ofcampsigning and vacation after will keep money flowing to
a Int-minute legislative flurry, in- government operations and procluding action to make sure the grams until Dec. 17. After a 290government has enough money to 123 vote in the House and a voice
keep running until the lawmakers vote in the Senate, the measure
return.
went to President Reagan for his
Before both houses completed signature.
action on the stopgap-vending bill
While the passage of the omFriday night, the government nibus spending measure cleared

Lt. Gov. Martha Layne Collins
will be in Murray this weekend for
two receptions in the interest of
her campaign for the Democratic
nomination for governor in next
year's primary election.
She will be the honor guest at a
$50-per-person fund raising reception from 7 until 9 p.m. today at
the Murray'Calloway Chamber of
Commerce office on 641 North.
Hesterfor the event, which is.
sponsored by friends and supporters in Calloway County, are
Dr. and Mrs. Jim Byrn, Mr. and
Mrs. M.C. Garrott and L.D.

Partly cloudy tonight with
lows in the 50s to low 60s with
light southwesterly winds.
Partly sunny Sunday with a 20
percent chance of rain by late
afternoon. Highs Sunday in the
708 to low 80s with light
southwesterly winds.
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MISS
YOUR PAPER!
Subscribers who hove not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Alarm ledger Thaws
by 5:30 p.m. Monday-Friday or
by 3:30 p.m. Saturdays ore urged
to call 763-1916 betweefi 5:30
p.m. and 6 p.a., lAsuirty three. Mew, er 340 p.m. sod 4 p.m. %deram.

Miller.
Tomorrow, Lt. Gov. Collins will
attend the morning worship service at First Baptist Church
before being at a second reception
in her honor at the West Kentucky
Exhibition Center on College
Farm Road from 2 to 4 p.m.
The public is invited to meet and
visit with her.

the last major roadblock to leaving town to campaign for the Nov.
2 elections,legislators worked late
Into themight and on into the morning/Soa grab bag °Chills.
Reagan's signature on the
stopgap bill was assured after the
White House sent GOP leaders a
statement that declared the bill
"acceptable as an interim spending measure."
The action is necessary because
only one of the 13 regular annual
appropriations bills for the
government has been signed into
law. Congress will return Nov. 29
for a poet-election session to work
on the remaining money bills.
While no precise figures are
available, the compromise
measure generally holds spending
for domestic programs within the
limits imposed by the budget
blueprint Congress approved
earlier this year.
It calls for defense spending of
$226.7 billion, on an annual basis,
more than $6 billion below the

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
She's a petite little bundle of
blond-haired energy with aspirations far-exceeding those of an
average 10-year-old.
She's Bayberry Lannio,g,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Adam B.
Lanning, 303 S. 13th St., and her
lifestyle is as varied and unique as
her first name.
Last weekend, for instance,
Bayberry was an extremely busy
little girl.
Saturday morning, along with
her father, a professor in the Murray State sociology department,
and several Murray representatives, Bayberry travelled to
Fulton, Ky., where she ran in the
Banana Festival 10-K (6.2 miles)
Road Race.
An experienced runner already
despite her youth, Bayberry placed third in her age group of 18-andunder women.
While most adults would probably call it a day after running
6.2 miles, Bayberry was just
cranking up for the rest of her
afternoon.
At 11:30 a.m. she was engaged
In a titanic soccer struggle as a
member of the Murray-Calloway
County Soccer Association
Flames squad. Deadlocked at 0-0
with less than four minutes remaining to play, Bayberry emerged from a melee in front of her op-

ponents' net and fired in the winning goal for the Flames first victory of the year.
And she wasn't through yet.
That night, accompanied by
several members of a dogtraining caravan, Bayberry headed south to Olive Branch, Miss., to
compete in a dog show. Her entry,
Lothlorien's High-Elven Rune, is
a pure-bred doberman pinscher..
Rune was whelped, raised and
trained by the young Laming and
the time and effort is paying off.
Bayberry and Rune swept the
Olive Branch Kennel Club show,
sanctioned by the AKC and attended by top dogs and trainers from
across the south and southeast.
Among the duo's winning
awards that night were Doberman
Open Bitch; Best of Breed; first
place in Working Group, which is
made up of all working breed
dogs; and finally Best Match as
best dog of all breeds.
Much of the credit for the
awards went to Bayberry's handling abilities considering she was
the only child handler among the
professionals present, except
when she competed in the junior
showmanship category where die
won hands-down.
Bayberry won her first blue ribbon in Junior Showmanship Sept.6
at the popular Louisville Kennel
Club, after having attended only
(Continued On Page 2)

amount approved in the budget
and about $17 billion less than
Reagan reminded iron Congress
last wider. - •••
Temporarily, at idiot, the socalled continuing resolution prohibits purphase of the first five
MX missiles that the aciministralion wants to buy, and bars any
construction activity on the second of two new nuclear aircraft
carriers that the president is hoping to build. Construction of the 131
bomber may proceed.
The $9.7 billion in the measure
for foreign aid is far below the
$11.6 billion that Reagan requested, and well below the $11.1
billion the Senate voted earlier.
Earlier Friday, the Democraticcontrolled House killed a constitutional amendment designed to
balance the federal budget. The
president, who supported the
amendment, immediately vowed
to make a compaign issue out of
the vote.

Judy Maupin
found dead
in apartment
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golden memories'
Wendell Ford to speak atfirst banquet
the largest victory margin ever
given any Kentucky candidate for
statewide office.

US. Sen. and former Gov.
Wendell H. Ford will be the
speaker at the First annual Alumni Homecoming Banquet of the
College of Business and Public Affairs at Murray State University
on Friday evening,Oct. 16.
Scheduled to begin at 7 p.m. in
Pogue Library on the campus,the
banquet is among many events
planned Oct. 15-18 in celebration
of the 60th Homecoming at Murray State.
Dr. David L Eldredge, dean of
the College of Business and Public
Affairs, said all alumni and
friends "are cordially invited to
attend the banquet and share in an
excellent opportunity to renew old
acquaintances and to hear an
outstanding speaker."
Ford, first elected to the U.S.
Senate in 1974, was returned to
that office by the voters in 1980 by

It took the Davies. County
native less than 19 years from his
election to the Kentucky Senate in
1985 to rise up the political ladder
to the US. Senate. Along the way,
he became the first Kentuckian
ever elected to consecutive terms
as lieutenant governor, governor
anctU.S. senator.

Wendell H.Ford

Among the major accon2pliahments of his administration during his term as Kentucky's
49th governor from 1971 to 1974
were the removal of the 5 percent
sales tax from food, prescription
drugs and farm machinery, the
first major reorganization of state
government in 36 years and the initiation of a comprehensive state
energy research and development
program

He is a meosber of the following
US. Senate committees: Energy;
Commerce, Science and
Transportation; and Rules sad
Administration. He has also served as a member of the Democratic
Steering Committee, which
handles committee assignments
for all Democratic members,
since he wasa ficeshoon in 1675.
He bolds an honorary doctoral
degree from Murray State,as well
as several other colleges and
universities.
Reservations for the banquet,
which are PM per person,should
be made before Oct.8 by sending a
check for the proper amount made
out to College of Business and
Public Affairs to:
Homecoming Banquet, College
of Business and Public Affairs,
Murray State University, Murray,
fCy., 42071, telephone (502) 7624181.

Six decades of music to highlight dance
ARTWORK PUBLLSHED — Dana Hohman, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Gary Hohrnan, has been selected by the Choristere Guild, an
organization for church music leaders of all denominations, to have
her artwork published in the September 1962 issue of "Choristers
Guild Letters," a national and international publication. Dana is a
member of the Carol Choir of the First United Methodist Church.She
entered the contest last spring under the direction of Carol 'Thompson, who was choir director at that time. Dana was one of three winners in the international contest. She also received an honorarium
from the editor of the magazine for her publication.

Civilians arrested during raids
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — The
Lebanese army arrested up to
2,000 civilians this week in nightly
raids designed to drive hundreds
of thousands of Palestinian
refugees from this country, according to diplomatic and Palestinian sources.
The raids by the army, most of
whose officers are Christians,
centered three nights this week on
the Bourj Barajneh refugee camp,
Palestinians said. The camp is
near the Chatilla and Sabra
camps where Lebanese Christian
militiamen slaughtered at least
340 men, women and children
Sept. 16-18.
In Tel Aviv, meanwhile, it was
annoineed that ,fhiprerne Court

President Yitzhak Kahan will
head a judicial commission formed to investigate Israeli conduct
during the Beirut massacre. No
date has been set for the inquiry.
Israel concedes its troops outside the camps cooridinated with
and supported the Christian
militiamen entering the camps,
but it claims it never imagined the
militiamen would slaughter hundreds of civilians.
Diplomatic sources said here
Friday that of the 2,000 people arrested by the Lebanese army,600
still are being held. Most of those
roithAigli7ere Palestinians, leftist,
and[044441)0Ifildentify'papers were not ii order, the
soublaseaid. — +011114Awniaham

Bayberry...
(Continued From Page 1)
three previous shows.
The area dog show victories are
all part of Bayberry's goal to compete in the national show in
Madison Square Garden later this
season.
But while she's working on that
goal, she's occupied with hundreds of other projects, including
just being a kid.
While dogs, running and soccer
take up much of her time,
Bayberry doesn't limit herself to a
mere handful of activities. She's
currently involved with helping

her father care for a copperhead
snake the duo recently captured in
Calloway County — a task both
are familiar with.
"She's the best snake and turtle
catcher I've ever seen," the senior
Lanning says about his daughter.
"On one river trip in the Ozarks
last spring she caught 35 snakes
and over 60 turtles. She'd sit on the
front of the boat and I'd paddle
right into the brush and she'd
reach out and snatch'em up."
Of course, Lanning added, he
handles the poisonous ones
himself.
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A "Golden Memories"
Homecoming eve dance at Murray State University on Friday,
Oct. 15, will celebrate the 50th annual event with three bands and a
disc jockey playing the music of
the six decades — the '30s through
the '80s.
Billed as "what may be the
social event of the year," the
dance sponsored by the College of
Creative Expression on the campus will run from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
in the south gymnasium of the
Carr Health Building on the campus.
Non-stop music will be provided
by the All-Star Alumni Big Band
playing the big band classics of
the '30s and '40s, Clap Hands,
Here Comes Charlie revisited
directed by Jeff Clarke playing

hits of the '60s, and Grand Avenue
directed by Jay'Fern with Top
Forty sounds of today.
A special feature of the evening
will be a dee-jay described as "a
reasonable facsimile of a Murray
State University professor" spinning top hits of the '50s and engaging in the platter palaver of the
era.
Dr. Roger Reichmuth, chairman of the Department of Music
State, said alumni dating back as
far as 1934 will be making guest
appearances with the bands.
"To me, that is the highlights of
the whole event — having music
alumni back on the campus to
play and sing so that we can all
have fun," he said.
LeRoy Offerman of Evansville,
Ind., a 1939 graduate, will lead the

Alumni All-Star Big Band, which
will include a nucleus of 20 professional musicians who will be joined by guest artists throughout the
evening to play the big band music
of Glenn Miller, Duke Ellington,
Woody Herman, Stan Kenton and
others.
Joining Offerman, who had a
campus big band for several
years, will be such memorable
names from the past and Jim
Fern of Calert City, class of 1955,
and vocalist Marge Shown of Murray, class of 1950.
Much of the music to be played
by the big band group will be provided by Fern and Marion Reithel
of Union City, Tenn., class of 1954.
A committee appointed by Dr.
Bill Parsons, dean of the College
of Creative expression, and head-

ed by Shirley T. Johnson and
Richard W."Doc"Farrell, both of
Murray, as co-chairman planned
the "Golden Memories" dance.
Other committee members are:
Reichmuth, Jim Fern, Offerman,
Vicki Jo Stevens of Paris, Tenn.,
Kate Reeves of Murray, Betty
Veatch of Hopkinsville,and Bobby
Bryan of Puryear,Tenn.
Reichmuth said attire for the
dance, which is $6 per couple, is
"whatever is appropriate for the
dances of any era from 1930 to the
present."
Proceeds of the dance will go into the scholarship fund of the College of Creative Expression.
Anyone wishing to attend should
make reservations as soon as
possible by calling the Department of Music at 762-4288.

Grid stars, cheerleaders, SGA heads to be honored
Former football players,
cheerleaders and presidents of the
Student Government Association
(SGA) will be among the guests
who will receive special recognition at the Homecoming
Smorgasbord at Murray State
University on Saturday, Oct. 16.
Special seating has been arraP004,kir. the Er
:
tl
the
onorgasbords. whf hi longstanAlliteNcartetgetitter
fact it
scheduled from 11 a.m. to 12:30 in
the ballroom of the University

Center.
Donna Herndon, director of
alumni affairs, said the alumni office staff has made a concerted effort to identify, locate and contact
football players, cheerleaders and
SGA presidents to invite them.
"Unfortunately, we have been
unab1p.to reach many
ple, therefore we are d
now on IfieffilSoHne tb
word out," she said. "We are encouraging all alumni and friends

of the university to help us make
these contacts."
Noting that the weekend of Oct.
15-16 is the 50th Homecoming,
Mrs. Herndon said the idea is to
give special recognition this year
to people who have made significant contributions to Homecomings of past years.
Both Scott Elliott, cheerleader
director, and Frank Beamer,head
footballscoach, have become'very
much involved in the organization
and implementation of the effort.

Mrs. Herndon called attention to
a shuttle service which will
operate between the Stewart
Stadium parking lot and the main
campus for people who are interested in attending the
smorgasbord or other Homecoming events.
Reservations for the NiiniecebitiMg Smorgasbord, at $5 a plate,
may b6'Matte in the AhnrintOffIde
in Sparks Hall(502) 762-3737 on the
campus no later than Oct. 13.

Four-member team scramble event scheduled
Competition in the 13th annual
Homecoming Golf Tournamenton
Friday, Oct. 15, as part of the
celebration of the golden anniversary Homecoming weekend at
Murray State University will
again be a four-member team
scramble event.
R.T. "Buddy" Hewitt, Murray
State golf coach and tournament
chairman, said the scramble format has proven to a popular idea
and that a number of regular participants have asked that it be
repeated this year in the tourna-

ment at the Murray Country Club.
Awards will be presented for the
three lowest scores, low net score
(based on handicaps) and the
three lowest scores posted by
teams composed entirely of
ladies. No teams can win more
than one award.
Other awards include one for a
putting contest winner, closest-tothe-pin on one of the three-par
holes, a long-driving contest and a
prize for the graduate who travels
the greatest distance to participate in the tournament.

Starting times on both the first
and 10th tees will be from 8 to 9:30
a.m. and from 11:30 a.m. to 1
p.m., according to Hewitt. He said
that 192 players can be accommodated by starting groups at
eight-minute intervals.
Hewitt emphasized that teeoff
times will be reserved on a firstcome,first-served basis.
The entry fee is $10 per player,
with proceeds from the tournament to go the the Racer golf team
to help with its tournament and
travel expense.

The board of directors of the
Murray Country Club has waived
the collection of green fees from
tournament participants in order
to add those receipts to the proceeds for the Racer golf team.
Players who wish to participate
in the tournament are urged to
form their own foursomes and request a teeoff time as soon as
possible by contacting the Alumni
Office in Sparks Hall at (502) 7623737.
Request for golf carts, which
are $9 for 18 holes, should be made
at the same time.

,dsr"

Nursing alumni to honor Classes of'53,'70
Nursing alumni of Murray State
University will honor the classes
of 1953 and 1970 at the third annual
Nursing Alumni Banquet on Friday evening, Oct., 15, the eve of
the golden anniversary
Homecoming on the campus.
Dr. Ruth Cole, chairman
emeritus of the Department of
Nursing at Murray State, will give

Air--q,mahscioror-

a slide presentation title
"Remember When" following the
banquet, which will begin at 7
p.m. in the Mississippi Room of
the University Center.
Miss Cole served in a key role in
the nursing program from 1949 until her retirement in 1977.
In addition to the observance of
the 50th Homecoming, the occa-

sion also marks the 35th anniversary of the diploma program in
nursing and the 15th anniversary
of the bachelor of science in nursing program.
Reservations at $6.50 a person
should be made in advance by
calling Oleta Burkeen in the
Department of Nursing at Murray
State (502) 762-6225.

SCHOLARSHIP AT MURRAY STATE — Kathy Meyer of Lake Luzern., N.Y.,is congratulated by Dr.Pete
Panzera, retired Murray State University chairman and faculty member. Miss Meyer, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. William R. Meyer,is the recipient of the $250 Dr. Pete Pansera Scholarship, which La awarded each year
to a student with a major in physical education,recreation or health.
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Wrong turn
The eligibility committee of the C.ombined
Federal Campaign made the first mistake. It decided to include the National ftight to Work Legal
Defense Foundation among organizations sharing
In charitable contributions from federal employees
and military personnel.
Labor unions are making the second mistake in
calling for boycotts of community fund-raising
campaigns as a means of protest.
The National Association of Letters Carriers is
urging its members not to contribute to the Combined Federal Campaign, while the International
Association of Machinists goes a step further in
calling for a boycott of the companion United Way
campaigns.
Such boycotts are designed to send a message to
Washington, but they are doing it by threatening a
significant loss of funds for dozens of humanitarian
and charitable organizations relying on the CFC
and United Way for their support. People in need of
help from worthy organizations should not be the
victims of poor judgment by officials of the CFC.
It is obvious that the CFC shouldn't be supporting
the National Right to Work Legal Defense Foundation, which is interested primarily in fighting compulsory unionism. Whether its cause is just or not,
the foundation hardly qualifies for a share of money
given by federal employees for charitable purposes.
Donald J. Devine, the Reagan administration's
director of personnel management and chairman of
the CFC eligibility committee, should realize by
now that the right-to-work organization should be
taken off the CFC list. We hope officers and
members of the Letter Carriers union and the IAM
will come to realize that even if their complaint is
justified, they are firing at the wrong target in urging boycotts of the CFC and United Way Campaigns-

Window of opportunity
In Washington, Congress may decide to deal with
Its own political nemesis after the Nov. 2 election.
Sen. Robert Dole is urging President Reagan to
call a special session of Congress after the election
to take up Social Security issues that may be too
sensitive to address under any other circumstances.
Dole sees November and December as a "window
for opportunity" for Social Security reform because
the expiring Congress will have a certain immunity
IA thePolitical dernafioduerY that theissue attracts.
The election will be safely behind. Members who
are retiring at the end of the years will be in a position to act in the interest of what is best for the
Social Security system — not what will do the least
damage politically.
That kind of objective treatment is what Social
Security needs. To those who would argue that a
lame-duct Congress should not deal with such an
important subject, we would point out that the 97th
Congress was elected in 1980 to deal with urgent national problems, and Social Security was near the
top of the list. The subject belongs on the agenda of
this Congress — not the next one.
It's a sad commentary of representative government when elected lawmakers become petrified by
the political consequences of doing what they were
elected to do. But politics is always the art of the
possible. The best possibility for responsible action
putting Social Security back on its feet may lie in a
special session of Congress this fall.
If the bi-partisan commission created by President Reagan last year to study the Social Security
problem and recommend solutions can make its
report in time, the president should give serious
consideration to Dole's suggestion.
WRITE A LETTER — Letters
to the editor are welcomed and encouraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must
be included for verification. The
phone number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible and
should be on topics of general interest.
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent,writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
42071.

Mirrray Ledger & Times
WALTER L. APPERSON, President &
Publisher
MATTHEW S. SANDERS,Managing Editor
TED DELANEY, Circulation & Production
Manager
RICK ORR,Advertising Manager
BOB TAYLOR,Classified Manager
ALICE ROUSE,Business Office Manager
The Murray Ledger lk Times(LISPS 308-700)
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
every afternoon except Sunday., July 4,
Christmas Day, New Years Day and
Thanksgiving Day by Murray Newspapers
Inc., 1001 Whitnell Dr., Murray, Ky. 42071.
Second Class Postage Paid at Murray, Ky.
421/71.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas served
by carriers, $3.50 per month, payable in advance. By -mall in Calloway County and to
Banton. Hardin, Mayfield. Sedalia and Farmington, Ky., and Paris. Buchanan and
Purpose'. Tn.. $24.50 per year. By mail to
other destinations $39 50 per year.
To reach all department• of the
newspaper phone 753-1914.
e3uray Ledger & Times is a member
of Associated Preen, Kentucky Press
Aspociation and Southern
Newspaper
Publishers Association.
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to news originated by The Murray Ledger
& Times
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III-learned ABC's ofthe Cherokee Indians
There are 86 letters in the
American alphabe:
Before you mutter that the typesetter has made an error, stop to think
about that statement. The 26 letter
alphabet we use is not American, but
English. It is a "Made in Britain" import, brought to Plymouth Rock and
Jamestown in the 17th century. Noah
Webster made it out official alphabet
through his spellers. grammars and
dictionaries in the 19th century.
There was at least one purely
American alphabet, developed by
native Americans. The great
Cherokee,Sequoyah,from about 1809
to 1821, worked out as an 86 letter
alphabet for the Cherokee language.
The Cherokees lived in the Smokey
Mountain regions of eastern Tennessee, northern Georgia, western
Carolinas, and southeastern Kentucky. One small group of volunteers,
including Sequoyah, moved to the
Arkansas territory around 1818, but
the majority remained behind, until
forced to moved in 1836-38. The story
of that saga, including the Indian exodus on the "trail of tears", is a moving chapter in American history.
Both literally and figuratively "moving".
What is seldom considered about
that resettlement of an entire nation
is that Sequoyah's alphabet, designed to educate the Indians to live at
peace with white men and to be ab-

gored into the nation's citizens, may
have precipitated the forced moving.
The predominant Indian policy in
America throughout the first six
presidents was that of 'Thomas Jefferson. Jefferson, basing his theory
on Ms broader ideas about ability of
people to be educated and Dye
together, believed that most Indians
could be changed by education into
farmers and ordinary citizens. Most
reLigimis organizations believed the
same thing, and mission schools to
teach English, religions, and
agricultural techniques sprang up
among those Indian tribes
everywhere in the territories closest
to the populated eastern seaboard.
American Indian practice,
however, differed considerably from
official policy. Even Jefferson
sometimes despaired of his ideals.
Faced with continuing warfare with
the Creeks and Chickasaws, he even
suggested that U.S. trading posts encourage Indians to run up debts so
that they would have to give up their
lands to pay the debts and move
west. Gradually policy shifted from
absorbing the Indians to transplanting them west of the Mississippi, and
Andrew Jackson, with his experience
in doing just that to the Creeks and
Cherokees and Seminoles, made the
policy official during his presidency.
The Cherokees, however,
presented a peculiar problem. They
were a large and peaceful tribe,

eager to learn the whit man's ways
and to become a part of the masa.
After the ftevolutionary War, they
showed remarkable ability to adept.
They Kept the peace and kept carotid
leagal records of land claims and
treaties, and despite the loos of half
their land in 1818 under John
Calhoun's treaty with them, they
seemed able to stay in their native
habitat on firm legal ground. White
westward migration was at its first
peak, and the arrangement was an
obstacle to the tide of settles moving
that direction.
Sequoyah,seeking to hasten the absorption of the Indians into the Amerclan nation, carried his alphabet
back to the Cherokees in Int and it
was quickly approved by the councils. It spread like wildfire, and soon
hosts of Cherokees could read Mt
write their own language,for the first
time. Printing presses using the
Cherokee alphabet churned out
newspapers, books, New
Testaments, and practical manuals.
Seldom in history has such
widespread education occurred so
rapidly. Within five years of the
alphabet's acceptance, communication and learning ran rampant
among the Indians. The Brainerd
Mission served as a model community schooling effort for the Cherokees.
But then the Cherokees made their
fatal error. At the end of the 1130's,
they wrote a constitution for their na-

boa, copied tram the U.S. Commandos. A somber of dales had doss the
UMW thin. bekwe Whig admitted to
stalshood. and Ow 01111M1110011 were
mew* fsLwl.4 the accepted patterns toward illitatioqd.
Jackson agreed with the Mate of
Georgia that this act wee isieronstfteUonal and that no new Mate mold be
carved out of an existing oat He advised the Indians to move west, and
than got the removal act of 11121 poseed by Congress.
The Jefferson policy had lasted a
half ceatury. Jackson's policy weald
last another fifty years. The one bedian tribe most ready to be cilium
wider the old policy was one of the
fine to be moved ender the new
Palter
The Weikel of the Cherokees
would have happened anyway, but
the Irony is that it probably hemmed
faster than it would have because of
Sequoyah's alphabet, winch was
designed to prevent the Indians from
ever having to move at all
Perhaps this is the origin of that expression. "A little learning is a
dangerous thing" if so, it is to the
Cherokees' credit that they didn't
believe that In fact, when they moved west, they were careful to take
their schools and presses with thorn
— always confkient that with enough
education someday they would be accepted as citizens in a country once
their own

today in history
By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday. Oct. 2, the 275th
day of 1912. There are 90 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight lit hietory
On Oct. 2, 1870, Rome became the
capital of Italy.
On this date
— In 1940, Britain's HMS Empress
was sunk during World War
carrying child war refugees.
— in 1941, the German army in
World War II launched an all-out
drive against Moscow
— In 1999, a controversial U.S. test
of a hydrogen bomb underground in
the Aleutian Islands was carried out
without setting off a feared earthquake.
— In 1974, at the United Nations,
China hailed the Arab use of oil as a
weapon, saying it would help the
Third World Armee against imperialism
Ten years ago: The people of Denmark Mid to join the European
Comrade Mlirhat.
Five yams ago. laraalraissaml
joint U.S.-Soviet declarant as- lie
aims of a proposed IIat poet
conference that would ensure
Palestinian rights.
One year ago: President Reagan
rejected the idea of mounting the nation's MX mingle arsenal on tracks
for mobility, opting to bowie the
missiles in super-hardened silos.
Today's birthdays: Former
baseball star Maury Wills is 86 years
old. Film critic Rex Reed is 42.
Thought For Today: There is one
thing stronger than all the armies in
the world, and that is an ides whose
time has come. — Victor Hugo,
French writer(urn-ists).
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looking bock into murroy's past
Ten years ago
A garage at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Lubie Thurmond on Coldwater
Road, Highway 121 North, was
destroyed by fire today
The Murray High School Band with
Beth Wilson and Sarah Sams as commanders-earned a superior rating in
Class A School Division at Regional
Marching Band Festival at Cutchin
Stadium, Murray State University,
on Sept. 30.
Radar units set up by Murray
Police Department on West Main
Street today resulted in 28 citations
for speeding.
Mr. and Mrs. Eurie Vance will
observe their 80th wedding anniversary on Oct. 6.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Grimes on Sept. 28.
Lois Keller, Veneta Sexton and
Johnny McCage were elected to
three-year terms on Board of Directors of Murray-Calloway Country
Club.
Twenty years ago
Sen. Thruston Morten will speak
tomorrow morning at Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State University.
Danny Kemp, son of Mr. and Mrs.
J.C. Kemp, has been named Kentucky Lake District Farm Bureau
King. Charles Eldridge, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Leroy Eldridge, was winner
of the District Impromptu Speaking
Contest.
Mr. and Mrs. Eurie Vance will be
• married 50 years on Oct. 6 and a
reception will be Oct. 7 at Murray
Woman's Club House.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Ed Emerson
have returned from a trip to Bahama
Islands. She won the trip for Stanley
sales.
Mrs. Larry Curd presented the
lemon on "Planning A Basic Wardrobe" at meeting of New Concord
Homemakers Club at the home of

Miss Erin Montgomery.
Thirty years ago
West Kentucky Rural Telephone
Cooperative has been, alloted a loan
of $1,180,000 for the addition of rural
telephone program in Calloway,
Graves, Carlisle and Marshall Counties.
Deaths reported include Robert J.
Powley.
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Jeffrey, 300
South Sixth St., celebrated their 50th
wedding anniversary on Oct. 1.
Ada Sue Ross, Glenda Orr, W.K.
Billington, Patti Mae Hill, Bobby D.
Locke, Rex McClain and Thomas J.
Stom received their driver's licenses
this week, according to State
Patrolman James Brien who conducted the tests.
Ira A. Douthitt of Chattanooga,
Tenn., will be speaker at a gospel
meeting, Oct. 5 to 12, at Murray
Church of Christ.
Forty years ago
Rationing of rubber shoes and
boots, the kind worn by farmers and
Industrial workers, will start Oct. 5 in
an retail stores, according to Office
of Price Administration.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Wane Brown, Oscar Turner Venable,65,
Mrs. Bud Turner, 54, John Gray, 60,
and Mrs. Wash Boyd,79.
Murray High School Lunch Room
began operation Sept. 28 serving lunches to 106 pupils. The next day 308
were served. This nia a joint effort by
Murray City School Board and Murray High PTA.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Fennell, Sept.
24, girl to Mr. and Mrs. J.W. Hill,
Sept. 27, boy to Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Euin- Calhoon, Sept. 30, boy to Mr.
and Mrs. C.B. Buchanan. Sept. 27.
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ray Rushing.
Sept. 29, girl to Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey
J. Warren, Sept. 27, boy to Mr. and
Mrs. James Burkeen, Sept. 27, and

girl to Mr. and Mrs. William Edgar
Linn,Sept. 30.
Elected as officers of Kirksey
Mothers Club were Mrs. Johnnie
Walker, Mrs. Ralph Ray. Mrs. Paul
Paschall, Miss Hallene Smith, Mrs.
Mabel Pullen, Miss Frances Suiter,
Miss Marelle Clendenon, Mrs. Ottis
Patton and Mrs. Evelyn Palmer.
A Colt show will be Oct. 3 at lot of
Gibbs and Son at Five Points.
J.T. Wallis & Son is paying 35 cents
per pound cash for choice hams, according to ad this week.
Showing at Varsity Theatre is
"Footlight Serenade" starring John
Payne, Betty Grab's • had _ Victor
ligature. —
Fifty years ago
The total enrollment at Murray
State Teachers College for the fall
term is now 124. Approximately 200
classes are listed on the school
schedule.
Deaths reported include Barnett B.
Wear,64, Edd Stephens, 70, and Mrs.
Zeke Callahan.
All except six of the 51 elementary
schools of the county have been
visited by Calloway County Health
Department in a campaign to vaccinate students against contagious
diseases. Dr. and Mrs. J.A. Outland
begin work with the schools at opening of system on July 4
Marriages announced include
Rachel Marshall to Jesse Crouse on
Sept. 24.
West
Bible School will
open for ilatillkyesrea Oet. 4 at the
home of Mrs. H.B. Taylor on North
Fifth Street, according to Roy 0.
Reaman,president, after the death of
•
the Rev. H.B. Taylor.
Officers of senior claw of Ahno
High School are Miens Jeffrey,
Kathleen Imes and Arneta Rayliars.
Murray State Teachers Cease
beat Centre College in a football
game

gad**,

thoughts in season
by UsMN
Have you ever had dliffk-ulty trying
to figure out how to introduce some
professional person of your acquaintance who happens to have a title'
This can be a problem especially
with people known as "Doctors,"
whether of the medical or professorial sort.
The next time you have occasion to
introchice or to refer to someone of
title, call them a "student" of
whatever it is they do. How could you
possibly insult a heart specialist by
calling him/her a student of
medicine? Whet Ph_D wouldn't be
flattered to be known as a etudent of
Literature, physics, or whatever it is
they profess to have mastered'
Every scholar (or brilliant practioner) was first a student; the best
ones still are.
To order a copy of all Thoughts in
10119011 published over the past awe.
years — in paperbsck — call Alida
Graves at 759-4901 or &men Hart at
753-3474.
Proceeds from the sale of this book
will aupport the Murray-Calloway
Cceinty Compeolessesive Care Center
and Muney•Cietkows, County
reeedline

•
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Community events scheduled

Air
McCUISTON SCHOOL student body and teachers of 1938 are
shown in this pictured furnished the Murray Ledger & Times by
Bill Mohundro. They are (left to right) bottom row, Peggy Manning, O.T. Stalls, Clara Emily Hutchins, Barbara Jean Wrye, Ronnie Bonner, June Edwards, Juanita Cunninghaxn, Bobby Alford
Hutehina, Jo Ann Cook; second row, Laverne Boyd, Bill Mohundro, Nancy Eva Mohundro, Edward Turner, Louise Mohundro,
Robert Gregory, Otis Levine (teacher), Rubena Stalls, Billy Joe
Outland, Linda Blalock, Gene Wrye,Evelyn Bonner, Gene Loving,

Sue Mohundro; third row, Mary Buchanan, Buriene Wrye, Gene
Dale Mohundro, May Bell Stalls, W.G. Martin, Mary Brown
Steele, Halford Lovins, Modena Wrye, Harlin Rolf, Geneva Winn,
Peggy Buchanan; top row, Margie Smotherman, Max Bonner,
Alice Manning,°Beni Martin, Laura Buchanan, Ray Thurman,
Hilda Buchanan, Edwin Stalls, Norma Jean Loving, Ben Cook,
Louise Turner, Charles Blalock, Nodie Bell Parker and Ruby
Roberts(teacher).

HEALTH

Satarday,Oct.2
Monday,Oct.4
Temple Hill Lodge No. with program by Clara
TN Free and Accepted Eagle.
Masons is scheduled to
meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge
Area dairy fanners and
hall.
families will meet at 7:30
p.m. at Mayfield High
Alcoholics Anonymous School with free dinner to
and Allmon are scheduled be served.
to meet at 8 p.m. in
western portion of
Today is final date for
Livestock and Exposition persons to register to vote
Center.
In November general
election at office of CounSquare and round danc- ty Clerk Marvin Harris in
ing will be at 7:30 p.m. at court house.
Woodmen of World Hall.
Flu vaccine clinic will
Third night of "Robber start at 8 a.m. at Caloway
Bridegroom" by Com- County Health Center.
munity Theatre will be at For information call 7538 p.m. in Playhouse in 3381.
Park at Murray Calloway County Park.
Murray Lodge No. 105
For information call 759- F. & A.M. will have a
1752.
potluck supper at 6:30
p.m. followed by meeting
Car Wash for benefit of to honor past masters and
Murray High School 25-year members at lodge
Baseball Team will be hall.
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at
641 Shell at North 12th
Adult Great Books
and Chestnut Streets.
Discussion Group will
meet at 7 p.m. at
Motorcycle Races, Calloway Public Library.
sponsored by Murray
State Physical Activity
Executive Board of
Club, will be at 7:30 p.m. Murray Woman's Club
at Livestock and Exposi- will meet at 11:30 a.m. at
tion Center.
club house.

Tuesday,Oct. I)
Second night of auditions for "The Haunting
of Hill House" will be at 7
p.m. inaPlayhouse in the
Park.
First United Methodist
Church Women will meet
at 10 a.m. at Hale Chapel
with executive meeting at
9 a.m. and coffee at 9:30
a.m.
Hattie Lee Galloway
WMU Group of Westside
Baptist Church will meet
at 7 p.m. at church.
Delta Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
club house.
Group H of First Christian Church CWF will
meet at 2 p.m. at home of
Mrs. Ola Bailey.
Free adult reading program will start at First
Christian Church. For information call 7618971 or
753-1993.
Free blood pressure
tests will be given from
noon to 2 p.m. at Murray
Seventh-Day Adventist
Church, South 15th and
Sycamore Streets.

Second day of sixth anPoplar Spring Baptist
nual Knights of Columbus Young Women will meet
Murray Assembly No.
Tootsie Roll Drive will be at 7 p.m. at home of Bon- 19 Order of the Rainbow
conducted at various nie Byerly.
for Girls will meet at 7
shopping centers.
p.m. at lodge hall.
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
Coldwater United
Alcoholics Anonymous
DEAR DR. LAMB — I am set the record straight. I better balance in hormones which I am sending you. Oth- membranes. When the skin Youth Regressive Din- Methodist Church
very self-conscious about never have said that exercis- will help improve breast ers can send 75 cents with a is broken or injured in some ner of First Baptist Women will meet at 7 will meet at 8 p.m. in
my measurements. My fig- es will increase your breast development. Female hor- long, stamped, self- way, that may allow the Church will start at 6 p.m. at church.
western portion of
ure is OK except for my size. But in some women the mones stimulate breast addressed envelope for it to bacteria on your skin to p.m. at church.
Livestock and Exposition
breasts which are entirely right exercises and good pos- development.
me, in care of this newspa- enter and start a localized
Calloway County Band Center.
Murray High School
too small. They have always ture may increase your bustThe exercises you need to per, P.O. Box 1551, Radio infection. They may also
Boosters
will meet at 7
French
will
Club
have
its
been that way. I'm 28 years line. There is a difference.
do are those that contract City Station, New York, NY invade a hair follicle causing
Murray TOPS (take off
annual French Sidewalk p.m. in band room of
old, and otherwise reason- The breast is not a your muscles over the front 10019.
a furuncle or boil.
pounds sensibly) Club
Cafe on downtown court Calloway High School.
ably attractive but I would muscle. You can't exercise it of your chest. The breast sits
Such bacteria may also square from 11
will meet at 7 p.m. at
be a lot happier if I had and enlarge it. It is a gland on these muscles. The DEAR DR. LAMB — Tell cause
a.m. to 3
staphylococcal pneuus
about
the
spread
of
staph.
Health
some cleavage.
Center.
p.m.
Recovery,
and much of its content is enlargement of the chest
Inc.,
will
monia and other infections.
In one of your columns fat, except during nursing muscles behind the breast We know it usually begins in
meet
at
7:30
p.m.
at
What
hospitals.
are
the ways The infection from one
Sunday,Oct.3
you said there were exercis- when it also contains a lot of will set the breast forward
WMU of Sinking Spring
Health Center, North
es that would increase the milk.
and increase your bustline, of catching it from another person to another is usually Mr. and Mrs. Brent Seventh and Olive Baptist Church will meet
person?
What
about
spread
hanby
personal
contact.
size of breasts. You said, By the way, having a child even if your breasts are
Langston will be honored
at 10 a.m. at church.
once one developed the pec- helps some women to small. But this doesn't dling clothing belonging to That is why washing the at a reception in celebra- Streets.
toral muscles to the size become mature physiologi- enlarge the breast If you someone who has it, Also, hands after handling an tion of 50th wedding anBaptist Young WomenLottie Moon Group of
wanted, one can maintain cally and results in a larger develop good posture — what are the early symp- infected person is important. niversary from 2 to 4 p.m.
toms if' one is infected? Hexachlorophene will kill
First Baptist Church of Sinking Spring Church
their size by dosing exercises breast thereafter.
avoiding rounding of your What about
filthy restrooms these bacteria. Washing the in Fellowship Hall of Women will meet with will meet at 7 p.m.
once a week. Could you Any woman who has truly shoulders.— that helps too.
\' where the floors and stools hands after handling cloth- Hazel Baptist Church.
please send me some mate- small breasts and who is
Mrs. James Ward at 7 home of Sharon Furches.
These points about what are not cleaned or sanitized
ing, bedding or towels of
rial explaining those exer- concerned about it should you can do are discussed in
anyone who has skin lesions Concert by Jerome p.m.
cises?
talk it over with her own more detail in The Health for many months?
Ladies Bible Class at
Hines, bass,sponsored by
Auditions for "The
DEAR READER — Let's doctor. In some few cases a Letter 18-12, Breast Basics, DEAR READER — There from staph is also imporare several strains of sta- tant. The clothing and arti- Murray Civic Music Haunting of Hill House" Seventh and Poplar
phylococcal bacteria. These cles should be all right after Association, will be at 3 will be at 7 p.m. in Church of Christ will
start meeting at 9:30 a.m.
bacteria normally inhabit washing and use of a regular p.m. at Lovett Playhouse in the Park.
Bargain Matinees
at the church.
the skin and mucus dryer
Auditorium, Murray
Fri thry Thurs.
Sat. & Sun. .200
University.
inFor
State
Annual Quad-State StrOpen 6:45
DRIV
Singles Class will meet
formation call 753-1285.
Cheri & Cine
ing Festival Orchestra
/ea/7
ij
IN
*Start 7:15
at 7 p.m. at Seventh and
Concert will be at 7 p.m.
Dorn with the
All Sects
Auditions for "Cater- in Lovett Auditorium, Poplar Church of Christ.
courage of on
pillars" to open' Nov. 13 Murray State University.
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LADIES
BIBLE CLASS

EACH TUESDAY MORNING
From 9:30-10:30 lOctober-Aprill
Studying Anchors in Troubled Waters

planting
ONES LANDSCAPING
(502)753-1725

407 N. 121b

We have 4 difforeat varieties of
eppies 'freight from the fere to yoo
at low, les prices.

ALL LADIES INVITED
We Wsa how fresh owl. cidor sad all typos if term
fresh modem eveileble.
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•Bulbs lAll Varieties)
*Cushion Mums
*Lawn Seeding
•Landscape
Planring el, Planting

7th & Poplar Church of Christ
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outbreak

5/ 27
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For transportation call 753-3714
Attended Nursery
40$ N. 126

`Hillbilly Baal
°

753-8214

ANAHEIM, Calif.(AP)
— Public health officials
say at least 34 cases of
measles in California,
Arizona, Oregon and
Texas have been traced
to 20 children who visited
Disneyland on Aug. 17 or
18.
The 20 children
transmitted the disease
to 14 other people, and
there may be additional
unreported cases, according to Russ Charter
of the California Department of Health Services.
He said the disease may
spread now that school
has opened.
The outbreak is one of
three known pockets of
measles frustrating the
Centers for Disease Control in Atlanta, which had
set Oct. 1 as the deadline
for eradicating the
disease in the United
States.
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Sidwolk cafe today

Patients dismissed

Annual French Sidewalk Cafe by Murray High
School French Club will be from 11 a.m. to 3p-zi. today(Saturday) on the downtown court square. The
pubic is urged to visit the cafe, a club spokesman
said.

O'Brien at West Point
Erin R. O'Brien, daughter of retired 12. CoL John
E. and Kathryn B. O'Brien of Rt. 7, Murray, has
been officially accepted into United States Military
Academy's Corps of Cadets as a member of the
class of 1906 during the annual acceptance parade.
The parade followed six weeks of rigorous bade
cadet training at the West Point, N.Y., academy.
Ms. O'Brien is a graduate of Murray High School.
The academy is a four-year educational institution
graduating men and women to seve as career Army
officers. In addition to military training, the
academy offers athletics and an academic curriculum which includes basic and engineering
sciences social sciences and the humanities.

SAP chapter will meet
James Campen Chapter of Sons of American
Revolution will have a meeting in late October with
the date to be announced later, according to Brown
Tucker, secretary. The chapter now has 14 active
members with four applications.
Persons desiring information may call Tucker at
489-2467. Membership is based on direct descendant
of a seerviceman or civilian helping to establish the
Republic of America and this must be proven,
Tucker added.

Women to meet Tuesday
First United Methodist Church Women will meet
Tuesday, Oct. 5, at 10 a.m. in Hale Chapel of church.
Ms. Pam Rusk will be leader of the program about
"Myths About Aging."
Coffee will be served at 9:30 a.m. in the church
social hall. The executive committee will meet at 9
a.m.in church parlor.

Local permits recently dismissed from area
hospitals tack& Linda Emma& and William
Roberta, both of Murray, from Lewdes
Paducah; Chwiss Wilson of Murray from Western
Baptist Hospial, Paducah; Mary Edlith Barrett alsd
Charles C. Wilson, bath of Murray, aed Gary
Dwayne Langston of Kirkaey, all from Community
Hospital, Mayfield.

Leto Taylor at convention
Leta Taylor has just returned from the MO annual Kentucky Hairdressers Convention, Sept. ni to
27, where she taught the new fall and winter haircuts, perm techniques and coloring. This trend is
oiled American shapes.
Mrs. Taylor was selected as one of the five judges
to judge the Total Fashion competition with C*13testants and models coming from Ohio, Indiana,
Tennessee, Virginia as well as Kentucky. Also attending classes were Valerie Foster and Vicki
Nance who work in the salon with Leta.

Group to meet Tuesday
Group II of Christian Women's Fellowship of
First Christian Church will meet Tuesday, Oct. 5,at
2 p.m. at the home of Mrs. Ola Bailey with Mrs.
Ruby Poole as cohostess. Mrs. Alberta Korb will
give the program and Mrs. NelleFtobbins will give
the devotion.

Tennis ploy Tuesday
Group B of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Tuesday, Oct. 5, at 9 a.m. at the club.
Substitutes will be Beck Wilson and Jerlene
Sullivan.
The lineup is as follows: Court One — Annie
Knight, Janice Howe, Vicki Baker and Frances
Hulse; Court Two — Judy Latimer, Janie Ryan,
Vicki Miller and Gayle Foster; Court Three —
Sheila Grogan, Marilyn Adkins, Norma Frank and
Kay Ray; Court Four — Mug Rigsby, Ann Uddberg,
Agnes Payne and Cathy Young.

Newborns, dismissals listed at local hospital
Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Monday,
Sept. 27, included 146
adults and seven in
nursery.
Newborn admissions
were Beverly Ray and
baby boy, Rt. 1,
Buchanan, Tenn.• Sheri
Latimer and baby boy,
1503 Kirkwood; Teresa
Quertermous and baby

girl, Rt. 7; Juanita Sledd,1607 Dodson.
Youngblood and baby
Kathleen Green, 313
boy,723 Spruce St., Paris, South 13th St.; Marsha C.
Tenn.
Tidwell, Rt. 2, Hazel;
Dismissals were as Albert Frank Heiss, 1502
follows:
Oak Dr.; Christopher
Mary B. Miller, 755 Garland, Rt. 8; Iva Nell
Riley Ct.; Carol Thomp- _ Burton, Rt. 2, Hazel.
son and baby girl, Rt. 1, _ Evan W. Meeks, 1622
Benton; Paula Jo West Farmer; Dana J.
and baby boy, 301 Reed, Bullock, Rt. 5; William H.
Mayfield; Mary E. Rumfelt, 305 Elm St.;
Wagoner, Rt. 5; Larue H. John D. Keel, 315
Woodlawn; Dewey
Bazzell, Rt. 1, FarmJ
ington.
Che*tfIlki-iffku*Ctlt141
fish, vegetable sticks, Waldrop Tr. Ct; Claudie
mixed greens, hot roll, Pillow, Rt. 1, Wingo;
butter, chocolate sheet Walter Wilson, Rt. 5;
cake, pineapple, milk, William B Litchfield (expired) Rt. 3; Leola M.Ercoffee or tea.
Wednesday — ham- win (expired) 1601
burger, hasbrowns, green Catalina.
beans, bun, butter, sugar
Census at Murraycookie, banana, milk, cofCalloway
County
fee or tea.
Hospital for Tuesday,
Thursday — lasagna, Sept. 28, included 152
blackeyed peas, cabbage adults and 10 in nursery.
salad, garlic bread, butNewborn admissions
ter, banana pudding, were Shirley Mohler and
orange, milk, coffee or baby boy, Rt.1, Alrno;
tea.

Nuttiltion menus released:
for e eriy program tor Week
Menus for the Nutrition
Program for the Elderly
and Meals on Wheels for
the week of Oct. 4 to 8
have been released by
Tripp Thurman, director
of Murray-Calloway
County Senior Citizens.
Meals are served Monday through Friday at
Hazel and Douglas
Centers and each Tuesday and Thursday at Ellis
Center. Meals also are
sent out each day.
Menus are as follows:
Monday — sloppy joe,
corn on cob, pickled
beets, hot roll, butter,
peach halves, milk, coffee or tea.
Tuesday — fried cod

Friday — roast beef
and gravy, lima beans,
whole carrots, hot roll,
butter, pear halves, milk,
coffee or tea.

Karerr Bolls and baby
boy, 1533 London Dr.;
Cindy dyer and baby'girl,
1612 Magnolia.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Louis Charles Ryan,
1306 Wells; Wanda
Eubanks, 118 Spring,
Sikeston, Mo.; Anna
Melton, 1712 Miller;
William Garrett, 108
Hiawassie, Starkville,
Miss.; Ethel Mae
Paschall, P4.1,Hazel.
William T. Morris, Rt.
3; Onalee Hoff, Rt. 2,
Dover, Tenn.; Eddie L.
Johnston, Rt.1, Almo;
Karen S. Bergauer,
Elizabeth Hall; Lee
Michael McTaggart, Rt.
1, Mayfield; Jeanine T.
Condict, Rt. 5.
Fain-a Faye Albin, Rt.
7, Mayfield; Sadie J. Runyon, Rt. 3; Robert H.
Merrell, Rt. 3, Fulton;
Flora L. Going, Box 211,
New Concord; Ruth
Bishop, 706 Pryor,
Mayfield.

2 agar as dime mai times but the &Mies darwealkw hes MOW ler a ing Ow middle at ger day
Meeteh% heathsYIN k rake/baker
coaltims remain very
Buss baits,
geed.
shallew/deep enemies
White stripes carsstlfl crash halts, plastic
be found ahead the bees in wakes and llg and beg
search of abed minnows amokbatiala all are taliawl if they fled a school ingniangr damn bees
kirse mow* they will
Mk WM hem we
breek_the sietace W a •
"Sine•
Many times they win
seeped near the edge at
a deepen'and just wait kr
a morsel to come by.
Slabspoons,
sidewanders, white jigs, By OwlsNeltairay
roedrunners and pedigo's
Attendance cont=se
are some of the beet lures
to be good at the weekly
to catch stripes on.
The gauger are moving D.U. meetings. I know it
around into shallow Is difficult to attend each
water next to the flats meeting because of other
sometime during the day, commitments, but I hope
so many people who are a gssiliallit effort is becasting for bass, are cat- ing mode to attend these
ching sauger as a bonus. meetings.
The sight for the ducks
They can still be taken by
trolling their usual deep known as the annual
Ducks Unlimited Banhaunts also.
A crawfish color was quet is only six weeks
the best selection I found, away. Since this is the oneither in sunshine or ly fund-raising project
undertaken each year br
cloudy conditions.
Most of the *auger I've the local D.U. Minter,
seen lately were of the an all out effort must be
medium range except for put forth to raise as much
one near the Eggners money as possible for the
ducks.
ferry brige.
The format for the banI was fishing with Mr &
Mrs Leo Price and when quet this year will be
the fish struck, it didn't much the same as it has
seem to be any larger been for several years.
than the ones we had been The national headquarters of Ducks
catching.
The water was 20 feet Unlimited is supplying
deep so it took several some great items to be
seconds to bring the fish auctioned at the banquet.
to the surface where I Among the items are
could net it. No one was several prints, at least
prepared for the huge two shotguns, several
sauger that suddenly carved decoys, a special
decided to head for other D.U. clock and many
more items that can only
places and did!
He came up going away be found at D.U. fundfrom me and even my raising dinners. The local
four foot net handle chapter will again offer a
wasn't enough to get him. 870 Mag Vent Rib that has
special engraving. This
Close examination of gun will be sold to the
the lure revealed one highest bidder. A Remhook broken and two bad- ington shotgun will also
ly bent!
be given away as a door
I guessed the fish bet- peke.
ween 4-5 pounds and that.
Tickets are now being
conservative.
sold by D.U. members.
Woody has been cat- The banquet will be Nov.
ching some nice crappie 13.
along the edges of the
Also some young boy or
dropoffs on Ms favorite girl known as "Greenwlure,the roadrunner.
ings" will have a chance
Several other to win a shotgun known as
fishermen have been cat- the "Greenwing
ching good crappie on Special." This single-shot
minnows worked on shotgun will be given
spider rigs and single away to a Greenwing that
sets.
-- attends the banquet.
Black bass remain the
Officers selected to
biggest challenge of them serve the local chapter
all however.
next year are Kenny ColEarly morning and late lins, vice-president, Fred
evening are still the best Kemp, secretary, and
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STRIPPING
We do stripping sad
refinisking•hress
polishing
eveilehle else.
Located st Coart
Square Antiques
1165. 56

153-7419

yet

Deith Covey, treasurer
Gene Starks has agreed
to serve as chairman for
one more year
The sponsor program
that I briefly discussed a
couple of weeks ago is go.
ing greet To date, the
local chapter has Mx D U
sponsors and I am sure
that others would become
sponsors if the benefits
were explained to them
Hopefully, this can be acat the "Sponrir
lig=" set for Oct
19. Possible sponsors will
be sent invitations to attend this affair and others
wIl be contacted personally by a I) U
member. If you have
questions concerning the
sponsor program or mild
like to attend the dinner
you can contact Gene
Starts at 753-2243 or me
at 753-8964. Our newest
sponsor to join this elite
group is Dr. Mary Ann
Anderson, D.V M
The first annual Waterfowl Day held at the West
Kentucky Wildlife
Management Area was a
great success. Our local
chapter had a couple of
members that were very
successful in some competitive events. Neal
Thompson came in second in the duck identification contest and
Keith Covey came in
fourth in the Kentucky
State Good Calling Championship. David Hale.
from over at Cadiz, won
the event. So I think our
chapter was well
represented considering
the competition.
Our chapter usually
tries to avoid controversial issues, but we have
decided to take a stand on
a project proposed by the
Kentucky Department of
Fish and Wildlife
Resources. At Issue is an
area known as the Kaler
Bottoms. On Oct. 21, a
public hearing will be
held at Mayfield High

Irk Crawford has bed
awns geed catches am the
raider paints and bark in
ewe Askew bays also
Take the.tfane to NO a
day er nee thk tall Yea
just might get that
trollhi!
Happy Mame!

CYPRESS SPRINGS
RESTAURANT
SPECIAL

410 N.4th
753-8364-753-6779

2 Price

2nd Order- 1/

(Regular Orders Only)

ego.;or-

436-5496
Off Runt 121 S.
Approximetsly 5 miles Soot* of Now Cooreonl

First of all, the purchase of the land would
not cost the average taxpayer a dime Monies for
this purchase would come
from a tax that hunters
pay when buying guns
and ammunition Hunters
Imposed this tax on
themselves through the
Pittman-Robertsoo Act
Second, it has been confirmed that no water will
be backed up on adjoining
farmland To do so would
be a violation of present
law Actually, the cc:01nm of nearby creeks will
be improved if this project is completed
Third, we feel that the
more wetland habitat
provided for wildlife.
even if it is only this small
area. is better than no additional wetlands being
set aside. When wetlands
are gone, not only will the
ducks be gone, but many
more birds and nlarnnrsabi will alsosuites.
The local D.0 chapter
will meet Oct. 5 at the
Sirloin Stockade The
meeting starts at 7 p.m
The prints that will be
auctioned at the banquet
will be shown, including
the DU. artist a the year
print.
Buy your ticket now
and plan to attend the
D.U. Banquet Nov. 13
May all your hunting be
safe and enjoyable.

i-53-11.536

Tires, Wheels 8, Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires
Road and Field Service-

Friday-Saturday-Sunday
October 1-2-3
BROASTED CHICKEN DINNER
1st Order- Regular Price $385

Scheel and oar chapter
will have•spokesman at
the meeting
The Murray-Calloway
County chapter of Ducks
Unlimited passed a
resolution supporting the
actions of the Kentucky
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources in
their efforts to argue,
whet is known as the
005
Kahn. Bottoms
acres) to be used as
wetland habitat and
wildlife management
area. Why would our
chapter support this pro-

Boyer Tree Service

Hooks Wheel
Alignment

1 0%

Discount

Summer Special
Removal of dead, diseased
wonted trees.
•Nay lamed

Come Celebrate With Us!

STORE
HOURS:

Anniversary Special Oct. 1-14

20 /0

S..,.

Sunday, October 3, 1982
10:30 a.m. "Freedom in Christ"
600 p.m. "Sonship in Christ"

Mors.

ENTIRE MEAL

OFF

ALL

S p.m.-Close Mon.- Sat.
p.k.

Monday, October 4, 1982
7:00 p.m. "Hope in Christ"

Sunday-All Day

Tuesday, October 5, 1962
7:00 p.m. "Confidence in Christ"

11 a.m.10 a.m.

Wednesday, October 6, 1982
700 p m "Victory in Christ"

EL

Theme:

"13temiligan 13eigg La Maar

7530440
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University Church of Christ

un-

753-1536

Res &
kyr.e's

Fall
Revival

Or

We Want To $14Thatiks Forft-fist Year.

You Are Invited to Attend Our

Robin Wadley
Speaker
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west kentucky outdoors
The geese were in downlake and out of
perfect harmony, a sight.
The wind was crisp,
wavering v of birds flying
low and silent over a and my jacket felt good
Lake Barkley mudflat. snugged up around my
The leader was the one neck. My Labrador
doing all the hard work, retriever charged across
breaking trail, while the the flat from one corner
others rode almost ef- to the other,forever chasfortlessly in his windslip. ing away the shorebirds
I've read how. that would drift up and
migrating geese trade the over a hundred yards and
lead, how when the bird then sit back down like
in front tires, another they were saying, "Silly
comes up to take its dog!"
The breeze was up.
place. This way the formation can travel great Some of the trees on the
distances without stopp- Land Between the Lakes
ing. But in my short shore were starting to
KENTUCKY-BARKLEY Bass 'n Gals Tournament was conducted out of stretch of lake one
old show yellows and reds.
Kenlake Marina on Sept. 18. Winners were, from left, Fran Birdsong, third, workhorse carried the Yep, it's about time, I
Jeanette Storey,second,and Glenda Black,first and Big Bass.
load and led the flock thought.
About time to write my
annual "anticipation of
fall" column. I usually do
it in October. But this
year it seems like fall is
here earlier, the coolness,
good
year
on
the
current
$40,000
and Exposition Center PCA Breeders Club.
Entry for the
the
colors, the geese, and
PCA National Champion- 1982 tour sponsored by during the day before
Among the tour win- hence
the column. It's a
Professional
the
hunts each night. The ners already included in
ship for coonhounds, Oct.
way
I
anticipate what's
26-30, at Murray and Coonhunters Association. hounds will be drawn in the National field are ahead,
and like many of
Deamon
won
the
Spring
four-dog casts at 5 p.m., Striker, a Walker also
Land Between the Lakes,
the better things of life,
closed Sept. 30. However, Classic at Murray and ,and a PCA judge grades property of the Bellaranticipation
is often as
the field includes the top also won the tour-stop at hounds in the woods on Green team; Tennessee
much fun as the real
tracking and treeing, Big Wheel, a black and
competition hounds in the Manchester,Iowa.
The National field in- with raccoons left tan belonging to thing.
United States.
So let's carry ourselves
cludes
72 semifinals from unharmed. Cast winners Oklahoma City attorney
favorite
has
to
Pre-hunt
away
for a few moments
be Kentucky River all 18 PCA tour hunts, advance until four re- Ed Able; Banjo, Walker
to October, November,
qualified
semifinelists
Deamon, the little Treemain for the champion- owned by Dale Bolding,
December. To deer
ing Walker that won the automatically. The re- ship cast Saturday, Oct. Cresden, Tenn.;
stands, duck blinds, quail
of
256
of
the
field
mainder
1981 championship at
30.
Thunder, a Walker owned
fields; country ham,
LBL to become the first hounds will be made up of
Spectators and dog- by Bill Luedeke Beauquarterfinalists
coonhound ever to win tour hunt
lovers are invited to two mont, Tex., and Hangup,
back-to-back Nationals. on the first-come, first- major sidelights to the the Walker owned by
Deamon, owned by Russ served basis.
National, the National Doug Harrell and Paul
Bellar, Peru, Ind., and
The championships Benchshow at 1 p.m., Fri- Gibson, Lafayette, Ind.,
handled by Wayne Green, hounds will be on display day, Oct. 29, and the auc- which won last week's
Defiance, Ohio, has had a at the Murray Livestock tion of pups and cham- ;15,000 Autumn Classic at
pionship hounds by the Lime,Ohio.
CINCINNATI (AP) —
Does your finicky feline
or picky pooch turn up its
nose at a perfectly good
bowl of water? Then
maybe you'd be in the
_percash
or
cepted
I
no
FRANICFOAT.— Commarket for "Puppy
mercial' fiahertiten may sonal'Checks)!
"Pussy Pop.2
valid
Pop"or
are
permits
The
permits
purchase, spec1a1
Inventor Richard
in Murray Oct. 12 and 13 from Nov. 1 through
Hughes says test
to use gill and trammel March 31 of next year.
marketing ,results have
nets in Kentucky and Fishermen who do not obbeen good enough to
during
permits
these
tain
Barkley lakes.
begin large-scale producTed Crowell, assistant this two-day period in
tion of his non-carbonated
director of fisheries for Murray may purchase
soft drink for cats and
the Department of Fish them from the offices of
dogs.
and Wildlife Resources, the Department of Fish
At one display last
in
Resources
Wildlife
and
applications
will accept
weekend, 20 cases of the
between 8 a.m. and 2 p.m. Frankfort.
caramel-flavored drink
at the Murray Plaza
— which is labeled safe
Court Motel on these two
human consumption
for
days.
sold out at 82.40 a sixApplicants for these
„pack, he laid.
permits must provide
Hughes said he thought
residency
and
proof of
of producing a pet drink
WHAT A CATCH! — George Robinson (left) and
have a valid commercial
when he noticed his two
M.W. "Dub" Henry display a 28 lb. white catfish
fishing license. The perschnauzer dogs followed
caught recently on their trout line near Pine Bluff
mits cost $500 each and
him to the refrigerator
on Kentucky Lake. The catfish was one of 22 head
only certified checks or
when he went for a cold
caught by the two men.
money orders will be ac-

Coonhounds'event planned

sweet potatoes,
blackeyed peas; old
clothes, half-blued
shotguns, nuzzling dogs.
For the hunter, the best
season is nigh. It's time to
celebrate it!
I know where there's a
buck with antlers like a
TV antenna. He's had an
easy life of secluded
fields and protective
thickets and plenty does
to keep him company.
Every fall I think he'll get
soft and forget what
November means. But he
always disappears right
on cue. I've never glimpsed him during the past
three hunting seasons,
though I have scored on
some of his sons.
This year I'm going to
try a different strategy.
I've been shooting my
bow out in the backyard,
and my stand is in place
on the trail where old Big
Boy likes to run. I plan on
being on it when the archery season comes in,
hopefully before the buck
figures out that hunting
season is nigh.
Oh, the odds are still in
his favor. I won't get to
hunt too many mornings.
I won't take anything but
the closest best shot. And
if a fat doe comes tripping down the trail, I

New type of food for pets
being marketing by inventor

Permits available

On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Pork

C
liTHE JONES

Why Pay More For Your Next Boat?

Kenlake Marina

Country Crossroads

Complete Line of Fishing

in Hardin Ky.

*Authorized Evinrude
f 11111R11111
5n1 f
5! ivy,' I

RR 2 Buchanan Tenn (9011232-8221

ARQUITA'S
PLACE
We're Known For Our...
ssh Dinners •Homemode Desserts
:
De
ptoltieciLouunscFhie
'Breakfast Served Anytime
ckn r a
ChS+ti
&yDD
reisnsninegr,3
Vegetables, Tea or Coffee,
Bread & Dessert
•11.

Hwy
68
lonotho
54-6192
Creel
5:00 a.m.-9:30 p.m

Cain'sjilAC, Jeep
•

it.,

Rt. 1 Hardin (502)474-2245 cm 474-2211 Ext. 171

VERNON'S WESTERN STORE

suit,CHARLIE'

04fmplc raZ3

Open 7Days A Week
4 a.m.-6 p.m.

RESTAURANT —
Ae_r=
4114eet_eckt_-_
Serving Those
Famous Fish Dinners
Hwy.68 & 80 At Aurora
We Will Be Open 7 Days A Week
Mon.-Sat. 4:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.
Sun. 11:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m.
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everywhere there's good
habitat, and rabbits are
running rampant.
I grew up looking at the
hind end of Daddy's
brace of setters. But
when the country started
being bulldozed and Daddy put on a few years, he
got out) of the business. I
turned into a watefowler,
and over the last few
years I haven't averaged
two quail trips per
season.
But this year might be
the time to change this.
I've threatened buying a
setter, though my wife
frowns on the idea. I've
also threatened some of
my quail hunting friends
with journalistic slander
unless they invite me to
join them, and frequently. I've got a longing to
hear quail whistle off the
roost, to see the covey
rise, to move fast when a
dog points a single.
There will be aroundthe-barn rabbit chases
with our three-legged
cocker-poodle cross. He
was supposed to have
been a house dog, but he's
got and individual spirit
and a rugged desire to
hunt. He stays outside
and does his own thing.
Good for him!
There will be damp
nights and river bottoms
where big coons prowl.
There'll be goose pits and
South Dakota pheasants
atid a few trips for crappie on Lake Barkley.
There'll be friends and
fellowship, camps,
stories and good times
galore!
Maybe that's why I was
on that Barkley miulfiat,
looking for an e.kalse
writg this column e4rix,
-T-heigeeee gave it-toftnel!
Thank you, one more
time.

Pontoon Rentals
Guide Service, Covered
Storage, Launching Ramp,
Tackle, Bait

Soles & Service

might be tempted to take
her. I love to eat venison,
and it would be a shame
to pass up deer steaks on
the hoof when Big Boy
might never stroll by.
Regardless, the buck will
still be in the back of my
mind. Hunters are optimists by nature, and
that optimism is a
definate part of preseason anticipation.
Work on our two duck
blinds is almost completed, and both places
look promising. The bottom blind might be the
hotspot this year. The
heavy rains have
everything in order, and
the spring is running. All
we have to do is close the
gates and watch expectantly as water creeps into the millet.
Duck hunting in west
Kentucky may be better
this year than in the past
two seasons. There's
been a better hatch of
mallards in Canada,
especially in Ontario and
Manitoba, where many of
our ducks come from.
The state Department of
Fish and Wildlife
Resources has done a
super job in establishing
and renovating waterfowl
areas. The "Duck Pond"
on Lake Barkley has
several hundred acreas
of flood, part of which will
be flooded. Birdville
Island in the Ohio River
refuge northeast of
Smithland is planted.
Ballard County has plenty food. This year when
the ducks get here, they'll
find refuge and a good
meal waiting. This should
hold them in the area and
provide better hunting.
The quail and rabbit
picturas -,loak -brighter
than they have in recent
years. Quail are

Boat, Motor, Ski &

Featuring
*Bass Hawk Boats
•J.C. Pontoons
11.40

Everyone's Going To

and Sporting Equipment

Oa Betaiteful Koraecky Lake

beer.
"It started me thinking
— there's a lot of people
out there with dogs and
cats, and they might want
to give their pets
sottiething spetiAl; too.” '
Hughes took his idea to
a friend who put up
$10,000 to develop the product and helped line up
other backers. A professor of veterinary
medicine suggested a
recipe that included
caramel flavoring and
vitamins, while a canner
agreed to package a test
batch of 22,000 cans.
There is talk that the
giant grocery and pet
food companies are considering entering the pet
beverage market.
"Our product is so far
superior, we're willing to
let the dogs, cats of
America decide,"
Hughes said.

by wade bourne

Buy o pair of men
or ladies boots or
$20 in clothing
items and get a
free $15.00 straw
hat.

641 North

753, 4

641 Super Shell

Durgin Ao
Bait Shop

Where "Service Is Our Business

Worms — Minnows
Licenses — Ice — Supplies

147 Ridge Rd.-Hamlin, Ky.
436-2102

Hw.641 South

753-9131
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at 42. tit "412‹ 42 20 011 AK&>MR OW I

Murray,pail Co.
°Wholesale

Retail:

For All Your fishing Needs
Serving The Lakes For 30 Years
iwy. 94 East
Murray, Ky. 42071
yaw >vwx Alec AV,

L

Phone
502-7c.3-5693

Sales8 Service
*Mercury Outboard
*Pro Craft
*Lowe & SkeeterBass Boats

L
OUTWARDS Mack & Mack Marine
Aurora, Ky.

474-2251
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a ppy Holiday Travel,Inc
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
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Labor-management relationship in state hurts industry search
Of all the elements that
form Kentucky's image
as a home for business,
none is so worrisome to
state Commerce officials
and private industrial
specialists as the Cornmonwealth's labormanagement climate.
In national rankings,
Kentucky is consistently
down-rated for its lessthan-ideal labor rela-

tions. Whether such
assessments are fair or
not is beside the point;
the perception is that
organized labor and corporate management are
not friendly in Kentucky,
and that hurts when it
comes to wooing new
business or industry.
But additional steps
have been taken recently
to address that problem.
The state Department of

Labor crested a new position as special liaison to
both labor and business in
Kentucky. Increasing
emphasis is being placed
on labor-management
committees in communities all across the
Commonwealth. A new
degree program in industrial and labor relations will be offered at
Northern Kentucky
University beginning this

fall, a flee for the state.
And labor unions are
sponsoring programs
such as a new "job perfonnaness evaluation" in
Louisville, to emphasize
quality and productivity.
Appointed to fill the
Labor Department's
liaison position was
James W. Cunningham of
Ashland. Mr. Cunningham, 32, brings to his
post extensive experience

is Eacky's organised
labor circles. He has been
a welder for Nahum'
Mine Service in Gresnup
and was an official of the
Maddnists' onion local
that is the bargaining
egad with NMS.
The state Department
of Labor said that during
his tenure with the union
local — including service
as local president — the
number of grievances

dropped by 11 percent
sod arbitratiess decreered by be parasol. Mr.
Cunningham said this
was accomplished by
"improving conpany and
union relationships and
by educating my
membership on problems
common to both the company and the union."
Initially, he will serve
as organized labor's
primary contact with

Economic picture encouraging for most Kentucky retailers
Kentucky retailers are
anxiously monitoring the
sounds of their cash
registers to measure the
effects of the current
economy on Commonwealth spending patterns.
For most of the state's
retail sector, however,
the sound so far has been
encouraging; overall
retail sales in the fiscal
year ended June 30 were
up in Kentucky, based on
figures of state retail
sales and use tax collections.
While some increases
in those collections have
resulted from increased
prices as well as higher
sales, they indicate that
gross revenues are up —
with healthy advances
recorded in some
segments.
Tax collections on
general merchandise, for
instance, rose 9 percent
over the previous year,
with department stores
racking up an 11.2 percent increase.
Furniture and fixtures
were up 13.5 percent, but
most of the gains were
posted in industrial fix-

tures; furniture was up
4.5 percent except for the
antique furniture segment which sustained a
1.3 percent drop.
Despite the encouraging sales figures in many
areas, Kentucky retailers
pull no punches about being caught in the costprice squeeze. Theirs is a
fiercely competitive industry scrambling for
fewer consumer dollars.
To survive, these
retailers are expanding
and remodeling stores
and streamlining inventories and management
structures.
Richmond -based
Begley Drug, for example, is remodeling its
stores and has restructured district supervision. Maloney's Enterprises, Mount Sterling,
has tackled inventory
distribution practices at
its 30 Kentucky outlets;
new stores will open at
Tompkinsville and Hardinsburg in October.
Ben Snyder's of
Louisville, following
management restructuring, opened a new department store in Paducah

Clay Zerby to present
program at meeting
Dr. Clay Zerby, plant
manager of Union Carbide's Gaseous Diffusion
Plant, Paducah, will
make a presentation entitled "Quality Improvement — What Management Must Do," at the
Oct. 14 meeting of the
American Society for
Quality Control, Jackson.
Purchase Section.
The event will be held
at the Holiday Inn,
Mayfield. Zerby has
recently attended both
Dr. W. Edwards Deming
and Dr. J.M. Juran
seminars and will
highlight the quality
philosophies of these two
leading world authorities.
Zerby also will describe
how these concepts are
being implemented by
Union Carbide Corp.
The American Society
for Quality Control is a
non-profit organization
dedicated to the advancement of quality in a range
of manufacturing and
service industries.
The evening's activities

Dr. Clay Zerby
are of interest to quality
minded persons from all
levels of business and industry. Members and
non-members are
welcome.
The program consists
of — social hour, 6 p.m.;
dinner, 7 p.m.; and Zerby
presentation,8 p.m.
For reservations or
more information, call
247-6730 ext. 328 and ask
for John P. Wallace.

Cincinnati -based
Shillito/Rike's is stepping
up efforts as its Kentucky
stores in one of its target
areas, housewares.
Housewares, sportswear and decorative
home furnishings were
big sellers for most Kentucky retailers last
month, with discounts
and sales a major
strategy.
Julian Shapero, Ben
Snyder's persident, said
home decor has taken on
'greater importance
because "people are
spending more time fixing up their homes. With
the lack of new housing
starts, you would think

Ray Lane joins staff
at Tractive Effort
CLARKSVILLE,
TENN. — Ray E. Lane,
26, has joined the staff of
Tractive Effort Communications as graphic
artist. He will be responsible for graphic development and illustration for
the Clarksville-based
advertising/public relations firm.
A Murray native and
graduate of Murray State
University, Lane earned
his bachelor's degree in
1 9 7 9 .Asan
undergraduate he was an
award-winning editorial
cartoonist and illustrator
for the Murray State
News and served both as
president and vicepresident of the Advertising and Marketing Clubs.
After serving as territory manager for the
Burroughs Corp., MiniComputer Division, Lane
returned to Murray State
in 1980 as graduate assistant sports promotions
director while pursuing a
master's degree in
business administration.

movie)is corning along."
Scottsville-based
Dollar General Stores,
like Maloney's, makes a
big marketing push on
everyday items like
cleaning supplies and
toiletries. "To some extent, we benefit from the
recession," said a
spokesperson for the discount chain. "People
shop in our stores during
the bad times and, when
good times return, we retain part of that customer
base."
Tucker of the

Maloney's discount chain
said his company is less
affected than most by
cut-backs in discretionary spending because
we don't deal in luxury
items. We see everydaytype items which are
quickly consumed and in
high demand."
But all Kentucky
retailers interviewed for
a survey by the Kentucky
Business Ledger said
they are digging in during
their ongoing war against
inflationary and recessionary pressures.

Wal-Mart celebrates
anniversaries next week
When the first WalMart store opened its
doors in 1962, no one could
have visualized what an
impact it would make
around the country.
Certainly founder and
chairman of the board
Sam Walton, when he
started his Rogers, Ark.,
store, had high hopes. But
even then he knew if WalMart was going to grow,
hiring geed people would
be the reason. Twenty
years have gone by and
Walton's philosophy proved to be right.
Wal-Mart in Murray
opened its doors in 1981. It
was the 410th in a group
that by year's end consisted of 550 stores.
"This 20th anniversary

celebration," Wal-Mart
Store Manager Gary
Stewart said, "is really
going to be something.
We all come from this
area and are proud to be
associated with the WalMart organization. Actually, we're kind of a
family and we'd like
everyone to stop by and
celebrate with us."
Stewart will participate
in a ribbon-cutting anniversary kickoff
celebration along with
other local dignitaries at
9 a.m. Wednesday to kick
off the Murray WalMart's first anniversary
as well as the 20th anniversary Celebration of
Savings which will continue through the entire
month.

Ray Lane
He most recently was
employed as an advertising account representative for The
Leaf-Chronicle before accepting his new position
with Tractive Effort.
Ray and his wife Amy
Marie have one daughter,
Sarah Rae, and reside at
3024 Chippewa Drive in
Hopkinsville, Ky.

Just
moved In?
I can help
you out,.
Don't worry and wonder about learning
your way around town. Or what to see and
de. Or whom to ask.
As WELCOME WAGON Representative,
I'll simplify the business of setting settled.
Help you begin to envoy your new town
. . good shopping, local attractions,
community opportunities. And my basket
is full of useful gifts to please your family.
Take a break from unpacking and call

for all your Travel Reservations Coll

•••

Marjorie and Bill Major
7S3-0880

me.

represent trig

American and International Trayeltime
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those sales wouldn't be
big."
At the Kentucky-based
Dawahare apparel chain,
"sportswear is where the
big play is," according to
A.F. Dawahare, Lexington. Clothing for
"mature" (over 25)
women is a another good
area, as more women
enter the workforce, he
said.
Manloney's is selling a
lot of trendy merchandise, like Sniurf toys and
tumblers, said Dick
Tucker, senior vice president. "Pac-Man (promotional items) have had
their day in the sun, but
E.T. (based on the

Wal-Mart
Ray Lane
Dr. Clay Zerby

Mary
Hamilton
Asst.
753-5570

Kathryn Outland 753-3079
Hostess
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REAL ESTATE AND YOU
by Loretta Jobs

,

PAM, Regulation Z VRM, ARM — Would
you believe all these initials are only a few of
real estate financing terms used in today's
real estate market — most of which have appeared on the scene in the lost two years.
Your reciter con help you through the initials of o real estate transaction. PAM
stands for Pledged Account Mortgage that
calls for all or portion of a buyer's down pay merit to be placed in an interest-bearing occount. Your account is pledged as additional
security for the loon and con be used to supplement the loan's payments during the early
years of the loan.
Regulation Z is one of these federal
regulations that discloses to you the type and
amount of finance charges associated with
your loan. Perhaps you have heard of Truth in
Lending Law — this is Regulation Z
Variable Rote Mortgage interest rote is
adjusted to reflect changes in the lender's
cost of loanable funds. Adjustment con be in
the form of et-stionge in your payment or by
extending youriclon term.
ARM — Adjuitoble Rote Mortgage is one
which the interest rate may be adjusted up or
down based upon o change in a verifiable index.
Your realtor works very closely with our
local lending institutions. Your banker or savings and loon officer and your realtor ore
here to help you have the American dream —
a home for you. Coll your realtor. tot him or
her know your needs. Whether you are buying your first home or preparing to purchase
a second him*, your medlar con help you
familiarize yourself with terms used in the
real estate matte of today.
This is the first in a series of articles with
the idea of answering some of the questions
most often asked about the real estate profession. If you have a question or if there is a
particular area you would like to see covered
in this column, call me at my office at 7531 492 or write me at 1200 Sycamore.

IngebAosalr King
492-13.40

Water down your energy costs
111111111
Hot water costs money In tact,
in an all-electric home, about 16
cents of every dollar you spend
on electricity goes for heating
water.

washing full loads of clothes in
the coolest water possible.
rinsing CIOthea in COid water.
and taking a quick, warm
shower instead of a hot, deep

To save money on electric bolls,
reduce the thermostat setting on
your water heater Set it at 140
degrees if you have an electric
dishwasher, 110- 1 20 degrees if
you do not. And remember,
insulate your water heater, fix all
leaky faucets, and add a shower
flow restrictor
You'll also save by running the
dishwasher only when its full,

Murray Electric Co.

O

VE

401 011w• St.
753-5312
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Lakers play fired-up 4th quarter
to overtake South Fulton, 22-16
By JOHN SALERNO
Sports Writer
The Calloway County
Lakers hit an upswing in
this season's on-again,
off-again pattern as they
took the game away from
South Fulton,Tenn. lathe
fourth quarter, 22-16 Fri-day night
Senior halfback Jeff
Garrison slammed the lid
on the Red Devils when
he rumbled 20 yards
around right end and
through the secondary to
the end zone. He added
the conversion, and with
5:05 to go, the home team
could not recover.
Garrison was a big facEXTRA EFFORT-Jeff Garrison provided the extra punch necessary with a fourth quarter touchdown Friday night in the Lakers win over South Fulton,Tenn.
tor in the win as he
returned to the game
after getting shaken up in
the first quarter. "J.G.
got his bell rung in the
first quarter," Head
coach Sam Harp said
after the game,adding he
would not put him back in
until the trainer gave him
the go-ahead late in the
game. "He came back,
and it's a good thing."
In addition to actually
getting the TD, Garrison
and the Laker offensive
line was responsible for

setting up the score.
Wlith about nine minutes
left in the game, South
Fulton quick-kicked on
third down with a 16-14
lead. Taking the ball on
their own 39, the "hogs"
of Calloway's line blew
the Wildcats off the ball
eight times, including a
crucial fourth-and-two
first down which was
followed by the TD.
Although he believes
there is more work needed on the team's Motivation, Harp acknowledged
his team played with
heart in the latter part of
the game. "We played
sloppy but proud," he
said. "They never said
die and they reached
down deep in the fourth
quarter."
One play that led to the
fired-up defensive play
late in the game was a
third quarter safety by
Laker defensive back
Craig Darnell. After a
sack by linebacker
Russell Usher on a bad
snap in shotgun formation, the Wildcats were
pushed back further
when Calloway stopped a
screen pass for a loss

back to the South Fulton
16.
Going from the shotgun
again, a bad snap caused
Jeff Shepherd to bobble it
in the end zone and
Darnell swooped in on
him like a fly on flypaper.
Early in the game, the
first noticeable Laker
drive ended in a missed
38-yard field goal attempt, and South Fulton
countered with a 17-yard
TD tun around right end
by talented senior QB
Bruce Grooms.
But Laker quarterback
Tim Brown countered
with a nice TD pass lofted
onto the fingertips of Jeff
Butterworth, who pulled
the ball down in the left
corner of the end zone
with a Wildcat on his
back to make it 8-6.
South Fulton's next
drive ended up going the
other way as Robert Duncan popped Grooms and
Tinnbo Pittman jumped
on the subsequent fumble
at the Red Devil 16. Five
plays later Brown took it
in from the one as the
Lakers went on top 12-8.
In what Harp called the
team's "only real

breakdown," South
Fulton's Harold Hutcherson picked off a Laker
pass and on the same
play the Red Devils were
awarded a late-hit penalty which brought the ball
down to the Calloway 14.
The Lakers held them off
for six plays until Derrick
Hobbs knifed in from the
three for South Fulton's
last score.
Calloway is now 4-3
overall and remains 1-1 in
the district. Next Friday
Is Homecoming as the
Lakers take on Reidland
in what is both a district
contest and West Kentucky Conference game.
at Seeth MON
CALLOW AY
as xi ix Ns a
S.FULTON
si xx szs xx Eg
Scoring Playa
let - 44) Bruce Groans 17-yard
nal. Two-point conversion on Groom
2nd - 6:91 Tint Brown 9-yard peas
In Jeff Butterworth. Conversion tailed.
64.
2nd Brown 1-yard nut. 0:11!
version failed. 124.
3rd - 1416 Hobbs 1-yard run
Grooms pass to Phil Biverus for twopoint conversion. 16-11
3rd - 1:MI) Safety by Craig Darnell
who tackled Jeff Shepherd in end zone.
11614.
4th - (5:01 Jeff Garrison 26-yard
run. Garrison,two-point COVIVeTS}011. 23IL

Why's'Boma playing Ark. State
By HERSCHEL
NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
What, you may ask, is
mighty, fifth-ranked
Alabama doing playing
the likes of Division I-AA
Arkansas State?
It all happened at the
time of the 1981 Super
ON THE MONEY - Jeff Butterwortlfhauled in this Tim Brown TD pass in the first half over the defensive Bowl when Bear Bryant
was in Las Vegas, Nev.,
stretch of Red bevil Bruce Grooms.
to analyze the game for a
group of big spenders.
The Rama coach-athletic
director was visiting with
Larry Lacewell, his
counterpart at Arkansas
State, and a mutual
By BRUCE LOWIIT
expeditiously be penaliz- sion (only 11
/
2 hours of not wanting to meet."
AP Sports Writer
ed - were to be the which involved face-toHe also said he would friend, Logan Young.
WASHINGTON(AP)- primary subject of to- face talks with the be calling Garvey and "Coach Bryant and I
Ed Garvey and Jack day's latest round.
owners), prospects for suggested that whether were talking A.D. talk,"
Donlan, trying to pick up
The bargaining broke continued negotiations the talks continued hing- Lacewell recalls, "and he
the pieces of badly shat- off Friday amid charges appeared dim.
ed to a great degree on said, `Dadgummit, I
tered negotiations, spent and countercharges that
Donlan, Garvey's whether the union was messed up my schedule
more than an hour on
neither side was taking counterpart with the willing to accept the and I have an open date I
phone Friday night, the other seriously or Management Council and presence of a mediator at'have to fill in 1982.' Logan
said, 'Why not play
clearing the air and bargaining in good faith. the owners' chief the talks.
Lacewell?'
agreeing to resume the Garvey, the executive negotiator, told a news
Later, though, Garvey
talks aimed at ending the director of the union, said conference there was a said the telephone con- "Coach Bryant grinned
12-day National Football the players "thought it good chance talks would versation had only touch- and said,'How much will
League players' strike.
would be best to cool it for be halted for the rest of ed on mediation as one of it cost us?' I said, 'A
Grievance procedures a while."
the weekend, saying the a variety of subjects- he whole lot.' He said,
-the players are demanBut after the recess players had agreed to wouldn't specify the 'Maybe we can work
ding they be streamlined was called by the players talk Friday "so they others - and that he had something out.' He called
and clubs failing to act following a four-hour ses- wouldn't be accused of once again rejected the me a month later and
asked if I was still inidea.
terested.
"I think bringing in a
"I said I was, but we
mediator would only didn't have an open date.
delay things," Garvey We were supposed to play
Memphis State this week
and they didn't want to

NFL strike talks to resume again

CLOSE OUT ON
1982 FUEGOS & LECARS

The
Fuego
is a true sports coupe, affordable
and fun to drive with its Turbo charger.
The LeCar
is one of
the world's
best selling
front wheels
drive cars.

All New For'83
is the Renault Alliance.

See them today at...

CAINS
AMC-JEEP-RENAULT, INC.
641 N. Murray153-6448
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switch dates, but he got
'em to switch. I don't
know how he did it ...
yeah, I do know - he's
Coach Bryant."
Lacewell, who hails
from the Bear's home
town of Fordyce, Ark.,
and whose father played
high school football with
Bryant(Lacewell himself
was a graduate assistant
under Bryant in 1959),
would not disclose how
much Arkansas State will
realize from tonight's
game in Birmingham,
but it will be by far the
biggest payday in the
school's history.
"I really do appreciate
what Coach Bryant has
done for Arkansas State
by scheduling this
game," Lacewell says.
"Of all the teams that will
play Alabama this year,
Arkansas State will be
the real winner,
regardless of the score.
"It's a chance that a
school like Arkansas
State doesn't get very
often. When you talk
about Alabama, you're
talking about the No.1
program in the history of
college football.
"We have nothing to be
ashamed of with our program. We knew when this
game was contracted
that we'd be overwhelm-

HI! I'mYour
New Business
Partner!
to inherit your
stanch

-share

partner's

4the blINi rleSS!

ir may be someone who isn't old
enough. Or skilled enough. Or inter, .esied enough to help you'la..4 your
ctintrony running:

333 East 13coodwfty
Mayfield, Kentucky 42066
(502)247-5225
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Nationsi liaffikettall AssociaMon
ATLANTA HAWKS-Traded Torn
Burleson, center, to the Chicago Bulls
or Friday for future considerations.
DALLAS MAVERICKS Sigre..d Bill
Garnett, forward to a five-year contract. Released Kenny Arnold, Wayne
Waggoner and Eddie Thurman, guards
and Bob Grady,center.
HOUSTON ROCKETS-AnnalMallt
the retirement of Robert Reid, forwahl,
guard.

Gimes Dimon
Mite, hot sad list Company if Pedecoh, Ky.
will be *hp ginseng is Arlin/pee sad Hardin,
Ky. et the fame* dates, pieces end these...
A.21. Sept. 11 end 25. Oct. 9..d 23. Nov.
6

Arlaites-9 SAL- 11 p.m., Unction U.S. 51
aid Ky. 10
Nerds-12 lieea-2 p.m., leactiee Ky. 10 end
Ky. 1124
Please Kip71sie Ad For Peters Rofereace.

l'emi should. Ise .ible to choose the
partner you want. At Connecticut
Mutual Lite, we have a plan to insure
tour partnership so that it stays sirs.'
WC Can provide the cash you need
at the death of your partner or key
stockhokler.. funds to satisfy the
heirs and keep the business together.

We'n: itt business to help keep you ;IA

NBA moves

NUIICE

Ssiinetimes they sdl then/ilia total
stranger. Or worse. a competitor
who'd like to phase out your
,Iseration•

IN !smells.

portunity to play before
one of the largest crowds
in the nation and the
climate this time of year
is super. Plus, both teams
are undefeated. Our kids
are looking forward to the
game and should have
good memories of the atmosphere that is college
football at a high peak."
For a change, someone
actually is worried about
Kansas State, one of college football's perennial
doormats. Dickey's decision to redshirt eight
starters last year seems
to be paying off.
"They'll be tougher
than heck," says Arizona
State's Darryl Rogers.
"They play solid defense.
They held down Wichita
State, which already had
beaten Kansas. Experience is a great factor
in football and Kansas
State is loaded with it."
The rest of the Saturday night schedule finds
Cincinnati at South
Carolina, Southwest
Texas State at
Southwestern Louisiana,
Tulane at Vanderbilt,
Central Michigan at
Eastern Michigan,
Brigham Young at TexasEl Paso, Utah State at
Fresno State, Wyoming
at Hawaii and NevadaLas Vegas at Pacific.
Continued on page9
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I•leirs have a funny way of di;r4Ising of
IN',mess shares they don't want.
They sell them tot something they do
want---cash.

"-Irt-tpeerali:ein'..sOhing liquidity and
'
-ras problems tor business people.
Onrsoitnams are comprehensive and
.1011ar-44”! backed by products
with astational reputation for low
cost. For a complete look at partnership protection, please %%lite or call.

ing underdogs. But we're
taking the approach that
it's going to be fun and exciting, and we plan to
make the most of it.
Other night games involving The Associated
Press Top Twenty find
North Texas State at
seventh-ranked Southern
Methodist, No.10 Arkansas vs. Texas Christian at
Little Rock, Kansas State
at No.13 Arizona State,
Texas at No. 15 Rice,
No.1 7 Miami at
Louisville, Temple at
No.18 Boston College and
Illinois at No.19 Minnesota.
During the afternoon,
No.1-rated Washington
plays host to San Diego
State, runnerup Pitt
entertains No.14 West
Virginia, LSU visits No.4
Florida, No.6 Georgia is
at Mississippi State, No.8
Nebraska at No.20
Auburn, No.9 UCLA at
Colorado, No.11 Notre
Dame at Michigan State,
Georgia Tech at No.12
North Carolina and
Oregon at No.16 Southern
California.
With a 3-0 record, surprising Kansas State is
the only unbeaten team in
the Big Eight this"late"
in the season for the first
time since 1931. That also
was the last time the
Wildcats were 4-0 (they
were 3-0 in 1975, only to
wind up 3-8), but Arizona
State is on a different
plane than Kentucky,
South Dakota and
Wichita State.
"This is the perfect
type of college football
game," says K-State
Coach Jim Dickey. "Our
players will have the op-

Connecticut
Mutual Life
The Ogee Chip Ceespany Owe Mai

610Citizens Bonk Building
PodUcoh, Kentucky 42001
(502)443-8808

211 Main Street
Fulton, Kentucky 42041
(502)472-1061

•Pea gravel
*Conaato grovel
'Septic tank rock
*Sand
MIAMI Sand end gravel
Located ha Ak., Ky
759-1090
753-0277

By CI=IMAMS
Spurts Writer
The Ward liesearial
Baratiers enterad Ty
iillead *ado= Friday
and dadreyed Meein
ray High's tear gnus
wining streak with as
explosive 16-7 victory
over the Tigers.
"We thought we had the
game wee before we ever
came out en the Bald."
said Murray skipper Tim
English. "I hope we
learned something tram
this."

LETTIN' IT GO —Murray quarterback Mark Boggess (1) unveiled; one of his seven complete padres for a
total at 78 yards and a third quarter touchdown pass. Staff photo by Chris Evans.

Murray's first potential
scoring drive, late in the
opening period, was
nullified when Ballard
recovered a fumble on
their own three yard line
as Tiger tailback David
McCuistanscampered 31yards toward the end
zone before being stripped of the ball within the
5-yard line.
Ballard used its atrial
attack for the first scoring drive of the contest as
quarterback Robert
Welch connected with
wide receiver Roy Rainer
for a 59-yard strike. Den-

ids Robins mans petit
Idelt WOW st Ihe Yidsei
towed
les Ti.,Al
Uwe licesuglo, who
Owed dew the careerskiallissi44.
The Isetheis Weeded
mein ea IBS Infers 'Fla
Wes Ohm ow whole remising in the het Kreg
Doom who Intercepted
Murray quarterback
Mark Boggess one play
'artier, broke loose for a
73-yard scamper into the
end sons, followed by
Roberts' extra Oat caw
venom kick, giving the
visiting spied a handsome 134 lead
Misfortune plagued the
Tigers final drive of the
first half as a Beggess'
peas once again fell In the
hands of Denton deep in
Ballard territory imenriss
a13 point Bomber lead at
half time.
Murray failed to pick
op a fourth down sod one
situation on the Ballard
21-yard line, which turned the ball over to the
Bombers who wasted no
time posting its third
touchdown of the evening. Ballard fullback

Leeks W-- 1.. to
dee les.
*Aga ha Ike Illerray -I Orme • ceutitl
deinedve awl and limbs Wince aid they
he a 11-yard curry which se me" mid Ow Tiger
cesmilisd erlik Ilabsele* gmeserbsck who was in-hew times
sem/ mire peke lick
304 although.phoebe a pro.
pee the elellers
arty leIhsOrd puled. *wilespeeilig giro
Isom.receiver -Wel sae hew geed we
1110
ghee Sdiwellemw in the are teed week at Trigg
maim he a l)-yard C•eaty). If we earn
added
Isuchiswe pees &log bousice bark
*a Tigers lb Arse and ea. ileum
ty Isuckdswe Mt the @WOW McCaisten added to hie
ing st the third quarter sesselial tally with IS'
hunisr. timid Denham yards on 21 carries num
tallessed with sod extra tog Ws legal to 073-yards
pint cesiversiso kick that en 03~TIE&
spilt the uprights and Milry Coach English said the
rowed the Bawd lead to team just was not emote13.
ly prepared far the contest
However, the hosts fail- "We beat ourselves"
ed to rally in the final English exptained that
period and bowed to their turnovers and mental
district foss who move mistakes took•sever toll
one game op on the on the outcome.
Tigers in the district eland,. i Ballard Memorial
34,Murray 3-11
Boggess who finished
the contest seven for 17 in
the air for 711-yards and a
touchdown pass, accredited his success to
the psis protection he
reveiveci from the often-
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Let Us S ervice and Motntoin Your Vehicls
CALL US TO BUFF MIRROR CLAN & WAX YOUR
VEHICLES AT IOW REASONABLE RATES
T.
Misassiela

OUTSIDE — Starting Racer tailback Monzell "The Gazelle" Jefferson (33) being chased by Tennessee Tech
Golden Eagle. Jefferson led all Racer runners with 72 yards on 28 carries last week. Today MSU travels to
Morehead State for a 12:38contest.Staff photo by Jim Rector.
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Dodgers,Braves at wire inWest
By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
With their seasons on
the line, Braves Manager
Joe Torre and Dodgers
boss Tommy Lasorda
knew who to hand the
baseball to — veteran pitchers.
Torre chose 43-year-old
knuckleballer Phil
Niekro, and the 19-year
veteran responded Friday night with a three-hit,
eight strikeout blanking
of the San Diego Padres.
For added spice, Niekro
belted his seventh career
home run, a two-run shot
in the eighth to clinch the
4-0 triumph.
The Dodgers also won
4-0 at San Francisco
behind Reuss' Ihreehitter. Reuss left the
longball hitting to Rick
Monday, whose eighthinning grand slam won
the game and kept LA
within a game of the firstplace Braves in the National League West. The
Giants are two back with
two games remaining.
Atlanta can clinch at
least a tie for its first division title since 1969 by
beating San Diego
tonight. Pascual Perez, 23,faces John Montefusco,
10-10.
The Dodgers and
Giants battled this afternoon, with Bob Welch, 1511, scheduled to face
Renie Martin, 7-9.
Elsewhere, it was New
York 1, Philadelphia 0 in
10 innings; Montreal 8,
Pittsburgh 5 in 11, and
Cincinnati 4, Houston 2.
Like any pitcher who
slams a home run, Niekro
was anxious to talk about
his hitting.
"It felt like hitting a
golf ball with a wood,"
said Niekro, 17-4. It was
his first homer in six
years and it came with a
bat borrowed from outfielder Brett Butler. "I
wanted something light
so I could whip K better. I
wasn't surprised I hit it
that far but I was surpris-
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of all fires on which they were usod, and most large
fires start as small fires. 84e, invest ill •seutpart,
easy-to-nee fire extinguisher. Keep it handy I. your
kitchen, or be prudent and buy one for your cottage,
car, boat and the back bedrooms.
Buy and install smoke detectors and them properly
maintain them They must be cleaned often with the
vacuum cleaner hoer so that they are dust-free. It is
estimated that thousands of lives could have been
saved last year had smoke detectors been in service
when the fire happened.
Now,in case of fire:
If you suspect fire, alert the rest of the household.
By Abigail Van Buren
But first feel the top of the door. If it's hot, don't
open it. Escape through the window.
If you can't open the window, break it with a
chair. Cover the rough edges with a blanket, sit on
the window ledge with one leg hanging outside and
one inside, and wait for help.
The phone number of your fire department should
taped on every telephone. If it isn't, don't fumble
be
DEAR READERS: Tomorrow marks the 80th
trying to find it. Get out and call from a
around
anniversary of Fire Prevention Week, and I have
house.
neighbor's
had so many requests to repeat my column on fire
If you live in an apartment building, use the stairit
here
So
tradition.
a
become
prevention that it has
way. Don't take a chance on the elevator. If it fails,
is, with updated figures:
trapped!
you're
In 1981, 8,823 Americans died in fires, of which
Once out, stay out. No treasure is worth risking
plus
300,000
civilians,
Nearly
firefighters.
123 were
your life.
100,000 firefighters, were seriously injured in
It took less than three minutes to read this column.
2,893,500 fires.
it worth it? I hope so.
Was
The total fire loss in 1981 in property alone was
ABBY
U.S.
over 118.5 billion in the
The chief causes of fires, in order of the toll taken,
P.S. Capt. R.H. Kauffman of the Los Angeles
were:
County Fire Department has written an excellent
1. Smoking
little booklet titled, "Hotels Could Be Hazardous to
2. Wood and coal stoves
Your Health." For information on its cost, write to:
3. Electrical wiring and appliances
Jazerant Corp., 3958 Calle Valle Vista, Newbury
4. Children playing with matches
Park, Calif. 91320.
5. Gas-fuel cooking and heating
•••
Now for some tips that could save your life:
Be sure your cigarette is out. Matches, too. Never
DEAR ABBY: While shopping at a very nice superleave matches and lighter, within the reach of
market, I came upon something I'd never seen before and
children.
wonder if anyone else has ever encountered a similar
Don't run cords under rugs or over radiators
experience.
is
it
if
cord
a
where they may get damaged. Replace
I saw a woman take a bottle of ketchup from the shelf,
frayed.
the lid, extend her finger down into the bottle,
remove
in
alone
invalids
or
children
small
leave
Never
lick
the ketchup from her finger! She continued to do
then
the house - not even for a few minutes.
this with several different brands of ketchup, then chose a
Have your wiring and electrical installations done
small bottle that she hadn't opened. I was shocked and a
by a professional.
little sick to my stomach thinking that someone was going
tightly
in
place
cool
Store oily rags and paints in a
to buy a bottle of ketchup that this woman had stuck her
sealed metal containers.
finger into. She looked to be about 80, was very well
Never use flammable liquids for dry-cleaning
dressed, and I doubt that she was hungry.
indoors.
Needless to say, I don't shop in that-itere anymore.
Never smoke in bed.
What would you have done, Abby?
Have a fire drill in your home to be sure everyone
HOLD THE KETCHUP IN HONAKER, VA.
knows what to do in case of fire. Designate a specific
meeting place outside so you will all know who's
DEAR HOLD: I would have quietly reported the
outside of the house.
to the management.
lady
percent
97
out
put
extinguishers
Remember Fire
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Your Individual
Horoscope

Dealu

Frame Drake
FOR MONDAY,
OCTOBER 4, 19112
What kind of day will tomer.
row be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth sign.
ARIES

A Little Fire Prevention
Worth Whole Lot of Cure

1
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) TI4
A close tie is in an uncompromising mood. Don't bring
up controversial issues. Avoid
arguments about financial
matters.

TAURUS
I Apr. 20 to May 20)
Misunderstandings could
easily arise with co-workers,
especially over little things.
Be aware of others' idiosyncrasies.

LEO

412itigz

(July 23 to Aug. 22)
It's easy to say the wrong
thing, especially when dealing
with those who are sensitive.
Business and pleasure don't
mix.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
Before getting involved in a
legal matter, be sure to check
costs. Someone tries to
manipulate you through flat-

nruA.

Students to compete in Quad-State Festival
About 160 students
from 22 schools in four
states will be on the campus of Murray State
University on Monday,
Oct. 4, for the 35th annual
Quad -State String
Festival.
Students in grades six
through 12 from Kentucky, Tennessee,
Missouri and Illinois will
appear in concert at 7
p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium after a full
day of clinics and rehearsals. An ensemble of
junior high students and

way

GEMINI

(May 21 to June 20)
You're a bit tongue-tied
when it comes to expressing
sentiments. Stay clear of
entanglements.
romantic
Simplify your life.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) ®
An awkward situation could.
arise socially. It may be difficult to warm up to an acquaintance. Be true to
yourself.

tor at Murray State, is for festival participants. uBRA
Conservatory of Music.
.ft.r7L
The string festival is (Sept. 23 to pct. 22) —
Charles Clark, or- serving as the chairman
you have a sincere desire to
chestra director at Over- of the string festival. A the first of four Quadton High School in Mem- doctoral candidate at State Festivals to he con- please others, yet yoti must
phis, will be the guest Louisiana State Universi- ducted by the Depart- learn when to say no.
conductor for the or- ty, Thompson holds ment of Music at Murray Safeguard credit and watch
degrees from the Univer- State in 1982-83. Others Overspending,
chestra.
Music on the program sity of Alabama and are the choral festival SCORPIO
'AP
wil include works by J. Memphis State Universi- Nov. 1, the junior high (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) rit
A relation with a close tie
band festival Nov. 72, and
Rosen muller, ty.
He will also present a the senior high band may be strained and an unMendelssohn and
promising work project may
Richard Stephan by the mini-concert and a clinic festival Feb. 24-27, 1983.
to be aborted. Be less
have
ensemble and by Peter
critical of others.
Warlock, Handel and
atOff
SAGTITARIUS
Alfred Reed to be played
SIX 'SHOOTER PATENTED
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21) 4.4
by the orchestra.
Distractions could easily inIn 1836, Samuel Colt patented the six-shooter, a
Christopher Thompson,
terfere with work routine.
pistol with a revolving chamber for bullets.
the new orchestra direcDon't spend so much time on
the telephone or fritter away
your time.
SUPPERTIME!
I DON'T THINK I
THEN EACH NIGHT THE
CAPRICORN
5UPPERTIME! OH,
COULD DO THAT_
ROUND-HEADED KID
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
IT'S SUPPERTIME !
BRINGS MY SUPPER,AND
A date may be canceled, yet
iii,, (r
I DANCE UP AND
you
alternative
an
as
41104)
,
DOWN LIKE THIS...
shouldn't try to combine
1.
7'4"
?
business and pleasure. A
higher-up is unreachable.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
There's no point in continuing a talk with someone who
won't listen. A visitor may
WHY DIDN'T YOU GET
upset your domestic routine in
THAT'S A FINE BUGLE-some way.
RID OP THAT BUBBLE
M SURE YOU'LL
'
I
"p•-e
PISCES
GUM FIRST?
LIKE IT j
,
1
(Feb. 19th Mar.20) X Irsin*
I LL
I/
It will be difficult to conTRY IT
vince others. A higher-up
unpredictable
to
tends
OUT
behavior. Agreements are
subject to change.

an orchestra of high
school students will perform.
The concert is open to
the public at no admission charge, according to
David Wells, director of
the Quad-State Festivals.
Guest conductor of the
ensemble will be Dan
Holt, orchestra director
at Parkway South High
School in St. Louis. A
native of Paducah,Holt is
a
geaduate Of Murray State. He is also the
conductor of the Youth
Symphony of the St. Louis

a
.
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MUSIC

SHOP

1012 Unaaa saskee arm:Scale Inc

0

WHERE 1217
HE LEARN
TO COOK?

COOKS
AND
BAKERS

tadsy,Oct 3
30 a.m. Saint Pa ol Sunday Morning
The Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra performs compositions by Hande41 Telemann.
Bocchrini and Haydn
1.Ilp.m.Da Stage. Great Love Songs
7:01 pm. Jan Alive's Fifth Anniversary .
Performance highbghts from the aeries' archives with reflections on some late great
artists including Charles Minos, Bill
Evans, Art Pepper and Eddie Jefferson.
This "best of Jan Alive" takes listeners
of
behind the seam and features
those wonderful tectuncal errors bloopers,
dead air and the souivis of surpnse
Meade,.Oct 4
6,30 p.m. The Adventures of Sherlock
Holmes. "The Empty House." Three years
after the death of Sherlock Holmes. Watson
still retains his interest in crumnal matters.
While looking at the house in which a death
crowed. Watson accidentally knocks scene
toots out at the bends of an elderly deformed man.The man follows Watson bock to his
ham - and proves to be Sherlock Holmes
back from the dead.
6,00 p.m. Best of the Festivals. From the
Vienna Festival the Vienna Philharmonic
Orchestra performs an all-Monadt pro
gram James Levine conducts.
1030 pm. Easy Street. Art Tatum,
Modern Jan Quartet, June Christy. Four
Freshman. Jceinny !lodges, Nat Added),,
Les Brown.
Tuesday,Oct.5
9,00 a.m. Adventures in Good Music.
-That's an Imposition." Compositions in
which melodies are superimposed upon one
another Repeated at 7 p m.
1:0frn. Pittsburgh Symphohr Strevih-

aky's Fanfare for a New Theatre, The Rite
of Spend and Hayda's Snophowf no 35Cameartaao. 1.
10:70 p.m. Easy Street. Nat Cole, Errol
Garner, Reely Smith, Mills Brothers.
George Amid, Clark Terry and Coot Belie
Weiannlay,Oct.6
301 a.m. Moaners,is Good Mc.''Of
Bows and Boeings." Earl Haas discusses
the history of the string bow and same of the
many ways in whicil it is used.
6 30 p m. X Minas One -The Old Die

replays
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WHAT
DID NOU
N1OUP PARROT
SAID?!

I THINK SOMETHING
SHOULD BE DONE

ABOUT TI-IAT

SO DO I.. fl-4E BARBER

SHOP IS JUST DOWN
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AT FIRST I
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1. Legal Notice --

1. Legal

NOTICE
In the interest and welfare of on customers,
crews of the array Water System will coodect our
perimlic maintevame iuspectioes aud flushing of
fire hydroids, Saturday evening, October 2. 1912.
The flushing will begin around 9:00 p.m. Saturday
nude/ and will be completed by 3:00 3.11., Smith
Morning, October 3, 1912.
If there is any discoloration in your water Sunday, please flush thoroughly as this will clear up
the water ie a very short period of time. We saggest that washing of clothing be postponed during
the above hours and apologize for any other inconveniences caused. This is a routine procedure
that mist be exercised.
The Murray Water System
I, Robert Newton as of
Sept. 29, 1982 am no
longer responsible for
any debts other than my
own. Robert Newton.

2. Notice
2 AccumulaACROSS
Answer to Friday's Puzzle
tion
1 High cards
3 Printer's
5 Hebrew
OCIU OCOU ur
month
measure
MUUU CUM EMU
4 Ocean
9 At present
1010 UM MEMO]
12 European
5 Stage whisUMEJ OW CUM
capital
per
CUM ULM MUM
13 Son cMn1r'
6 Unit of curNUE POO [MO
rency
14 Cutting toot
7 Paid notice
15 Jolson
MU UROQUON UU
16 Dye plant
8 Knock
MEW Wee EADO
18 Vessel
9 Pertaining to
MOW MUM OBVIO
20 Ira follower • birth
MOO CUD CCU
10 Draft animal
22 Not In use
VOCUUM MUU UM
11 Pronoun
24 Datum
CBE MUM OCUE3
27 Await settle- 17 Symbol for
OUU MUM MUM
ment
nickel
19 Preposition
29 Jug lugs
21 Pilaster
31 Garne at
56 High moun38 Soaks up
23 Silkworm
cards
tain
40 Lubricates
25 Concurrent
32 Performer
58 Conducted
43 Lose fresh34 Disturbance 26 Hurled
60 Born
ness
27 Free tickets 46 Famed
36 Exists
61 Hebrew
month
28 Specks
37 Declares
48 Brown, as
62 French article
39 Negative ions 30 Junior, etc.
bread
64 Zeus's love
41 Yes,In Madrid 33 Soaks
51 Exist
53 Greek letter 66 — whatl
.,42Pack away 35 Gratuities
44 Condiment
9 10 11
5 6 7 II
2 3 4
1
45 Vast age
47 Fireplace tea14
13
lure
111.ua
18 19
49 Skidded
50 Toplofty one
26 26
611
24
22
52 Halt
3155
54 Nob 's neighbor
55 Pekoe
57 Can
40
59 Printer's
iiii
measure
raassu
la
ill
61 Pub order
ill
id
L
63 Falsehoods
iill "
65 Slave
50
67 Got
50 SO
57
68 Harbor
69 Lavish fond65 66
ness on

UM UMSU

61111
Iiii "55ki
NI
1115uSw la5S1 "
NI5555kJ JUl 55

sr

NI Id 1111a
55
iiiiia55
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I 03 Chicage Symphony . Sir George Solti
conducts an all-Prolmifiev program including Cleanest Symphony, Piano Concerto no. 3 and Excerpts from Romeo and
AIM
10:30 Easy Street. George Shearing, Bill
Evans, Ella Fitagerald, Billy Entine, Zeal
Sans,Art Farmer,Jerry Gray
Iltwaday,OM 7
6-36 p.m. Earplay. -Good Bye, Howard."
A short comedy about three elderly
and their ways of dealing with their
brother's death
10. 30 p.m. Easy Street. BIB Davis, Mary
Lou Williams, Nancy Wilson, Steve
Lawrence, Coleman Hawkins, Dizzy
Gillespie and Ray Anthony.
Nay,Ott
9,10 a.m. Adventures in Good Must
"Concerted Saint Same," Haas presents
compositions for solo instruments and ortheatre by the prolific French master
Camille Saint-Saene. Repeated at 7 p.m.
6,30 p.m. Nightfall. "Welcome to Homerrifle" A tracker traveling a lonely highway
hears a mysterious female on his radio who
says she's wattbig for him in Flarnernlle
Unnerved, he tells his CB buddies who warn
him not to go because danger bes
ahead. But the seductive voice keeps lothonor
SOO p.m_ Minnesota Orchestra, Neville
Marriner conducts Bech's Brandenburg
Concerto no. 2 and Yee.," Williams Oboe

A4

I THINK HE LEARNED COOKING FROM
THE BAKERS AND BAKING FROM THE COOKS!

04
f4

71

WKMS highlights
Friday,OeL lamasPry,Oct.1
Salsedny,OeL 1
p.in World al Opera_ San Francisco
Opera pularms Puccini's ''Turandot."
5 p.m. A Prairie Hume Companion. Road
show from Re:healer. Minnesota with the
Botch Thompson Trio and Stoney

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

OCT.a

0
111111Lb

THAT'S A
DOPENI-UOOKING
HAIRCUT!

=,&A

ROCLAIMING HANDICAPPED PARKING
MONTH - Alex Pall, publicity chairman of the
Disabled American Veterans, Murray Chapter 50,
watches as Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis signs a prodalmatian declaring the month of October as DAV
Handicapped Parking Awareness Month in Murray. A national public awareness education campaign is scheduled to begin next month alerting the
general public of the handicapped parking abuse.
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For Watkins products
see Holman Jones 217 S.
13th St. or call 753-3128.

We hove just
traded for a local
1 owner, 19$1
Buick Regal with
T -Top. Well
equipped-air condition, crvise, and
so forth. See today at PARKER
FORD INC. 701
Main /53-5273.

HICKORY LANE
STABLES
The complete
Horse Form indoor
riding , training
boarding, horses
for hire. Lessons
for everyone.
753-4588 days
759-1869 Evens.
Nara-, sininwswa r
75/-4444 for am laspiratiesel inossage to
hrightee your day.
Childrea's tope 75,4445.

•

Samnany.October
PA"U UJfr.41Lamm.Ly..umeia =Ks.

031Ca04
421
A SUS 31E3031E
4
11.Fir Salter Trade
lake
aPessirrIde
IL
!LAMAISM'
111814,8

12.5 Ws* Prim Wars Mc.
ell

sew 82 8, 83

Medals

Cadillac,

Oltissebile, Sack

wad Poetise
1406 W. Mehl

753-531S

•s.111

3 • •
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PARIS
COAL CO.
504 N. Market St.
Pads, Tam.
901442-5121
6. Help Wanted

•

Aggressive, person to
fill countersales position. Experience in
sales and building
materials needed,
knowledge of local area
and contractors helpful.
Apply in person at
Rickman & Ptorsworthy
Building Supply. 500 S.
4th St.
General Secretarial and
Bookkeeping Position.
Alert, pleasant person
to do general office
chores, such as keeping
Accts. Rec., Accts.
Payable, and etc. Apply
in person at Rickman &
Norsworthy Building
Supply 500 S. 4th St.
Hard working aggressive take charge type
individual to run established debit agency,
in the Murray to Eddyville area. We offer
great compensation
training program and
fringe benefits. Please
call Paducah between
8a.rn.-4: 30p.m. for appointment and interview, 444-6967 E.O.E.
House keeper needed 3
days a week. Must have
awn transportation and
fur
reLterencss....4
4
nttn-g4er ca
40o.
75
R PG I I programmer
wanted tO work in
Murray-Hopkinsville
area. Please send resume to PO Box 765
Murray Ky 42071
Staff Pharmacy excellent benefit program, salary negotible.
Contact Personnel
Director Murray Calloway County
Hospital Murray Ky.
Phone 502-753.5131.

9. Situation Wanted
Elderly wanted to keep
and care for in our
home. Experienced and
have references. 7536392.
Two ladies would like to
babysit in our home.
Have references. Call
753-2820 or 7622553.
Will babysit in my
home. 759 9896.

10. Business Opportunity
Health Spa will sell
business or equipment.
753-2967 after 5p.m.

For Sale: Located at
1111 Sycamore. an office building witti reception room and two
potential offices en
ground floor plus lour
offices on second Hoer.
Central oiss heat and
electric air conditioning. One car brick
garage. Immediate
possession. Priced at
$39,000. Cali 753 7531.
Ken Shores Estates.

It Waif%
Local honey and eggs.
Call 753-2144 days, 436
24311nights
Want to buy Standing
timber. Cash or percentage. Also Pine $4.00
per ton. Call 41194334
after 7gM

15. Artidesfa'Sale

Upright piano for sale
For sale: barber chair Good condition
753-7271.
modern. 753-2266.
For sale microwave 23. Exterminating
even,.1 year old like new
5275. 753-8323.
Four new Goodyear
1100 x 15 tires, 2 snow
and 2 regular with Ford
pickup wheels $400,
without wheels $350.
Call 753-0219.
Warm Morning gas
vented heater 65,000
BTU hourly, like new.
Call 492-8604.
Wood stove chimney
kit, 9 ft. x 9 ft. garage
door, 3 speed bicycle, 24. Miscellaneous
10" chain saw, remote
75-5n. Steel fence posts.
control trolling motor Stay Rite water
pump
vice.
and machinist
and tank. 436-5844.
753-4048.
Automatic wood heater
nearly new lift up cook
16. Home Furnishings
surface $195. Call 753Beautiful breakfast set, 7961.
6 chairs, large table. Firewood, delivered
Call 414-86.56 after 5 arid stacked, $30 a rick.
p.m.
Call 753-9101.
Couch, 3 chairs, 2 end Firewood for sale Call
tables, 1 coffee table, 1 489-2615.
lamp. 436-2740.
Firewood for sale. Call
Sears Refrigerator, like 753-3134 or see Mickey
new. 753-0296.
at Tabers Body Shop.
Firewood cut to order.
19. Farm Equipment
$30. per rick. Call
436-2292.
For sale: Get your
winter firewood now!
436-2758.
Good used Huntsman
Wood Stove 5250. 489Limo heeling,
2475 or 753-5576.
sawdust, and grain,
KEROSENE
reek aN types. Special
HEATERS. Buy now
diseases on largo
and save! 6800 BTU,
5119.99; 9000 BTU,
quantities and pre$ 14 9 .99 ; 9300 BTU
payments.
$179.99; 9300 BTU with
759-9887
fan, $212.99; 11,500
BTU, $179.99; 19,500
* A**Luny
"STU, $21'7.491. WaltIn
.14 ardware Parts,Tenn.
One large round hog King, automatic wood
feeder, 2 heated auto- heater, deluxe chbinet
matic waterers. Com- with lift off cook surface
bination hog and cattle top. Brick lined fire box
waterer, 12 fairing with cast iron grates
crates. 753-4138.
and doors. $249.99
Wallin Hardware, Parts
Equipment
20.Sports
Tn.
Gun, new Jenning 22 OREGON SAW chains,
Automatic $59.95. Used 3,6" pitch for 16" bar,
guns Marlin Lever Ac- $7.99; 20", $8.99. Wallin
tion 22 cal. with scope Hardware Paris, Tenn.
$179.95. Marlin Lever One twin bed with
Action 35 cal. $129.95. mattress and springs
Marlin Lever Action excellent condition. 4
30-30 cal. $129.95. Win- formal prom dresses
chester model 94, 30-30 size 3,5,9,9. 1 dark green
cal. $124.95. .Springfield Chair good condition.
30-06 Bolt Action $95. Call 753-9880.
Remington 1100 3 inch
Magnum $279. Re- Stove boards heavy
mington 870, with rib lined 32in x 42in $12.99,
$189. Remington 870, 36 x 52 $17.99. Wallen
plain barrell $135. Will Hardware Paris Tenn
also buy guns.
27. Mobile Home Sales
Burkeen's Grocery,
Hwy. 94E, 6 miles east 12x65 8x12 extension on
of Murray. 753-7151.
living room. 3 bedroom,
1 1/2 bath, completely
n.Musical
furnished. Asking $6000
Call 759-115! after 7p.m.
Two year old Kimball
Console Piano. 753-9302 1972 Glenbrook double
wide trailer. Good ,Cirafter 4:30p.m.
dition. 527-1598.
House trailer (Baron) 1
1
2 bedroom, gaS
and 1 /
heat, economical $2500
or rent $135 a month.
Call 382-2352 or 646-5102.

FARM
SERVICE

You Won't Believe
he Bargains Tow,
Can Find In Ou
Classified
Section
The Murray
edger & Times 753- 916
•gs
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Sy Is.. It(tryst) Rein
hay is September 8, 1982,few o'clock hi es eftwiesso,
1.11. Clierchill fewerel Ni.. is this Meets is herring wy
freer, Mrs. Robe bows Atilkir. Sh• eel'we den ekke New I
els he here hoe friends wore thee ww-lreff a cowtrary. Oar
fewilles wen friends; we whited hai awl fern. 1 India tbet
I knew Rohe Brews Miller. She ores ben is October 3, 1099,
bee• homily of threes alarm is Menial Csinity. She woe
esloarted iii the sieves of Calloway Cowley aid taught ix the
wheels of Rester. Iteinecky well her retirement. She was•
goed teacher - few smiled her. loin weviel Illediff
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dhows have reeked Borrow*.or Slew mosehel*owes
et her, bit the isieweriss lb.,. el the OA awl ihe sower for
mood the alWo.
.7ka6 Noche end is greet soliehr,
Robe Innis Mar viol
Osier& Mood mil worms. Leek sheet yew for her
soseenowts. As I set hi the hosed eerier aid Wood Awe,1
yes•mums,la wy hone erameallv. Se way 44 aty Mork
have ineifenoil ft Ms Agra irtenial.
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CAR STEREO Pioneer,
Kenwood. Marcell.
SUnisibishi. Sanyo. Pr.
cession.' Installatlerl.
Sumo, Illeuirsord Mimic
Dixielaed Center
Chestnut St. 7534113.
Realistic stereo in
chides LAS MO twinePie, STA 2140 nativist
is watts per channel. 2
1)00 Tower speakers.
1425. Call 4742366.

3.Mobile Home Rentals
A 2 bedroom, newly
furnished, Shady Oaks
Trailer Court, 753-5209,
Nice 2 bedroom trailer
for rent near Murray.
No pets. 489-2611.
Two bedroom, 1 or 2
adults $90 month plus
deposit. Hwy. 121 South.
753-5406.

29. Heating-Cooling

vice. AN

SokesONwel

b•
11014010140
Teo and OM .1111r1S4 ton II Camino extra
ieopro Tv* 4111111reetist
111 reek s sharp Amor gleams
acres lead
Sava ow wIw000 049.1
COmpel Chorea rood WOW Call 11)1847
'bootees and tidbit*,
Call 41*-Ms.
1,16 Teeftta COr elle
mut Cam Sears 31213$
goon comisason. new Wit
talr
*WO eli$1041011
Ilines.
AM
PM
maw
tionsoffsee
Mee mi cimmome tams
Mame UM Can 43$
B y Owner PesSiele MN OW Spin or iv
SUM( ILK.
or 3 nearawn
or mom message
nem* grim otticlonct at 713
AND
TIIICAI
3•34 for Chas
apartment Central
Rooth
PLUMBING
beef soil Mr an large let
wit% sterege building
AND
RIPA1DS
g ab's Noise in
nifinhannes go in beni
firovitrnsrat
57 a•411,1
PINSK
kitchens. neer carpet
MA
building •egertiliCe.
Mee Omen intent
Installed vi December
remodeling additions.
Photos MI pm
anon *en inesehose
aricnne nark repairs.
1978 Versant.
lbee IMO
News* for sale by
prat Some tealA
felt Cislimeso lead
Oiseer. 3 blocks from
3 100• noli
LLMID
ris 4111
Ismoishy 411.71
thM/1101111 center S years
S
ciao
all
MOW
uite
and
napiier
• giNge ft Includes
435-41115
(0,1)753-0106
%INK c• barns Pree
garage and also has
IWO=
inter*
estimeoe
£214347
Cell
carport A bargain at
ISO L. MINIM
li53,1100. Felt appoint
bear
▪ & N $ T Ufa 1111A40
$6200
want can. 733 1934 or
✓ L
Do yew need
thawed& eenird
after ?p.m.. 733 Mei
stumps reimovitell hem
sour yard Cfl•rid
ONE YOU DREAM
COUNTRY LIVING
CA753-7113.
cleared of shone"? We
ASOUT
3 bedroom
PRIVATE neat 3. bed
can remove stumble in
WI brick, quality
room 2 bath home on brick.
is 31 incnos Osiete nie
construction on 71 acres
large fully wooded lot vi
lenclabw lam 1978 Olds Cutlass
ground lei/vine orit
mile East of Lynn of goad
substantial road Supreme Ileough•in
saiiedirst Mod then Call
Grove. Full finished with
frontage on two paved Tilt, cruise, AM FM
ter trIlla 40Shmete• 1106
basement
for
an
extra
33. Roansfor Rent
highways. This is on tine. power or ndOurli
Kemp 43S 4343 Or Sob
family room or office.
investment power mats. power door
Kemp Jr 4364219
Sleeping room, re Central heat and Air, excellent
Lake Refrigeration Air
frigerator in hall, priv- fireplace, deck. Cali for now and in the locks 14930 753 3134
future. Locitod east of
conditioners. omen op
ate entrance. Zim- t
o
d
a
Y
lOrt Cougar X It 1 of
•
IRIS
phanues rapoliros
merman Apts., So. 16th WHY RENT? nice 2 Murray and lust re- anion' condition, must
563.900
for
a
duced
to
WISt., 7534609.
-11114141144711
bedroom, 1 bath horn*
WOO. Call
to
believe
See
sale Don't delay.
with owner financing quick
/33 1644 alter 6p m.
t.
-1)ba4il041hark fir
11111111.1111111MMIIIM
34 Houses for Rent
corn
available located lust call today. Offered by tais 4 Door La'
CLEANING. residential and
E&
Loretta
Century
21,
Heating and
NW( at
For rent with option to north of Hazel. Jobs Realtors. 753-1492.
Snick *Raritan, imp„&emat.... &stint a I es
airCOndil4on. est in
buy-short term lease. 2 DUPLEX ON DODSON
extras. MIL
references.
Owner must sell or ft*.* 04
bedroom 2 in acres, 7 A great buy. Let us
1973 Thunderbird. IMO VORIS Won or Quick Stallation and r•owir
show you this property trade. New ceder sid- mii•ags. 1 wow,
Phone 153 7383
miles 300 East, 436-2802.
-t+-a eaine
with owner financing ing, 2 bedroom lake equipment. Also 1974 (Upholstery Cleaning)
House for rent $225.
new
furniavailable. cabin. All
Duster. 6 cylinder Leers Carpet CiNdling
753-6129.
Purdom & Thurman ture, completely car- automatic. new tires, a 753 suy
Nice 2 bedroom un - Real Estate 1514451.
peted, appliances and
2 owner car $000 Call Cansp"11.s Tree floirROOF
furnished brick house 8
air conditioning in
Concrete block building
436 2427
vice
*opine, tri
miles Southeast of 15ftx72ft. With 7
Very nice. 234.
cludod.
acres.
For sale. 1976 Mustang ming, removing PON'
Murray. Married
500. Call 1-383-5739
Call 7517370.
Mood I wooed GOPower steering brekes, insurance Celt 1 S21
,
couples. References
REDUCED 24,000! New
mien/ 116111-6, of
and deposit. Call 492- Reduced to $24,700. 2 bedroom brick 4 miles sir, auto., AM FM, 0910
Located close to the
S-track, new tires, Chimney Sweeps Call
8594 after 6p.m.
North. Built by quality
116111416601111. (Hal
University. Neat as a
sharp. Phone 733 1916 new to sec vre an ap
Three bedroom near pin and has an as- craftsmen, with best Ext.?.
fofsmoisos. Cfe 1160
pointmerit
435
41411
Of
Kenlake Resort, car sumable loan. Call heat pump, fully In.
llodood. 711- 17II of
762 417192
petecl, water furnished,
*Witted, city water, S.Used Troth
KOPPERUD REALTY
713.5176.
concrete driveway and
baseboard heat, wood
Commercial
Re
and
753-1222.
sidewalk. Nice private
heater. $195. Call 442sicittntlal relr iottr *lion
lot In excellent
%47.
and central air mat
neighborhood. Buy
pump WYK, and rep
Three bedroom 2 baths,
direct from owner beair 436 5536
carpeted, appliances,
Need work on your
fore Oct. 1st. tor only
central air. Walk to
Concrete, block, brick. freest Topping prun
$33,900. Phone 7334773.
MSU. $350 a month.
bas•ments, bun
ing. shaping, complete
753-3006.
SAVE SUS buy direct -1980 Ford
dation*, drive ways.
Von
removal and more Call
from owner. 3 or 4
sidewalks. patios, and
Three bedroom brick in
110vER S TREE
1978 Ford
vise
bedroom brick. 1 VI
chimneys. Free 05
Panarama Shores. DeSERVICE for Pro
ft.
TVA
1690
sq.
MM.
Vas.
posit required $250
"melses&ILIPsot _
tree care
Three bedroom, 1 V" insulated. 1605 Belmont.
monthly. 436-5663.
733 UM or 7330338
bath brick home with 753-4193.
lett local vans. •
RIOSUNNIS
Two bedroom brick living room, dining
STORAGE loafs P0f,
Mae Offer.
home full basement, 1 room, family room, Small frame horn. in
1111111M111
f00IW. campers II per
block from hospital and chain -link fenced city. 2 bedroom, utility
loot per month
win
753-7113.
middle school $225. Call backyard, large room, and storage
20 Teen osporimmit.
teritatton and fail re
insulated
to
TVA
Newly
753-8900.
covered wooden deck,
Stabood floors ear
pairs 10 percent off
standards. Kitchen apautomatic garage door
with this sod Murray
1976 Ford Van auto
spoWality.
pliances
negotiable.
opener, central gas heat
Sport I Marina 711 s
X For Rent or Lease
Owner financing to matic 11950. 753,3321 or
and insulated to TVA
itth St
DONAU
759-4543.
Wanted: Burley poun specifications to help qualified buyer. Only
Tidwell Point
R.001
CO.
Sammy
F100
Custom
Ford
197S
Spann
$26,000.
Call
dage for 1953 crop. save on those winter
Ina Contractor l•
pickup. V -S. AM radio.
tielty Assoc. 753-7724.
354-5527
753-3023 before 5p.m., Met bills. All thie ,end
trammed lininior and
automatic, 32,000 miles.
753-6862 after 5:30p.m.
offered in the low 150's Three bedroom, 1 1/7 Laced, one-owner $4000.
ex torior EkailWOW Free
through KOPPERUD bath home with Must
FREE ESTIMATES On estimate Call 733 Mk
see to
37. Livestock-Surolies
REALTY, 711 Alain fireplace, gas heat, and condition andappreciate
extras All Electrical, Plumb or 1530457
I
ow
utilities.
8
percent
Excellent saddle pony Street. 753-1222.
Reason for selling. ing, Painting, and With
e
54in. tall, very gentle. Well built year round assumable loan to settle estate of Porter Pump Needs. Licensed
KOP,
qualified
buyer.
753-5144 or 753-3896.
home at the lake. OfW
7339173
or
PERUD REALTY 753 Farley. Call 753 4326 Call 7534092
bedroom upstairs and
after Sp.m.
Fence sales at Sears
Pets-Supplies
lots of room downstairs 1222
I97 Ford Courier truck now. Call Soars 753 2310
AKC Boxers, 6 weeks to make rooms to your Two bedroom frame
announces the
short bed with velour for free estimate for
old, shots and wormed. specifications Down- house gm heat, tarot
your needs.
opening of
Fawns and brindles. stairs has glass sliding lot, needs work inside. interior priced to mil
753-7701 after 5:30p.m.
GENERAL HOME
doors, fireplace, and 406 S. letti St. 19000
437-4892.
his office
1981 Toyota diesel REPAIR 15 years ex
AKC German Shepherd needs completing. Wall 759-420.
Carpentry,
perience
miles,
all
pickup
12000
practice of
puppies 60 champions, to wall carpet, 1 V2 Two bedroom house on 2
options, excellent con concrete, plumbing,
also guard dogs and baths, and dryer hook- acres, 1 mile west of
NO
dition $6500 or best roofing, sliding
Registered Eskimo up. Owner financing Dexter on Old
JOB TO SMALL Free
available. Just $27,500. Wadesboro Rd. Priced offer. 491-1305.
Spitz. 502-554-2153.
estimates Days 474
Call Spann Realty As- low 520's. 437-4770
AKC Registered white
2159, nights 474 7276
Hairs by Niqlos
753-7724.
soc.
German Shepherd
Available
Venture'
1080
popup Guttering by Sears
AS- C.Motorcycles
puppies $100 each. Call YES YOU CAN
camper sleeps I. in real Seers continuous gut
1653 Ceinfarway A.,
SUMABLE LOAN FOR
435-4555.
tens installed for yorn
YOU! Just listed I 1980 650 Yamaha black nice shape. 753-0115.
751.11014
Call
specifications
bedrooms, 2 baths, and gold $1250 Call
41. Public Sale
free
753
2310
for
Sears
Sp.m.,
759-1672.
ServicesOffered
maintenance free after
estimate
WELL DRILLING and
home. Spend your leis- 1980 Honda Twin Star
repair Campbell Well
ure hours on wrap- 200. 753-6963.
to.
Sevin
beim
Drilling McKenzie, TN
Aitrogoom aimi Vinyl
around _deck with a cool
irregation rellidantial
glass of lemonade. IS Auto Services
Jnion ad OW slaw
Wang and Alosimfof
and commercial 10)
GOMM
Basement recreation
cosill trio work.
trim for al hiss... It
352 3671
room with stone import Auto
El
him= Call WM
fireplace Mature trees Salvage, New and used
min sidiPsoe•
WET BASEMENT' wo
on nice double lot. Dial parts, rebuilt engines
make wet basement!),Jack Glover
Children and adult
(Century 21 Loretta etc. Call 474-2325.
dry Work cornpietefg-753-1673
clothes and coats,
•
Jobs Realtors) 753-1492.
Call or
guaranteed
Duane's Place-Used Aluminized roof sealer
YES YOU CAN BUY. Volkswagen parts, tune- Is a must on mobile JC & C Sheeting Vinyl, write Margin COn•
Jerusalem divvy
SELLER will help you up, break jobs, rebuilt homes before wintif aluminum, steel I Owl struction Co RN 2 Sox
trees.
1 507
409 A, Paducah Ky
buy his home. Enjoy the motors. 435-4212.
arrives. We offer the coated aluminum siding
/21:01, or call 1 412 7026
lake and wildlife from
aaysleire Sat. 7prices and fast and trim tor houses
lowest
the warm family room 41. Used Cars
est service in this area Also fiberglass shake Will do plumbing and
heating r•
in winter and the patios 1963 Ford Falcon Free Estimates Call M siding We also put on or roofing
Calf
in the summer. This stationwagon. Call. 20 & P Home Repair repair galvanized and pairs, painting
three bedroom is nes- 0,497 before 7p.m.
502-435-4323 or 901 247 aluminum roofs and 7337211
tled on a beautiful
siding for borne' 759- Will sharpen hand saws,- 1969 VW gala, new 3714.
wooded lot with ad1600 office or 7S3-0329 circular saws, and
flew
motor.
paint,
5 PARTY
ditional acreage with
home
chow,saws 753 4656
$2,000. Call 7.53-0919.
undisturbed natural
YARD SALE
beauty abounding with 1969 Volkswagen conRoofing Al Typos, IS
dogwoods overlooking vertible KarnlOntl Ghia
years imporiones,
Fri., se., Son.
the lake. All this can be $995. Call 753-6577.
weft guaranteed. Dos
11 asAes on 94E.
yours with seller finan- 1970 Buick LeMaris $300Illilkorma, 45t-251C
Ladies Joan: 3-7, cing. Call 753-1492 and 733-9243 or 753-2651,
let Century 21 Loretta 1970 Ford Galaxy 500, 2
or 343-2602.
links Wears 3-7,
ROOFING
Jobs Realtors hei
door, $300 or best offer.
and 1. Glassware,
753-4780,
Avon betties, and
1973 LTD Ford, 4 ATTENTION!! Why
sore.
de41r,A-1_ condition, Pay more? We offer the
price 81,550. Call for lowest possible prices
on painting, roofing,
appointment 753-4307.
and general repairs to
Service Co.
1971 Chevy Vega 4
homes and farm
cylinder automatic,
436-5536
3-PNly
good condition $800 or buildings. Free Es
timates. Call Mike
best offer. Sae at 113 N.
cargsd
502-435-4373 or Paul:
19th or call 753-3315.
Three bedroom
9011471716.
ISIS Story Ave. Sat.
1974 Cutlass 60,005
house with baseAPPLIANCE
miles,
like
new.
Asking
1-:. Drapes, said
ment apartments,
SERVICE
Kenmore,
753-7523.
$1500.
apflianals, clones,
W estinghouse,
pluiunother house
1/74 Mazda blue wittt Whirlpool. 20 years
stem, Mary lay
with two apartwhite interior. Call experience. Ports and
equipment and mhoments. Close to
753-051111 between Sp.M. service. Bobby WOW
up, Avon bottles,
and tp.m.
business section.
Bob's Appliance SerPrins retell specs between J.C. reinsoy
'
s
books. Lots Are.
$55,000. KOP1977 Lincoln Town vice 202 3, 5th St.
7
5
3
•
36,000
4
1
1
2
,
owner,
end
II-Mart
le
1
now
Coupe
Shopping
Center
In
Solo!
I
REALPERUD
Don't miss this
miles, spare never MAW(horn*/
TY.753-1222.
norm, Iv Spikes of MO, 24410 and
down, mint condition
Appliance repair work
1,5750. Call 7534420 after all brands. Specialize in
3291 sq. ft. snralinbio. Mai for Me.'.
Sp.m.
TIIPPen. Call 753-5341 or
Store, Ikterty Parlor, Jeeps Store, Gift
1911 Mark IV. 1974 4s.ir56 Earl Lovett
Shop, Sporting Goods store or Stine
T-gird. 1 family, cars.
F.
good condition. 7534757
Sep.
IS duo carpets.
day, 759-1533 night.
clew
miaow, Woo
19111 Morile Carlo, power
01111111111FRINT NM
and mid wood
brakes.
steering,
power
•116SPITAL SIMS 10111 INT *MD SW
floors. Soishoetiou
Power windows, air
*MOM
Of 4:111111TICS
conditioner, AM FM
porloomml.
IMMO 111191112 11111111(73 '
track stereo. VS motor,
low mileage, S2400 Call
hex Ilsilany atPaamilpillas la!by Made
436-2194
Preo-• mat Mil pow
Om. mama MOW 70
NU.
Pointer PIM
Chentipien Field=
Use. Hie Malls old
started. 11111•7112-3572.

4.Ilulalale

Fa Sale

111111111

amimimmir
FR
SALE

Waifs NaN
Pasco, DUD

Giaerel
Depatietry

51. Campers

si

5-Party
Yard Sale

.
1

ROOFING
ROOFING

FREE ESTIMATIE

Air conditioning,
appliance and
refrigeration

One bedroom
meet near dowetowsi
Mveray. 70-41119. 762
MI Or 426 UM.
One bedroom - apartor
mist for rent
wished. 7534138, otter 5
p.m. 7534165
One bedroom turnished
grog* apartment, eater turnished One bedroom basement epar•
'moot furnished, all
utilities pakl. 733404.
Small neatly fortellihed 1
bedroom apartment.
Inquire 100 S. 1355$?.
Two bedroom
townhouse apartment.
range, reCarpeted
frigerator, dishwasher.
disposal, washer-dryer
hookup, central heat
and air 753-7550. 7537559.
Two bedroom duplex
Northwood Subd. $265
Per month. 753-7153.
Two bedroom duplex
coupies only. Lease and
deposit required. 1594509.

alenlasONind

ser-

brands.

759-1322.
X. Business Rentals
NOW
Wareham
Storapo Spam
For Rant
733-4755

32. Apts. For Rent
Duplex for saldr507
Poplar excellent loco
tion and investme^t
524,500 Brenda Sirl
Realtor I 354 6325 or
6900
1 bedroom
For rent
apartment 414 S 10th
Murray. 4971225

Jackson

FOR LEASE

WALLIS DRUG

I

•mtaaressa

sums

753-3317

Contact Bob Mosoloy
615-172-1151.
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our ladividual canine education
Q. We live out in rural strays and their damage dumping
Horoscope area
clone to Paris and to property and people, drliewaY

Anniversary
to be observed

it in your
If you
The 113rd anniversary of
we have a real problem. and will in general con- catch the animal, you can
can
St. John's Missionary
People bring their dogs tribute to the overall take it to the nearest
Baptist Church will be
and cats and let them out polution problem facing animal shelter and they
observed Sunday, Oct. 3,
at our driveway and go the nation in a number of will dispose of it. There
with worship services at
away and do not come areas. The real problem are traps that will catch
11 a.m.anti 3 p.m.
back for them — ever. We lies in producing too cats without harming
The Rev. William H.
cannot afford to feed and many dogs and cats for them, but I do not kncnu of
•
,Hornbuckle, interim
vet these animals and the realistic needs of the any that catch dogs.
Frames Drake
.pastor, will speak at 11
they bring unwanted country. People will take There is always the
A.m. The Rev. Samuel
pariaites onto our proper- a puppy or kittem on imFOR SUNDAY,
. White of Lexington,
ty as well as savage our plus. because they are
OCTOBER 3, 1982
Tenn., and his congregalivestock. Many of them "cute and cuddly", and
tion will be special guests Met kind al day will tame- either get run over on the then when they grow up
row be? To find out what the road — and we have to to be a financial
. at 3 p.m. service.
burden
A dinner will be served stars saY, nod Ilse forecast live with the resultant and a time consuming
nuin the church kitchen, ac- given for your birth sign.
mesa — or go into the sience, they dump them
By DR.DAVID ROOS
-cording to the interim
woods and become wild off on society of their
First
Christian Church
.pastor who invites the ARIES
er
o
f
4
and
vicious.
neighbors
Some
or
of
the farmers
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Is
there
life without
public to attend.
_ _ them are killed
outright
A chance meeting naa
our dogs
who In their area. Impulse pro-football? The answer
by
either
buying
of animals is
romantic overtimes, but close
.el that they have every discouraged by serious is "no" for some fans.
ties are difficult to please this feel
evening. um your intuition.
ng...
ht to
_ protect their pro- breeders. Most will have For others the answer is
perty from invasion of you wait a few days after "yes" and "no" and still
TAURUS
foreigners, or by the wild seeing the puppies before others, perhaps a majori(Apr.20 to May 20) ‘-'°
Revival services at Social contacts turn you on dog packs in
the woods. letting you take it home. ty, the answer is a
South Pleasant Grove to business opportunities, yet In any event,
they No breeder that is a definite "yes."
United Methodist Church a current problem still NEVER find a
An article from the
"good member of a National
will begin Sunday, Oct. 3, troubles you. Think more home". We are
Associat
ed Press
giving a Breed Club may sell their
at 10:45 a.m. Evening positively.
"good home" to three puppies to a pet store or dispatch, dated Sept. 21,
services will be Sunday GEMINI
nogy dogs and two cats already known puppy mill unless headlined the questions:
through Wednesday at (May 21 toJune 20)
and do not wish to extend they wish to be dropped "Will Sundays ever be the
7:30.
Be consistent in your deal- our family, if we do, we from the list of national same? Pro football
The Rev. Gene Barnes, ings with others. Your moods will ask for donations
or club members in good players strike?"
pastor of First United are apt to run from hot to cold. go get our own
And then it goes on to
standing. The German
elsewhere.
Methodist Church, Meet others halfway.
We DO NOT want other Shepherd Club of say: "The strike revolves
Selmer, Tenn., will be CANCER
people's cast-offs. How America and the Dober- around money. The foot(June
guest evangelist.
can we stop this man Pincer Club of ball players' union says
The guest speaker' Unexpected cnmPanY rnaY disgraceful practice
of America have their its members earn an
earned his B.A. degree °)
I y. our hunches are dumping unwanted pets? members sign a average of $83,000 a
from Labmuth College right about a career matter, A.- Unfortunate
ly you breeder's code which season. It says pro
and a B.D. degree from but some family members can't. You can appeal
to specifically prohibits the baseball players average
not
may
agree with you.
Southern Methodist
the
original owner's sale of puppies to these $143,000 while basketball
University. He has serv- LEO 23 to Aug.22)
selM
sense
of decency — agencies knowing the players average $186,000.
(July
42
The football players
ed several appointments surprise news is happy
and however, what decent danger of impluse buying
over the past 30 years in- creative types
want a guaranteed 50 per
enjoy produc- person would abandon a and problems that arise
cluding Fountain Avenue tivity. Don't let another's in- pet in the first place?
You when there is no breeder cent share of the clubs'
United Methodist Church difference cause you to get can appeal to their
$2.1 billion television consense for the new owner to turn
In Paducah.
upset.
of justice — however, to when problems with tract plus a wage scale
VIRGO
finty what person with any the puppy develop. based on senority."
While the question for
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 72)
sense of justice would Reputable breeders
There may be disagreement reward their pet by ex- generally follow their the players may be
among family members about posing it to all possible puppies lives through money — for the addicted
fan it is a matter of meana financial interest. You dangers and both mental adult-hood and
request
An Aurora Preaching receive a gift from an ading? For many of us who
and
physical
that
they
abuse.
get
You
annual
or
Mission will be at Union mirer.
find
our lives empty,
can appeal to their more often reports on the
Ridge United Methodist LD3RA
hollow,
only peripherally
humanity
4t
progress
°
but
of
what
the dog in its
Church starting Sunday, (Sept. 23 toOct. 22)
meaningful,
with little to
Oct. 3, and continuing Romance comes unex- humane person would new home. They will no significant purpose
send
their
stand
cat
or dog out
ready to help the
through Wednesday, Oct. pectedly, but an existing tie
driving us onward — procould put a damper on v - to be chewed and mauled owner at any time in the football can become a
6.
aur
by
The Rev. Dale Mathis, spirits. Know when to be silent - farm dogs or dogs life of the dog through marvelous substitute and
gone wild in the woods. whatever crises may
son of Mr. and Mrs. Hale and when to speak up.
So,
you see it really is a arise. I have helped peo- escape. It can for a few
SCORPIO
Mathis, Rt. 3, and son-inproblem
that is very dif- ple through divorces even become all consuming,
23 to Nov. 21)
law of Mr. and Mrs. (Oct.
Peace and quiet is the an.. ficult to deal with. Each in an effort to reduce the an obsession, an addicCharles K. Cochran, Mur- tidote
for those who feel the year one half of all dogs strain on the dog — yes, it tion!
ray, will be the
Because at the center
strain of too much socializing and cats bred in America is as traumatic on the dog
evangelist.
of
many peoples lives
are
put
as
on the children,
to sleep in
The speaker is a A money question may lead to
there is an existential
shelters
argument.
an
and
however,
by
many
other
people
graduate of Calloway
agencies designed to deal disregard this aspect of vacuum of meaning (as
County High School, at- SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.72toDec.21)
with this problem. Of the problem. But, the Viktor Frankl calls it)
tended Murray State You'll
be the hit at a party, half left a large percen- breeder stands ready to that which should be at
University and graduated
but some friends may react tage will meet their death help whenever the outer edge of one's
from Emory University, with envy. You may tire
of a by being run over, killed necessary, and this is a life, on the periphery,
Atlanta, Ga.
hobby and seek other forms of by another dog, or shot by service pet shops cannot drifts to the center — the
Services will be at 7 amusement.
some irrate farmer or offer and puppy mills do core — of one's being.
p.m. each evening. Larry CAPRICORN
Nature seems to defy a
ViOneig
hbor for doing not care.
Walker of Fulton will be (Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
vacuum — an emptiness
damage
Well,
to
his
I
property.
didn't
really
song leader.
You'll be privy to S4)111e
,L_ c°n"
.., A few will wind up as bait answer your question as
fidential information that ni" for the pit bull dog to what to do to or with
NEW IN TOWN?
fects career. A family
reaching
Your Faith Also
trainers
the
or
as
dumped
specimens
animals,
but
member may be feeling under to
.
Hoods A Now Place
be cut up and ex- maybe someone reading
par. Be understanding.
To Cull
perimented on in various this article will take their
AQUARIUS
A musical drama,"The (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
laboratories around the unwanted pet to the
Love Story: A Parable of Travel leads to romance, country. Some will end up animals, but maybe soCalvary Love," will be but some plans are subject to on the end of a chain or in meone reading this artipresented by the Choir of change today. Dona share a closure to spend the rest cle will take their unGOODS LARD
Westside Baptist Church your ideas with an argiunen- of their lives in secluded wanted pet to the animal
UNITED
on Sunday, Oct. 3, at 7 tative friend.
boredome. Only about shelter where it has a deMETHODIST
p.m. at the church.
x
one fourth of the produces cent chance of being
PISCES
CHURCH
• This dramatization is (Feb.19 to Mar.20)
twat.puppies and cats will find adopted or at the very
ad. Se. ea I211hri.
LS.
11A.M.
Plum
one of the day's activities A platonic friend shows a "good homes" and grow least the dignity of a
Mi. 11:A.M.
TOM SMALL
planned in celebration of romantic interest in you. The up to be loved and taken painless death instead of
Founder's Day at need to cut back on spending care of trained and
Westside. The church, may be brought home today. valued. Only on fourth of
located on Murray State Maintain budgets.
the total dogs and cats
University campus, will YOU BORN TODAY are bred each year will make
be officially one-year old versatile and creative. You a contribution to sotend to scatter Your energies meone's life or to society
this Sunday.
Tommy Scott is direr- and need self-discipline t° as a whole. The ramining
ting the musical with make the most of your natural three fourths will be a
ti
a need for
Randy Herndon as host abilities. At times
security can cause you to stifle burden to the taxpayer in
and narrator. Starr
your creative leanings. With increased costs at the
Covey, Patricia Bailey patience and hard work, you market — ten percent of
and Cindy Wyatt will pre- will be able to commerciaii,,,, the nations sheep are killsent solos. Also appear- your talents. Born to corn- ed by wild dogs yearly —
ing will be Giner Adams, tnunicate your ideas, you'll in terms of dealing with
4 p.m.-8
Emily Scott, Carlos find fulfillment in writing,
Bailey, Carlene Farmer, editing, advertising, music,
Sheri Ross, David theater, journalism, sales and
JAMES
Smotherman, Ray Con- art. Friends will help you out
"All the fresh Ky. lake Catfish You
ANTIQUE
S
careerwise. Birthdate of:
klin and Judy Hughes.
Can Eat"
The public is invited to Gore Vidal, writer; Chubby
Expert refiaishlag and
attend, a church Checker, singer; and Leo Mc- rapaiamprefe
beans, french fries,
White
with
Served
ssisesel
Carey,flint'director.
spokesman said.
custom stripping —

danger at cedillas any
animal you are not
familiar with because
even if they were "the
sweetest thing in the
world" before being
dumped, they can tarn into a frightened, biting,
clawing bit of fluff is tally
a very short time. Since
most have not been vac-

Sundays can exist
without pro football

Revival services
scheduled

Musical drama
to be presented

riveit.•

P
mission set

— and so it is filled with
almost anything —
sports, job, family, jogging, having an affair,
misusing drugs and
sometimes attempting
suicide.
What indeed can give
ultimate meaning to the
core of one's life? Around
what can one hang
together the whole? Well,
one can treat with
ultimate concern that
which should be on the
periphery of life — and
thus to treat it with false
allegiance only reserved
for that which is really
ultimate, permanent and
eternal — namely God.
Or one can give oneself
to a cause beyond oneself,
indeed to give self to the
uncaused causer — God
— with ultimate concern.
Indeed the commitment
of one's life can give one's
being transcendent
meaning — substance
worthy of living for and
powerful enough to even
die for if need be! Would
you be willing to die for
pro-football?

einated,and you wouldn't
know If May had Ms
presents a very serious
health problem to the
person who gets bitten.
So, there are no easy
answers. Catch them if
you can and turn them into the shelter or hope that
people will stop this
destructive, inconsiderate, and
dangerour method of
disposing of unwanted
pets. And, hope that peo-

pie will take noare time to
consider before taking on
the respandhitty — both
time and mosey — of an
animal They are a great
thing if they are properly
cared for and utilized,
they are a disaster if left
to run loose sad become a
social problem.
For more information
send SASE: Mary
Adelman, Rd 2 Box 5413,
Hazel, Ky 42049 or phone
502-436-2858.

i

The 10th of each month is a very Important date to
your newspaper earner. Your carrier must receive
your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay
their bill
You see, these earners are independent business
men and women. They buy their papers from us at
wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate. When you don't pay them by the 10th,
they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the leth of
each month They depend on you to write their pae
checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and
your carrier.

So.. paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting
caught without the right change and you avoid the
bother of monthly collections.

Wm:Ey Ledger & Times

McDonald's
Breakfast Special
2 Egg McMuffins for
$1 29
No Coupon Required. Offer
good only during Breakfast Hours.
6 AM-10:30 AM Mon.-Sat.
7 AM-11 AM Senday

at
McDonald's
107 N. 12th

753-5548
•

FAN CON'PAN Y
The World's Most Beautiful Fans..

Hazel
Restaurant
Hazel, Ky.
Fri & Sat
Night Special

*

onion rings, hushpuppies, cole slaw

- KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

N.diPPinit•
Hwy. 641 South,
1 2 miles
2/
North of Hazel, Ky.

492-8850

also featuring frog legs, shrimp,
barbecue plates.

Southern States
Big Red is on TV!

1979 Ford LTD
4 door, white, burgondy cloth interior,
power steering power brakes, air, AM-FM,
radio, local cot

4877"

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET,
ITT

411212CV

‘1,

753-2617
641 S. Murray
2:
.
11

412C2T

He's also at
Southern States.
Come on down to Industrial Road
and see what he eats.
$197
NUGGETS SO b.$995
SPUNKY SO lb.
enconditionally gaaraatitad
oigiammommummiimmommemmam.4
imp
=#
4411

V

COME SEE
ALL 4 MODELS
OF CASABLANCA FAN
ON DISPLAY.

ZEPHYRTM
Designed in the style of
ttaditional ceiling fans,
the classic elegance of the
Zephyr" Model
withstands the test of
time.

Register For a Free
Bentwood Rocker To Be Given
Away Saturday Oct. 16th
At 4:00 PM
Come See Our 23 Fan
Display. Prices4
41
At $89.95
S art

Wholesa idric
Supply Co.
N.i.
ALsi
2011 E.

7S3-8194

•
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Bank of Murray
I "THE FRIENDLY BANK"

checks were reported lost, stolen or
misplaced last Year. Why take chances with
your monthly income? Ask the friendly folks
at the Bank of Murray to sign you up for
Direct Deposit. Its easy ond it's free.

_Nkr

--"11411111111

-'111111111W
‘

100011114r.
4
Ire

•••„,„,

•

Why spend your free time waiting to deposit
your Social Security Check? Why not sign
up at the Bonk of Murray for Direct Deposit
of your Social Security, government, or
retirement check? It will save time, and give
you the added security your money is in the
bank. You con ovoid those check coshing
problems, long lines, ond the risk of paying
bills with cosh. Over a million government

•••

sik

1 et,

"t.44'14

Saturday, Oct. 2, 1982

ODOR DRAMA — Ambition, greed and lust add to the sweet NBA st atom in "Rare
Easence." a two-port CIM project'best tbe pavilion ingketry. Las Gant.ante BazisEmar
(tealgrnand), Linda Evans(canner),Deana lElls OW and GeisFree*star isam twin
to be brood:set Monday and Tuesday.

The Weekly Entertainment Section of the Murray Ledger & Times

tv *eek
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MONDAY
10/4/82
5:00 A.M.
- Hour Magazine

13

Gary Collins and Pat Mitchell
talk with Carol Charming,
Author John Irving, and
Lauine Burrows
O - MOVIE: 'Journey to
the Outer Limits' A group
city-bred
of
teenagers
climbs a mountain in Peru
Narrated by Leslie Nielsen

-

Attempts
Vaccares'
to
smuggle an eastern European scientist to the United
States are frustrated by a
mercenary gang. Charlotte
Rampling, David
Birney,
Michel Lonsdale. 1974
0 - MOVIE: 'Harry's
War' An average citizen declares war on the IRS Edward Herrmann,. Geraldine
Page, David Ogden Suers.
Rated PG.

6:00 A.M.

MOVIE: 'The Man
Who Loved Bears Henry
Fonda narrates this story of
a man who adopts a grizzly
bear Rated G.

6:30 A.M.
(;) CU - Moneymakers
7:00 A.M.

O _

MOVIE: 'Circle of
Two' A precocious school
girl and a world famous artist meet love and life with
tenderness and passion Richard
Burton,
Tatum
O'Neal 1980. Rated R.

8:00 A.M.

o

- MOVIE: 'See How
They Run' Three orphaned
children unwittingly take evidence exposing a crooked
international
cartel
with
them to America John Forsythe, Jane Wyatt, Franchot
Tone 1965

1:00 P.M.
- MOVIE:

The
Desperate
Ones'
Two
brothers escape from a Siberian labor camp to join the
Polish Army in exile. Maximillian Schell, Raf Vallone,
Irene Papas. 1968

2:00 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Circle of
Two' A precocious school
girl and a world famous artist meet love and life with
tenderness and passion. Richard
Burton,
Tatum
O'Neal. 1980. Rated R.
CD - Cricket In Times
Square

4:00 P.M.

cu - Lobo
o - MOVIE:

The Man
Who Loved Bears' Henry
Fonda narrates this story of
a man who adopts a grizzly
bear Rated G.

9:00 A.M.
(1) -

Phil Donahue Donahue examines the pervasive
problem of domestic violence in America
O - MOVIE: 'Lion of the
Desert' A guerrilla rebel
leads North African Bedouins in revolt against Italian
invaders
Anthony
Quinn. Oliver Reed, Rod
Steiger Rated PG
- Phil Donahue
Donahue
examines
two
views of nuclear power
plant safety

-

10:00 A.M.

MOVIE: 'Skirts Ahoy'
Waves rock the boat in this
musical comedy of life and
love in the Navy Esther
Williams

12:00 P.M.

o-

MOVIE: 'Caravan to

O

5:00 P.M.

o - Carol Burnett
O-

MOVIE: 'Pardon Me
For Living' Two 11-yearolds discover the meaning
of
friendship.
Elizabeth
Ward, Christian Slater, Margaret Hamilton.
- 3-2-1, Contact
[Closed Captioned]

5:30 P.

.

0- Bob Newhart Show
O - Yesteryear... 1969
Dick Cavett hosts this look
at the events of 1969
Learning
di)
0
Disabilities

ss

6:00 P.M.

- Newswatch

- Eyewitness News
- Barney Miller
O - Garver Pyle
- Scene at 6

rned\ enai

r..4:11ff
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111 - News

- Business Report

- MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
•- Charlie's Angels
CBS News

-

6:30 P.M.
14(F -P.M. Magazine

Bracing for
high school

O

CU 0 010 - Family
Feud
- Tic Tac Dough
0- American Professionals
O - Race for the Pennant
Barry Tompkins and Tim
McCarver host this look at
the past week's baseball
action.
- Jeffersons
CL - MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
13
- Inside Business
Today 'Running a Movie
Theater.' Two men talk
about how easy it is to become the owner of a movie
theater and how difficult it
is to run one.
MASH

Popularity is all important
to Lauren Hutchinson (Amy
Linker) who, along with her
friend Patty Greene, try to
break into the in-crowd at
school in "Square Pegs."
The CBS series appears
Monday, Oct. 4.

o

(Stations meow the right
to mstuo tag-minute changes.)

-

CD - NFL's Best Ever

7:00 P.M.

ND MUDS-

That'll

Incredible!

O 0 0 2 -Square
Pegs Jennifer is upset
when Vinnie starts making
eyes at his female co-star in
the school play.
- MOVIE: 'PT. 109'
Lt. John F. Kennedy and his
PT crew are stranded on a
Pacific island. Cliff Robertson, Ty Hardin, Robert Culp.
1963
00 3D - Little House:
A New Beginning Laura
and Almanzo are unaware
of the dangers involved
with their niece's depressed
state. (60 min.)
0 - MOVIE: 'Halloween
II' A demented killer returns
to terrorize his hometown.
Jamie Lee Curtis, Donald
Pleasance. 1981. Rated R.
- All Creatures
Great and Small
0
Great Perforrnances 'Lincoln Center Special Balanchine and Stravinsky' Genius Has a Birthday.'
Taped
performances
of
'Apollo' and 'Orpheus' are
presented to honor the
100th birthday of Igor Stravinsky. (90 min.)

o

-

7511314

-

NFL Monday Night
Match-ups Tonight's propreviews tonight's
gram
NFL contest. (60 min.)

7:30 P.M.
ID 33 ig (12 - Private
Benjamin A pentagon computer snafus promotes Benjamin to general.

8:00 P.M.

O gp CID •-

NFL
Football: San Francisco at
Tampa Bay/or Alternate
Programming In the event
of a players' strike, alternate programming will be
shown.
€11 (I) gp
MOVIE:
'Bare Essence' Part 1 A
large conglomerate ventures
into the international perfume business Bruce Boxleitner, Linda Evans, Genie
Francis. 1982.
MOVIE:
'Hopscotch' A CIA agent
and a witty accomplice join
forces in this merry mix of
politics and romance. Walter Matthau, Glenda Jadkson, Ned Beatty. 1979.
(10 - Great Performances
Center
'Lincoln
Balanchine
Special'
and
Stravinsky: Genius Has a

(12 -

gID 0 CL -

Birthday.' Taped performances of 'Apollo" and 'Orpheus' are presented to
honor the 100th birthday of
Igor Stravinsky. (90 min.)
- MOVIE: 'Back Street'
The lifelong love affair of a
married
man
and
the
woman who stays in the
background of his life. Susan Hayward, Vera Miles,
John Gavin, 1961
O - NCAA Football:
Georgia
at
Mississippi
State

8:30 P.M.

0-

Not Necessarily the
News This show promises
to be everything the current
news is not.
0
- Pursuit of the
Marvelous Tonight's program looks at the intellectual, historical and creative
factors which resulted in the
surrealist movement (90
men.)

9:00P.M.
0

'First
MOVIE:
Monday in October' The
first woman U S Supreme
Court Justice engages in a
battle-of-the-sexes with another member of the court
Jill Clayburgh, Walter MatHughes
Bernard
thau,

1981. Rated R.

9:30 P.M- PBS Fall Preview
9:45 P.M.

- TBS Evening News

10:00 P.M.
(1103D -News
- Business Report
O
(21) - Victory Garden

CD - Benny Hill Show
10:30 P.M.

o CU o CID 0
(f2 _

Eyewitness News
- Three's Company
Tonight Show
Captioned
ABC News
Starsky and Hutch
News
CD

-

10:45 P.M.

O CU - Newswatch
O - All In the Family
o - MOVIE: 'Endless
Love' Two teenagers deal
with their obsessive love for
Brooke
another
one
Martin
Shields,
Hewitt
Rated R

:00 P.M.

O - Sanford and Son
- Eyewitness News
CI)- Barney Miller
o - News
- MOVIE: 'Baby
CD

NEW SHIPMENT JUST ARRIVED

eaCtiestntitt
FOR LUNCH OR DINNER

The Best Hamburger in Town
Fully dressed with steak tries.
(Cheese is 20' EXTRA)

Hot Ham and Cheese
Served on a Kaiser bun with Swiss cheese
steak fries and soup

Crunch
Breaded boneless chicken steak tries cole slaw
and o cup of sow

French Dip
Hot roost beef on toast or bread with steak
fries ond cole slaw

421

Lay-A-Way
Now
For
Christmas

sX12?:

sxD
t\V611.

The Hotpoint Counter Top Microwave Ovens distribute microwave energy
from the top and from the Bottom to give you evenly cookd food. The
Counter Saver model installs in place of your Exhaust Fan to save space and
give you convenient microwave cooling.

7 & ip.
A.•
krowaves start as low as $90
WEST KENTUCKY
APPLIANCE

641 N. 753-4478
Across from Colonial Noss.
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MSU TV Schedule

CaMe
Cboussis

Tuesday
6 p.m. 'Spotlight on Murray'
6:30 p.m.'News 11'

Wednesday
6 p.m. 'Behind the Scenes'
6:30 p.m.'News 11'

Thursday
6 p.m.'Hero and Now'
6:30 p.m.'News 11'

Friday

MONDAYcon
-

a

a ao -

2:00 A.M.
EU - CNN Headline News
2:15 A.M.
- Newswstch
a CU - Short Prog.
2:30 A.M.
CBS News
Nightwatch
- NCAA Football:
Georgia at Mississippi
State
2:45 A.M.
Face to Facts
3:15 A.M.
- MOVIE- 'Lucky
Texan'
4:15 A.M
World/Large
4:30 A.M.
Jacques Cousteau

a

-

•

cz)-

oe_

-

-

•

CBS Morning

8:00 A.M.

•cu - Cartoon Store

7:15 A.M.
• Movie
Simms Street
X - Weather
• Abbott and Costello
7:30A.M.
•- That Girl
8:30A.M.
•cu
instructional
Mori
Programs
• Andy Griffith
021) Weather
9:00 A.M.
- Tertnaas•• Taxa&
di Rialterd
7:45 A.M.
p 025,000
•CI) S
Pyramid
Instructions(
Programs
CID- 700 Club
CE

-

-

-

-

-

•

o

-

-

-

a

•

Jed
.

5-

-

• U-

-

it-

Bighorn Country?*
By
Charles Frace'

-

Come In To See
This And Many Other
Prints By
Charles Frac&

-

•

*wipes
after
tbe
schedules Iwo hoes woo
to the newspaper.

-

-

cu -

0

-

News

-

0

0_

as

so

•

•

•

DAY'TIME

a EU a

listings we provided by
tbe TV statism, who
sometimes mice Ingram

5:00 A.M.
Breakfast Show
ABC News/Morn
6:15 A.M.
Hour Magazine
• N•ws
O - TBS Morning News
6:30 A.M.
(I)- Early Today
CID - ABC News/Morn
cgs Early
5-I Dream of Jeannie
Morning News
CI(I)- News
5:30 A.M.
• Business Report
CAD - Ralph Emery Show
- Jimmy Swaggart
•a Country Day
6:45 A.M.
5:45 A.M.
s - Newswatch
EU - Morning Stretch
7:00 A.M.
Weather
ID 01D GU III - Good
6:00 A.M.
Morning America
CBS Morning
My Three Sons
News
(4
)0 EU - Today
SuperStation FunO
°uteri Tim
time
- Mr. Rogers'
im
- Early Today
Neighborhood
Jim &Meer
Great Spain o.ster

CI)0 -

WNG( Nashville, TN
WS1
Harrisburg, IL
Nashville. TN
WSM
VVTVF Nashville. TN
WPSD Paducah. KY
WOCN Nashville, TN
KFVS
Cp Girardeau, MO
WKMU Murray, KY
Viewers As maim
their telovielen sip* win
=Imo siva refer to
the midge egress Email
ownbers.

Nashville, TN
Nashville, TN
Atlanta, GA
Horne Box Office
Paducah, KY
Jackson, TN
Nashville, TN
Murray, KY
Nashville, TN
USA Network
Cp Girardeau, MO

Virivers who naive
television dipole vie
Maim C.ahlevisies should
refer to the block swoon
einmel ambers in the oc.
cowponying kting.

6 p.m. 'Friday Magazine'
6:30 p.m. 'Spotlight on Murray'

Comes Horne'
11:15P.M.
Entertainment
Tonight
- MOVIE: 'The Bad
Seed' A story that posed
the question of whether a
woman's evil can be inherited by her descendants.
Nancy Kelly, Patty McCormack, Henry Jones. 1956
11:30 P.M.
Trapper John.
M.D.
(I)
Nightline
(I) 0 CC - Late Night
with David Latterrnan
- MOVIE: 'Carnival of
Crime'
11:45 P.M.
- Nightline
12:00 A.M.
di - M•A•S•H
di - NCAA Football:
Southern
Oregon
at
California
12:15 A.M.
MOVIE: 'The
Eyes Have it'
12:30 A.M.
ciD
NBC Netters
Overnight
- M•A•S•H
12:45 A.M.
MOVIE:
Fade
Into
'Columbo:
Murder' A television actor
uses one of his scripts to
kill his producer and former
lover. Peter Falk, William
Shatner and Lola Albright
Race for the Pennant
1:00 A.M.
▪ - News/Sign Off
- Jim Bakker
• (12 - CBS News
Nightwatch
1:15 A.M.
MOVIE: 'Lion of the
Desert' A guerrilla rebel
leads North African Be
douins in revoh against h
Anthony
alien invaders
Guinn Oliver Reed, Rod
Steiger Rated PG
1:30A.M.
(1)- Romance Theater
1:45 A.M.
MOVIE: 'Silver River'

WNGE
VVTVF
WTBS
HBO
WPSO
WBBJ
WIJCN
WKMU
VVZTV
USA
KFVS

til@888898

11111100111111111111

Monday
1
6:30 p.m.'News 1'

Ilsotab
Chem*

2,500 Signed and Numbered
22" x 26"

Great looking hair takes
expert core. If your hair
isn't 'shaping up,' let us
help! We'll start with o
styling that's right for
you...then show you how
to keep it 'in top condition'! And during the
month of October we're
giving '5'off hair coloring and hi-lighting.
Autumn is rich in colors.
And you con be too.

PHOTOGRAPHER:DAVID CELAYA-

OTUIPK MAU,
RAT, 73114242

ELLS STU I

2611 LC.SAM NM,
IMMO,44'24386

216E. NORTH ST. 247-1851 MAYFIELD, KY.
SAT. 9-12:30 CLOSED MON.
OPEN TUES.-FRI. 9-5
oVeXe:ils

@dead body
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TUESDAY
10/5/82
11)

5:00 A.M.
Hour Magazine

(I)

-

Gary Collins and Pat Mitchell
talk with Hollywood columnist Marilyn Beck, Dr
William Rader and hairstylist
Jose Eber.

O MOVIE: 'The Private
Eyes' Two Scotland Yard
-

sleuths stumble through secret passageways and trap
doors looking for killers
Tim Conway, Don Knotts
Trisha Noble Rated PG

6:30 A.M.
O - Race for the Pennant
Barry Tompkins and Tim
McCarver host this look at
the past week's baseball
action

7:00 A.M.
0 - MOVIE: 'Green Ice'
An electronics wizard becomes involved in an emerald heist. Ryan O'Neal,
Omar Shard, Anne Archer,
Rated PG.

8:00 A.M.
O - MOVIE: 'Desert
Legion' French Legionnaire
fights
for
power-crazed
sheik who wants to destroy
Utopian city of peace and
the legions Alan Ladd, Arlene Dahl, Richard Conte,
Alum Tamiroff. 1953

9:00 A.M.
- Phil Donahue

Donahue presents new diet and
exercise routines for shaping up your buns and thinning your thighs.

- MOVIE: 'Islands in
the Stream An isolated artist is forced to reveal his
hidden emotions when his
three estranged sons visit
him. George C
Scott.
1977.
0
- Phil Donahue
Donahue•s guests discuss
sex education in public
schools.
10:00 A.M.
CID - MOVIE: 'The Fuller
Brush Man' Trying to

the past
action.

prove himself to be a whirlwind salesman, Red runs
into a murder and a wild hilarious chase. Red Skelton,
Janet Blair, Hillary Brooks.
1948.

11:00 A.M.
Teddy Pendergrass
In Concert Teddy performs

o-

his biggest hits.

015)- G. E. D.
6:00P.M.
- Newswatch
- Eyewitness News
Cap - Barney Miller
o - Gorner Pyle
()- Scene at 6
Teddy Pendergrass
O
in Concert Teddy performs

-

Trust of young boy and
love for a woman stand between soldier of fortune and
fortune in gems. Ronald Reagan, Rhonda Fleming, Nigel
Bruce. • 1951.

O - MOVIE: 'Contract on
Cherry Street' A New York
City police inspector uses
unorthodox
methods
to
stamp out crime Frank Sinatra, Martin Balsam, Verna
Bloom 1977

1:00 P.M.

•

- MOVIE: 'Dr. Goldfoot
and the Bikini Machine

- News

CjID

o CID - Business Report
MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
▪ - Charlie's Angels
0 - CBS News
6:30 P.M.
cE - P.M. Magazine
as cu DEL -Family
Feud
(I)- Tic Tac Dough
o - Andy Griffith
- Jeffersons
1:3 (E - MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
13 21- Kentucky Journal
CD 21) -

-

€11

2:30 P.M.
O - MOVIE: 'Tulips' Two

spoussa- Bring 'Em

sleuths stumble through secret passageways and trap
doors looking for killers.
Tim Conway, Don Knotts,
Tnsha Noble Rated PG.

5:00 P.M.
0- Carol Burnett
3-2-1, Contact
o
121

-

[Closed Captioned]

the teams
mined.

were

8:00 P.M.
O c5D 0 (12 - MOVIE:
'Bare Essence' Part 2
GE) - MOVIE: 'Hard
Country' A young man be-

undeter-

comes disillusioned with the
'hardhat days arid honkytook nights' diet character-7.

Back Alive Frank Buck has
an unusual reunion with a
former teacher and partner
(60 min.)
0 - MOVIE: 'Strangers
When We Meet' A married
architect, secretly in love,
must choose between his
home, his career and his
love. Kim Novak, Kirk Douglas, Ernie Kovacs. 1960.
(A)

X - Phil Donahue
0X - Donahue
_ Hour Magazine
- Instructional
Programs
(E)- Jim Bakker
9:30 A.M.
(2)- You Asked For It

John Murphy fights
a father who has abused his
son and then agonizes over
the consequences. (60 min.)

ag

McCarver host this look at

o

CU

so

- Child's Play
10:00 A.M.
o(2)0- Love Boat
ocusi(2_ Price Is
Right
C3D - Love Boat
O - News
- Fantasy
o CC - Texas
0 (1) - Instructional
Programs
_ Movie
10:30 A.M.
O Varied Programs
11:00 A.M.
- Soap World
es
0Gra _ Midday
CE) - Family Feud
O Mike Douglas People
Now
EL - News

Political

-

Spectrum
0 45) - Nova

-

Laverne and
Shirley
CO CID - Electric Company

- MOVIE: 'Islands in
the Stream' An isolated artist is forced to reveal his
hidden emotions when his
three estranged sons visit
him. George C. Scott.
1977

ize the
modern
Texas
lifestyle. Jan-Michael Vincent. 1981.

o

Ernest Tubb: An
American Original
- Mystery! 'Dr JekCC

-

yll and Mr. Hyde.' Conclusion. Jekyll realizes the

passions of Hyde and the
expenment that has gone
out of control. (R) (60 min.)
[Closed Captioned]
- MOVIE: 'Second
Wind' A roan to whom everything in life comes easily
discovers that the things

DAYTNE con

Father

CC

Murphy

5:30P.M.
o - Bob Newhart Show
O - Race for the Pennant
Barry Tompkins and Tim

DINALLY
BETIER
THERE'S
WAY
A
TO WAKE UP ON SUNDAY MORNING.

(Steaons reserve the right
10 trulictrlast-manual changes.)

(12 - M*A*S•H

7:00 P.M.
0 CE (3)0- American
League
Championship
Game #1 At press time,

4:00 P.M.
- BJ and the Bear
0- MOVIE: 'The Private
Eyes' Two Scotland Yard

"Oh, Boy: Babies" relates
the unique story of a course
in infant care taught to a
group of grade school boys
using real babies. The show,
to air Tuesday, Oct. 5,
launches NBC's Special
Treat series of afternoon
programs.

his biggest hits.

A
doctor plans to acquire a
fortune by manufacturing alluring robots Vincent Price,
Frankie Avalon, Dwayne
Hickman. 1965.

people
find
romance
through a mutual neurosis
Gabe Kaplan, Bernadette
Peters. Rated PG

Paternal
instinct

-

113

12:00P.M.
MOVIE:'Hong Kong'

week's baseball

'The Great
Violin Mystery.' Tonight's
prbgram attempts to unlock
the secret of the sound of
the great violins made by
the Italian masters. (R) (60
min.)[Closed Captioned]

-

- Starsky and Hutch
- NCAA Football:
Oregon
Southern
at
California
7:30 P.M.
•alD - Metro Council
•

-

Meeting

o

Richard Simmons
- Young and the
Restless
11:30A.M.
0 (2) CU 9 - AYani
Hope
0
- Young WIC*,
Restless
- Noon Show
- Search For
0
Tomorrow
12:00 P.M.
- All My
cz
Children
- movie
0(1)0(D- News
o - Independent Net
work News
12:30 P.M.
065)0(2- As the

(To _ Tattletales
3:30 P.M.

alp -

World Turns
Search For Tomorrow

giD -

O CI) - Days of Our Lives
- Carl Tipton Show
1:00P.M.
- one Life
0 CI) CU
to Live
(1)- Another World
0- Afternoon Movie
1:30P.M.
C2 - CePftel
GU
Another World
2:00P.M.
femme- General

o

- Little House
(1)- Romance Theater
O - Leave It to Beaver
0(1)- Hers's Lucy

- Andy Griffith
0 cu - Over Easy [Closed
Captioned]
- Flintstones
- Happy
Again

4:00 P.M.
Varied Programs
- Beverly Hillbillies
o Brady Bunch
- People's Court
Wattons
0
- Little House
on the Prairie
0 CU 0
- Mr
Rogers' Neighborhood
- Scooby Doe
4:30 P.M.
- Family Feud
(I)- Hogan's Heroes
- Beverly Hillbillies
O

HEWLETT R Ph

Reiland Auge
PHONE

104 SOUTH 4th ST

1=1

l's (abed "Brunch.
'at
Dakota Feed ili Grain A
wonderful combination of a
Late breakfast and an early lunch.
handtailored for all you folks who
like things like hol. mode from
scratch muffins with mid butter, '
and hot biscuits with saw
mil gravy and waffles and
pionce-s sad bench toast
and omelets and sweet
roes and lints and
hashbrowns and the like

That's right we're making al our
own pastry at The Dakota and
putting on a spread every Sunday
morning like you've never seen
before The menu will change
every Sunday for variety
So think about it and loin us
every Sunday miming for
allyou-can-eat brunch

hisilABsoil1P11.
Ind $3.915 all the Dakota

Awl iell
ere you

Node

753-1162

MURRAY ICY 12071

SheeWe't Tee Be Receiving Those Essential Piserinuy Services...
Nellends Cestuiers Del
Free Medical Statements For AN
Veer Vu & Immo Records
ACCURACY

ROM ttlE SVIFTERI

COMIGARENCE
OELIVERT
.
I 5IRVICS I !RAIL OUT

WEED

FREE PARKING
EMERGENCY PHONE NUMSE RS

753-11105
lw P...nt• Murray CY

754 1455

7534416

Otw tatrunks putt keeps grovOnk We sutibuta It to the above We ere (Act
Iaworwd but use Ow latest compute technotopy.

CE) -

-

CeD

-

IX- So You Got Troubles
- Electric
O CID 0
Company

- Muppet Show
5:00 P.M.
is
- Live on 2
O CID- Good Times
1:3) - Eyewitness News
- Carol Burnett
- Guiding EL - Tic Tac Dough
•(i) 0
Light
0 - News
- SuperStation Fun- Sanford and Son
time
- Sesame Street
Texas
- 3-2-1. Contact
2:30P.M.
[Closed Captioned)
- Flintstones
O0 - Jeffersons
- Fantasy
- Varied Programs
•
o Varied Programs
5%30P.M.
3:00P.m.
•CU CID 0 - ABC
s CU- Rhode
News
•au _ Wakons
•cu - CBS News
- Bob Newhart Show
ap
- Edge of Night
(1)0(1)- NBC News
O- ministers
011) - Varied Programs
eD - Days of Our Lives
- Sesame Street
•- Alice
- Little Rascals
News
(12-•
•

ar) -

Bill

Days

•

•

PAGES
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Donahue discusses counshsp and sex in the 80's.

When his daughter needs
some inspiration for a "Nifty
Fifties" party she's going to,
Steven (Michael Gross)
dresses himself a la Greaser:
on "Family Ties." The NBC
sitcom airs Wednesday, Oct.
6.
(Stations resener at.dent
to make leet-tnewte otarteer.)

ill - Consumer Ilejewle
'The Fisting Fine illhow:
Fitness and heakh-reieted
products are examined

-

12:00P.M.

O _

MOVIE: 'The Black
Orchid' A gangster's Widow and a law abiding businessman find thew romance
threatened by their children.
Loren,
Anthony
Sophia
Quinn. 1959
- Talking Sex.. W/Your
Kids This show examines
sex education for children.

where animate survive by
adapting to life in the dark

5:00P.M.
- Carol Burnett
Trilogy:
Three
Classic Tales Clay wen/boon is featured in these
three stones

•

12:30 P.M.
-

10/6/82
5:00 A.M.

- Hour Magazine
Gary Collins and Pat Mitchell
talk with actor Rod Steiger,
and Dr Isadore Rosenfeld
gives medical updates.
5:30 A.M.

-

O

Trilogy:
Three
Classic Tales Clay animanon is featured in these
three stones

7:00 A.M.

- MOVIE: 'Legend of
the Wild' A man flees civilization in the 1830's to live
in the wilderness among
wild animals. Dan Haggerty,
Denver pyle. Rated PG

•

8:00 A.M.
11)

- MOVIE: 'Autumn
Leaves' A lonely woman
marries a younger man
whom she later discovers is
unstable. Joan
mentally

9:00 A.M.
(3) -

Phil Donahue Donahue's guest is Ed Garvey,
president of the National
Football League Players Association
- MOVIE: 'Adventures
of the Wilderness Family'
An urban family tackles the
harsh realities of life in the
wilderness Robert Logan,
Susan Damante Shaw, Hollye Holmes. 1978. Rated G.
0 (I) - Phi, Donahue

5:30P.M.
•

Bob Newhert Show
- Another Page

•

MOVIE: 'Lion of the
Desert' A guerrilla rebel
leads North African Bedouins in revolt against halien
invaders.
Anthony
Quinn, Oliver Reed. Rod
Steiger Rated PG
1:00 P.M.
110 - MOVIE: 'The
Garment Jungle' A war
veteran joins his widowed
father's dress firm Lime J
Cobb, Gum Scala, Valerie
French 1957

•

WEDNESDAY

ICIolied Captioned)

6:00 P.M.
4:00P.M.
le
- Iliewswatch
111 (I)- lobo
aD - Eyewitness News
- Strange Creatures of •
act - Sarney Mikes
the Night Explore a world

•

Crawford, Cliff Robertson,
Vera Wes, Lorne Greene
1956

-

MOVIE: 'Sylvia' A
private detective is hired by
a millionaire to investigate
the background of his fiances. Carroll Baker, George
Maharis, Joanne Dru, Peter
Lawford 1965
1 1:00 A.M.
Stepping Out: The
DeEloitz Grow Up This
follow-up documentary pins
the Defikats for Chnstmas

•

- 3-2-1. Ceeeset

1111
3:30P.M.

10:00 A.M.
GP Retro
couture

mined

•- GOITtef Pyie
CI)- Scene at•
ep (ID
- News
- Swims* Report
el
- Meefeell.lehrer
Report

-

odWs Angels

•

ID

-

News

*Vgi;M:NSN.grOgfgVMW.RiVA;:.

Wood Burning
Stoves
Now On Display
•

2:00P.M.
•CID CID
- American
Championship
League
Garne 01 At press time,
the teams were undeter

lUESDArcom
difficult to come by are
more worthwhile. James
Naughton, Lindsay Wagner,
Tedde Moore. 1976.

9:00 P.M.

0-

MOVIE: 'Body Heat'
The love affair of a lawyer
and a married woman unfolds into a crime of passion. William Hurt, Kathleen
Turner, Richard
Crenna
1981. Rated R.
- League of
0
Women Voters Congressional Debates Coverage of
two congressional debates
sponsored by the League of
Women Voters is presented. (90 mm.)

9:30P.M.

- TBS tvening News

•

- NHL Hockey: New
York Islanders at Vancouver
10:00 P.M.
Newswatch
se cc- Eyewitness News
GiD
CID El ID Cf2 News
- Business Report
- Benny Hill Show

•

ap GD -

•

10:15P.M.
(ID - Eyewitness News
10:30 P.M.

up (2) 0 iJ -

Tonight

Show

•cip - Sanford and Son

o

- M in the Family
(1)-. Thinirsis Company
- lisfrA•S•fi
- Captioned
CID
ABC News
Stray and Hutch
•
-(uMcy A gunshot
victim receives emergency
treatment but arrives dead

-

•

at the hospital from an undiagnosed second gunshot
wound. (R)(60 mm.)

10:45 P.M.
c3D - Nightline
1 1:00 P.M.
Quincy
0 - MOVIE: 'The DI.'
The story of a sadistic Marine drill instructor and the ngors of combat training at
Parris Island. Jack Webb,
Don Dubbin, Lin McCarthy.
1957
CF -Barney Miller
- MOVIE: 'Tattoo' A
psychotic tattoo expert kidnaps a model and makes
her the ultimate canvas for
his work Bruce Dem, Maud
Adams. 1981. Rated R
411 - M•A*S•H

dog and her husband missing, and a ransom note demanding $100,000 Rock
Hudson,
Susan
Saint
James, June Havoc 1971

12:00 A.M.

ea Grj dB - Nightline

0
(I)-

•

11:15P.M.

• - Fantasy Island Tattoo
is granted his favorite fantasy and a salesmen courts
the daughter of his wealthy
employer (R) (1 hr
10
min )

11:30P.M.

•(2) -

Entertainment

12:15 A.M.

-

MOVIE:
'McMillan & Wife: Blues
for Sally M' A musician dedicates a composition to
Sally, but she claims she's
never met him. Rock Hudson, Susan Saint James,
Keir Dulles. 1972.
CD - Eyewitness News

12:30 A.M.

ap (2) -

MOVIE: 'The
Doubie Kill' The conniving
husband of a beautiful end
wealthy woman devises a
seemingly foolproof pion for
her murder while she has
hatched a disbarment plan for
his demise Gary Collins.
1975
GO 0
- NBC News
Overnight
- News/Sign Off

•

Tonight

(4) S CF

- lane Night
with David Letterman
- Hogen's Homes
ap _ MOVIE: 'Bettie at
Apache Pees Cochise and
Major Colton attempt to
stop Geronv^^ 1-.-^N massacring white settlers and
restore peace John Lund,
Jeff Chandler, Susan Cabot.
Richard Egan 1952
MOVIE:
•
& Wife: The
Sunday
Murder
Easy
Case' A women finds her
•

cf2 -

12:45 A.M.

1111 -

MOVIE: 'Nesting' A
mystery novelist undergturs
supernatural expetiences in
the secluded countryside.
Robin Groves, Clone Grahame,
John
Canada's
Rated R

1:00 A.M.

- Jim Bakker
•
NHL Hockey. New
York Islanders at Venoms
ver
GO
- CBS News
Nightwatch
•

-

-

1:15 A.M.

- MOVIE:'Amazing Dr.
o
G.' Two

bumbling photographers are drafted by the
head of British Intelligence,
to hint Goidlinger's plot to
robotic important govern,
merit
personnel. Franco
Franchi. Ciccio ingress*.
Gloria Paul, Fernando Rey.
1965

1:30 A.M.
GE) - Romance Theater
1:45 A.M.
pa CID - Short Prog.
2:00 A.M.
Novirsuvetch
CBS News
falghtwatch
G)- CNN Headline News

11.(1)-

lb

CID -

2:30 AM.
511 (10 - Ann Holt at Large
- MOVIE: 'Look's/ A

•

plastic surgeon investigates
the mysterious deaths of his
patients.
Albert
Finney.
James Coburn. Susan Dm_

3:00 A.M.
•(2) - MOVIE: 'Crazy
Joe' The story of organized
crime in Amines Peter
Boyle, Paula Prentiss, Henry
Winkler 1977.
MOVIE: 'The
Oldshorne Kid' The Oki"home Kid defends new
gammas from gang of lawless gamblers Hurnohr•Y
Bogert. James Cagney, Rosensory Lane. 1939

•

4:00A.M.
Toddy Pendergrass
In Concert Teddy Porforms
his biggest hits

•

4:45 A.M.
0- INorid/Ln090

PRE-SEASON
STOVE SALE
6240 — $2
9995
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WEDNESDAYcorn
6:30 P.M.
CJ - P.M. Magazine
O CD CD 13D - Family
Feud
(I) - Tic Tac Dough
Andy Griffith
O - Yesteryear... 1933
Dick Cavett hosts this look
at the events of 1933
O - Jeffersons
- MacNeil-Lehrer
0
Report
(211) - Opportunity Line
0C1 - MASH

o-

o

7:00 P.M.
OcEaDu- National
Championship
League
Game #1 At press time,
the teams were undetermined. If the Atlanta Braves
win *he National League
West, then this game will
be played at 3.00 to 6:00
p.m. (EDT) and the American Leagye game will be
scheduled at 8:00 to 11:00
p.m. (EDT).
EiCeeln - Seven
Brides for Seven Brothers
Molly wins a surgical internship that will keep her and
Crane apart for three years.
(60 min.)
- MOVIE: 'It Happened
One Night' A runaway heiress meets a newspaperman on a bus who shields
her
father's
her
from
searching agents. Claudette
Colbert, Clark Gable, Walter
Connolly. 1934
C4D 0
Real People
Tonight's program features
a look at Chicago's Wrigley
Field, a visit- with Chicago
Mayor Jane Byrne and a
visit to the Billy Goat Tavern. (60 min.)
Previn
and the Pittsburgh 'Perlman: Cool and Classic.'
Violinist ltzhak Perlman and
other musicians perform at
Pittsburgh's Heinz Hall for
the Performing Arts. (60
min.)

o

(I)

-

o CI) 0 a -

"Good neighbor
service and
Money-saving
discounts make
State Farm a real
val e in
hom wners
insur nce."

Call me.

Jane Rogers
Insurance
201 South 6th
753-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there
STATE FARM
nye sad CassIlir Corapsag
IWO,OW
1111001810,0P,4

SID - Starsky and Hutch
- National Rollerskating Championship

7:30 P.M.

-

MOVIE: 'First
Monday in October' The
first woman U.S. Supreme
Court Justice engages in a
battle-of-the-sexes with another member of the court.
Jill Clayburgh, Walter ,MatBernard
Hughes
thau,
1981. Rated R.

8:00 P.M.
faCCIRCIO- Alice

Season Premiere. The group at
the diner believe that Mel
was mentioned in a movie
star's autobiography.
- Facts of Life
Natalie's story of an Eastland girl having an abortion
comes back to haunt her.
Case of
Dashiell Hammett Samuel
Dashiell Hammett, the author of books such as 'The
Maltese Falcon,' is spotlighted. (60 min.)
MOVIE: 'The Blue
Dahlia' An ex-serviceman is
accused of killing his wife
Alan Ladd, Veronica Lake,
William Bendix. 1946.

agrov-

-

8:30 P.M.

accea-

Filthy
Premiere.
Rich
Season
Kathleen, Marshall and Carlotta scheme to break up
the Weschesters.
Family Ties
Jennifer is reluctant to yield
to peer pressure and give
up her relationship with her
boyfriend.
- Masters Barefoot
Waterskiing
Championship

Go 0 (I) -

o

9:00 P.M.
cc 0ct - Tucker's

Witch (PREMIERE) Rick
and Amanda become targets when Amanda's witchcraft turns out to be highly
unreliable (60 min )
gp 0 CU - Quincy Quincy
investigates a death that is
covered up by a famous
surgeon's colleagues (60
mm.)
World Specials
'The Killing of Sadat ' The
dream of Egyptian President
Anwar Sadat and his assassination are examined. (60

o (I) mm)

O

- To Be Announced
9:15 P.M.

o - TBS Evening News
- On location: Rich

Little The great impressionist performs his solo nightclub act.
10:00 P.M.
O CE - Newswatch
O
- Eyewitness News
CU 0 COD 00
News
Business Report
- Tony Brown's
Journal 'Supply-Side Education.' Tony Brown looks at
the supply-side theory in
higher education. (R)
1E) - Benny Hill Show

alt

-

o

10:15 P.M.
- Eyewitness News
- All In the Family
10:30P.M.
O (10 0 CID - Tonight
Show

- Sanford and Son

CL - Three's Company

-

MOVIE: 'Arthur' A
young millionaire falls in
love with a girl from 'the
wrong side of the tracks.'
Dudley Moore, Liza Minelli,
Sir John Gielgud
1981.
Rated PG.
O - MASH
- Captioned
OID
ABC News
- Starsky and Hutch
0 (12) - Archie's Place
Archie and Murray disagree'
over what to do about a
friendly call girl (R)

o

10:45 P.M.
113) - Nightline

O - MOVIE: 'Fort

Worth'
A famous gunfighter decides to battle frontier lawlessness
as
the
town
Randolph
newspaperman.
Scott, David Brian. 1951

C.

:00 P.M.
- Archie's Place

- Barney Miller
O - MASH
13) - Transamerica Open
Tennis
MOVIE: 'No
Other Love' Two marginally
retarded adults fall in love
and decide to make a life of
their own Richard Thomas,
Julie Kavner 1979

ct _

11:15 P.M.
CD - Love Boat Capt

Stubing and Doc fight over a
girl, a couple adopts a
seven-year-old orphan and
an unemployed executive
falls for a successful businesswoman (R) (1 hr., 10
min )

11:30 P.M.
- Entertainment
Tonight

CHECKING ACCOUBTS...SAviNGS ACCOUNTS...CERTIFICATES Of DEPoSiT
...IRA ACCOUNTS...24-HOUR TELLER.,.MONEY MARKET CERTIFICATES..
T.V. DRIVE-IN...NOW ACC
CARDS...COMMUNITY ROOM..
SAFETY DEPOSIT BOXES.
ACCOUNTS....BANCLUB.... IRA ACC
iNGS ACCOUNTS...
CERTIFICATES OF
DRIVE -IN...NOw
ACCOUNTS....m
DS...BANCLUB
...TRAVELERS
ITT ROOM...
NOW
S CLUB...
ACCOUNTCHECKING
DEPOSIT
...CHRIST
BOXES—.
LOANS...M
—LOANS
1.5. DRIV
—MONEY
MARKET CE
ITY
ROOM...
ACCOUNTS.
CRICKS...
SAFETY DE
.24-HOUR
TILLER...T.
.CHRISTMAS
CLUe...SAVI
.TRAVELERS
CHECKS... IRA
...NOW ACCOUNT
.IRA ACCOUNTS
mEMBER FDIC...T.
MONEY ORDERS
..SAFETY DEPOSIT BO
OW ACCOUNTS... IRA
ACCOUNTS...CHECKING AC
OUKTS...CRED1T CARDS
mEmBER FOiC...CERTIFICATES OF
TELLER...LOAKS
...COMMUNITY ROON...T.V. DRIVE -IN...TRAVELERS CMACKS...111AMCLUR
MONEY MARKET CERTIFICATES...NOW ACCOUNTS...CMCKING ACCOUNTS..
SAVINGS ACCOURTS..,IRA,ACCDUKTS,..CERTIFICATES OF OEPOSIT..utA
ACCOuNTS...CHECK1NG ACCOUNTS...SAFETY DEPOSIT BOXES..COMMUNITy

-

MOVIE: 'Blume
in Love' A lawyer who falls
out of marriage but stays
hopelessly in love with his
ex-wife can't stand it when
she gets a new roommate.
George Segal, Susan Anspach, Kris Kristofferson.
1976.
CL 0 (1) - Late Night
With David Letterman
- Hogan's Heroes
MOVIE: 'Pirates Of
Monterey' The Spanish
Royalists attempt to overthrow the Mexican Preside°
at Monterey with a Yankee
from Missouri contributing.
Maria Montez, Rod Cameron, Gilbert Roland, 1947

-

Bookmobile schedule
The bookmobile
schedule for the week has
been released by Carolyn
Adams, librarian of the
Calloway County Public
Library Bookmobile.
Oct. 4, East Elementary, 9:30 a.m.; BazzellsHighway 299, 1:30 p.m.2:30; Thompsons-Bailey
Road,2:30-3:30;
Oct. 5, Southwest
Elementary, 9:30 a.m.;
Kirksey Community, 1:30
p.m.-3; Carraway's, 33:45;

12:00 A.M.

cgo - Nightiine
o - MOVIE: 'Jazz Singer'

Oct. 6, Thelma Brown,
10:30 a.m.-11:30; Lynn
Grove, 11:30-12:30 p.m.;
Madrey's on 121, 1:30-2;
Crouse-Penny Road, 2-3;
Gingles-Penny Road, 33:30;

Oct. 7, Collie Hill, 10
a.m.-11; E. BlackHighway 121, 11-11:30;
Bazzell-Coldwater Road,
11:30-12:30; BakerHighway 121; 1:30-2; and
Patton-Penny Road, 2:303:30.

TELEPUZZLE

A New York cantor sings
his way from synagogue to
stardom, straining family relations along the way. Neil
Diamond, Laurence Olivier,
Lucie Amaz. Rated PG.

12:15 A.M.
(110 - Eyewitness News
12:30 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Mirror
of Deception'

O - MOVIE: 'Ghost in the
Invisible Bikini' A man is
offered a chance to enter
Heaven if he performs one
good deed. Deborah Walley, Tommy Kirk, Basil Rathbone. 1966.
CL 0 (10 - NBC News
Overnight
O News/Sign Off

-

1:00 A.M.
Bakker
CBS News
Nightwatch

CID - Jim

(12 -

1:30 A.M.
0- Romance Theater
1:45 A.M.
O CE) - Short Prog.
2:00 A.M.
- Newswatch

0
O

(3) - CBS News
Nightwatch
CL - CNN Headline News
O - MOVIE: 'The
Irishman' A man refuses to
accept the changing times
of the early 20's. Michael
Craig, Simon Burke, Bryan
Brown. 1978.

O

-

2:15 A.M.

MOVIE: 'Miracle In
Soho' It takes a miracle to
unite two young lovers in
the unconventional and colorful irnemational district of
Soho, in London. John
Gregson, Belinda Lee, Cynl
Cusack. 1958

2:30 A.M.

_

MOVIE: 'Young
Winston' The drama of war
and turbulent peace in the
early life of Sir Winston
Churchill. Anne • Bancroft,
Robert Shaw, Simon Ward.
1912.

3430 A.M.
-.

Masters Barefoot
ChampionVrzt.;:ablIng
ship

•

3:45 A.M.
19 -

MOVIE: 'Arthur' A
young millionaire fells in
love with a girl from 'the
wrong side of the tracks.'
Dudley Moore, Liza A4inelli,
Si John Gieigud. 1981.
Rated PG.

4t80 AM
- Rat Petrol

ACROSS
1,6 Shown, plays
Cole on Falcon Crest
11 Role for Herve
12 Singer Frankie
14 Clock numerals
15 Guinness or Olivier
16 Rene Enriquez role
17 June or August
18 Miss Farrow
20 Expertise
22 Part of HMS
23 — and the Single Girl
24 Cousteau's milieu
25 Feast — — famine
26 Played Sanford
29 Carney and James
31 Noted poet —
cummings

32
33
35
38
39
42
44
45
47
48
49
50
52
53
55
57
58

Ham Burger,e.g.
Miss Ballard
Let's Make a —
Mr. Steiger
Archie's place
Fern. —
Quincy co-star
Tony Randall role
Compass point
Miss Tyson's sigri-off
You — There
Conk out
Don Adam's sign-off
Elaine on Taxi
Miss Farrell
— McDowell
Carly or Paul

DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Played Aunt Bee
Leave—to Beaver
Lieutenants: Abbr.
Actress Smith
Susannah and Dick
Plays Florence
The — Office
"Oh — can you
— Cid
Chrissy on Three's
Company
11 Reid and Conway
13 Mrs. Nick Charles
19 Woodsman's tool
21 That is(ab.)
22 Some Like It —
27 Sudan —
28 -Sandra Or Ruby
29 Sum up
30 Charlotte —
33 Welcome Back, —
34 Much — About Nothing
36 Cakes and —
37 Plays Barney Miller
38 Nicholas on Eight is
Enough

39
40
41
43
45
46
49
51
54
56

Noah —,Jr.
— Molinaro
Destry — Again
Judge "Roy"or Orson
Played Rerun
A Louis
Sanford — Son
Stately tree
Turn-down
Mr Ormandy's sign-off

SOLUTION

MMMOO MEDEE
tThIlIl
MIEINUt
OE .111E MO HE
OMPJEJ
rjII
ENE
NuEEIWPWO
€1P
OV
Pingz!, CI,Man
on-g UErl K,E0
mg11 WWOUt
Xa,
tiMP: WO
Ir6KOWO :tceAlHOP
NP-1
%WON

•
c 1962 United Feature Syndicate, inc
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'THURSDAY
10/7182
5:00 A.M.

-

Hour Magazine
Gary Collins and Pat Mitchell
talk with financial advisor
Paula Nelson, actor Andy
'Griffith and Jacques Pepin.
Grammy winner Rita Moreno.

5:30 A.M.

- Wild Babies
o
acrobatic
fawns,

Twin
flying
squirrels
wide-eyed
and
wolf pups learn to survive
and take their first steps toward independence_

6:30 A.M.
O _ Video Jukebox
7:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Bear Island'
A weather-research team
on a desolate Arctic island
has more in mind than
world climate. Donald Sutherland, Vanessa Redgrave,
Richard Widmark. Rated PG

8:00 A.M.
O

- MOVIE: 'Elephant
Walk' The young bride of a
Ceylon tea plantation owner
has a difficult time adtusting
to her husband's way of life
and the everpresent ghost
of his father. Elizabeth Taylor, Dana Andrews, Peter
Finch. 1954

9:00 A.M.
CID -

Phil Donahue Three
Catholic women affirm afeir
beliefs that abortion" is immoral.
O - MOVIE: 'Portrait of a
Rebel: Margaret Senger'
Margaret Sanger established
the nation's first birth control clinic and was subsequently brought to trial
under New York's obscenity
laws. Bonnie Franklin, David
Dukes, Richard Johnson.
1980
(i) - Phil Donahue Second of 2 parts. Donahue
examines the psychology of
unemployment.

o

10:00 A.M.
CD - MOVIE: 'It Happened
to Jane' When a lobster
shipment is spoiled, a small
town lobster grower sues a
railroad tycoon and becomes a national heroine.
Doris Day, Jack Lernrnon,
Ernie Kovacks 1959.
11:00 A.M.
0- MOVIE: 'Spirit of the
Wind' A young boy overcomes hes handicap to becornet the world champion
dog *kidder.

12:00 P.M.
MOVIE: 'The Savage'
A young boy is torn be
tween loyalties for his race
and his tribe Charhon Hes
ton, Susan Morrow, Peter
Hanson. 1952.
-

1:00P.M.
0-

MOVIE: 'Ilse Private
Eyes' Two Scotland Yard
sleuths stumble through secret passageways and trap
doors looking for killers
Ter 1....3onway, Don ititss,
Trisha Noble Rated PG.
- MOVIE: Pilipndon
Ship' The survivor, of a
luxury liner disaster face the
problems of an overloaded
lifeboat Tyrone Povoet. Mai
Lloyd 'Nolan
Zetterling,

2:00P.M.
e - National
▪ (1)
-

Championship
League
Game #2 At press time,
the teams were undetermined. If the Atlanta Braves
win the National League
West, then the scheduled
time for this game will be
8:00 to 1100 p.m (EDT)
and the American League
game will be from 3:00 to
6:00 p.m. (EDT).

Farr. 1971
(3) a
- Fame Bruno
and Coco discover a new
singing talent in the school
and Danny falls in love (60
mon.)
-American
EL
O
Adventure
Uve From the
Met 'Der Rosenkavaher RiStrauss'
popular
chard
comic opera is presented.
(4 hrs.)
Starsky and Hutch
(fi)

MOVIE: 'Bear Island'
A weather-research team
on a desolate Arctic island
has more in mind than
world climate Donald Sutherland, Vanessa Redgrave,
Richard Widmark. Rated PG,

3:00 P.M.
- Sesame Street
4:00P.M.

0

-

BJ and the Bear
- Mr. Rogers'
0
Neighborhood

7:30 P.M.
- Star
CU CE

of
the Family Buddy decides
to visit a music critic after
he gave Jennie Lee a bad
review
MOVIE: 'The Private
Eyes Two Scotland Yard
sleuths stumble through secret passageways and trap
doors looking for killers.
Tim Conway, Don Knotts,
Tnsha Noble Rated PG.
- Tennessee
Outdoorsmen

-

4:30P.M.

8:00P.M.
O (2) Cl)0- Too Close

A bum toes to get arrested
to spend a warm night in

For Coinfuit Henry, tempered by the appearance of
Munel's mother when the
baby is born, buys a condominium in San Francisco
Simon &
Premiere.
Simon Seaso
Al. and Rick follow a socialite to a Central American
country to recover some
auction money (60 min.)
- Cheers piano
(1) la
forces Sam to examine his
preference for dating beautiful but brainless women.
CD EL - Sneak Previews
15) - MOVIE: 'Death Be
Not Proud' True story of a
boy whose fierce devotion
to living left his parents a
legacy of love and a deeper
understanding of life Arthur
Hill, Jane Alexander, Robby
Benson, 1975

- Cop and The Anthem
021)- Electric Company

5:00 P.M.

o - Carol Burnett

O - Wild Babies Twin
flying
acrobatic
fawns,
wide-eyed
and
squirrels
wolf pups learn to survive
and take their first steps toward independence.
- 3-2-1, Contact
O
(Closed Captioned)
5:30 P.M.
0- Bob Newhart Show

o

)-G. E. D.

6:00 P.M.
O CID - Newswatch

- Eyewitness News

CI) - Barney Miller
O - Gomer Pyle
(1)- Scene at 6
0- Video Jukebox
CID0- News
- Business Report
O
- MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
CD - Charlie's Angels
- CBS News
B
el

E2

6:30 P.M.
P.M.agazine
- 0.
cu _ Family
CL
Feud
EL - Tic Tac Dough
Andy Griffith
- Inside the NFL ten
Dawson and Nick Buoni
Conti analyze this week's
NFL action and look ahead
to next week's games
O
cp - MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
Kentucky
ti) Considered
- 11•1•A•S•H

0_

o

-Jofforsorts

7:00P.M.
- Joanie
O CI) CI)
Loves Chactii Chacht becomes a model for Joante•s
art class not realizing he has
to pose in the nude
0 CID 111(12- Magnum.
P.I.
in competition with A.J
and Rick Simon in recovertog a deadly Hawaiian artifact (60 mien)
O - MOVIE: 'Kotch' A
72-year-old widower be
friends an unwed pregnant
teen-ager and buys a home
for them Walter Matthau,
Winters. Felicia
Deborah
-

Sam
barkeep
former wile (played
by Donna McKectinie) shows
up, things in the tavern get a
shake-up on "Cheers," the
NBC sitcom airing Thursday,
Oct 7
When

M11/0/10'S

B-

2:30P.M.
O-

-

exed2-

8:30P.M.
OCECES- It Takes
Premiere.
Season
Two
Molly abandons her kitchen
to pursue a career as a prosecution attorney
Taxi Jim's
father c:)es leaving him an
estate, but to claim it he
must prove that he's not
crazy.
Portfolio
CL)

CL)

-

-

9:00 P.M.
O CL (1)S- 10/20

e

_

(1)
Knots
Landing J R makes a surprise visit to Knot's Landing (60 min.)
(3D 0
Hill Street
Blues Capt. Furillo teams a
precinct captain is alleging
widespread corruption and
Bates and Coffey discover a
cattle rustler (60 man)
O - MOVIE: 'Private
Lessons' A young man is
(jj

-

seduced by his housekeeper. Eric Brown, Sylvia KrisHesseman
Howard
tel,
1981. Rated R.
- Mystery! 'Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde' ConcluJekyll realizes the
sion
passions of Hyde and the
experiment that has gone
out of control (R) (60 min)
(Closed Captioned)

9:30 P.M.
O - TBS Evening

News
10:00P.M.
Newswatch
Eyewitness

-

O

a()

Cl)

-

News

News
0 CE) - Business Report
Benny Hill Show

0 - MOVIE: 'Too Much,
Too Soon' Story of Diana
of
daughter
Barryrnore,
Dorothy
John Barryrnore
Malone. Errol Flynn, Efrern
Zimbalist Jr 1958
&IMP', Miller
MASH

Una Merkel 1966
112
MOVIE
lAcCioud: Enameller V4111
Arise' A kidnapeatirOints•
nme bomb on his victim
and demands
ransom
from the victim's husband
Dennis Wwww.,,_

11:30 P.M.
•(li) - Entertainment

12:00A.M.
MII*1600
12:15A.M.
MOVIE
Manhattan
'McCloud:
be
Manhunt' SacClaid
comes involved with •
producer who is threatened
with death and a thief who
had the chance to kdl
McCloud during a chase
Dennis Weaver. Diana Mul

(121e_

Tonight

(AID 0 CL - Late

Night
with David Lettermen
• Hogan's Heroes
MOVIE: 'The Kettles
in the Ozarks' Whole visit
wig Pa's brother in the
Ozarks, Ma rounds up a
gang of bootleggers Mar
pone Main, Arthur Hunnicutt,

-

-

•

-

B-

10:30P.M.
ar) 0 CL) - Tonight
Show
▪ (1)- Sanford and Son
Nightline
All In the Family
(3) - Three's Compeny
MOVIE: 'Body Heat'
The love affair of a lawyer
and a married woman unfolds into a come of passion William Hurt, Kathleen
Turner, Richard
Creme.
1981 Rated R
- MASH
0 CD - Captioned ABC
News
- Starsky and Hutch
S (l-QuincyQtsncy
turns up on opposite sides
of a case opposing a mentor he looked up to (R) 160
min.)

_

-

e-

O

11:00 P.M.
O CL- Quincy
- Vega* Den joins
forces with a psychic to follow the trail of a kidnapped
heiress (F8 (1 hr 10 min.)

CUSTOM KITCHEN
OERRY
CABINETS &
753-5940
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
Solid Wood Cab,rcts & Poised Panel Doors
Birch.* Oak • Walnut • Cherry
Guncoses • Mantles • •Boolicoscs •Kitchen
Cabinet Tops
Custom Built Furniture & furniture Refinishing)
Main
- COMPETITIVE PRICES
1212
r
A
DICPI
DROP BY AND Sit OUR
Muir() ,Ky.

(brA(:Nra

(,golt

JAZZ ALIVE!
TURNS FIVE
Were ockhrat mg our fifth anniversary with five
great years rolled into tine tam-packed special
You'll hear 11111lical pants like Count Baste.
Gillespie. Charles Mingin.Chia Corea.Stevie W
jamming with Ma Fitzgerald and Bill Evans improvising
All recorded live. All !stated by the enorrutahle lIy
Taykw. Be listening when JAZZ ALIVE'turns five.

.ct.
0
7 p.m.

CFM
EINP913
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UPSTAIRS
NT
GALLERY
Decora

MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY FIELDNOUSE

p..

DOW

N

Eine &
W
Monthly Exhibits
tive Art
10 a.m..1p.m0
.wners: Bill & Mickey Phillips
Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m.-4
Sat.

753-8900
401 a. Maple St.
•

13
ROBERT E. JOHNSON THEATRE
•
LOVETT AUDITORIUM

alit)
WEST KENTUCKY Al SEU

Unique dining
Atmosphere
Sunday Buffet
Friday Seafood Menu

Pizza •Salads
Sandwiches
Spaghetti
Lasagna

Wednesday
Spaghetti Special
Fast Net Delivery
Opts 11 AM DaHy
4 PM Seasiey

The rollicking American musical

THE ROBBER BRIDEGROOM

We're More
than Ice Cream

October 7, 11, and 9, curtain 1 p.m.

Your LAST WEEKEND TO BUY
SEASON TICKETS!
Don't amiss your chance to enjoy live
theatre all year long for one low price.

Call 759-1752 for season ticke
information and reservations.

• THE
BIG
DIPPER
Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center

•Nochos
*Deli Sandwiches
*Hot Dogs
*Chili
*Custom Made
Ice Cream Cake
Your One Stop Meal
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Season tickets available *re Oct. 16
For resenratioos, cal 762-6797

*Specializing in originals in oil medio
*Custom and Design framing of prints and originals
_interior Design Consultants
--*Reacly Mode Frames
*Pre-cut mats
*Art Supplies and cus torn ordering
*Shrink Wrap(for showing or preserving)
*Art Classes

EVERY TUESDAY IS

TaiiiTiiesday
2Tacos

99c

SA02___
2(
The Best Hamburger in Town

pita% Family Stook Howse
.77 Lunches Served

1

Mon.-Fri.11 a.m.-4 p.m.

Dinner Nightly-Sun.-Thurs.5 p.m.-9 p.m.
Fri. and Set.5 p.m.-10 p.m

753-0440 S. 12th Murray

Marguerite
Parks,
arry
Chapman. 1845.

FRIDAY
1018/82
5:00 A.M.

a G5) _

Hour Magazine
Gary Collins and Pat Mitchell
talk with actor Robert Foxworth, actress Catherine
— Bach and discusses the mistreatment of women in hospitals. Graedon and vists
with Lawrence Welk.
- Commodores In
Concert The Commodores
perform their biggest hits.

o

hue is Joined by several
,female members of the Ku
Klux Klan.
MOVIE: 'Green Ice'
An electronics wizard becomes involved in an emerald heist. Ryan O'Neal,
Omar Sherif, Anne Archer.
Rated PG.
CC
CI
Phil Donahue
how
examines
Donahue
women are portrayed in advertising.

a-

MOVIE: 'Queen Bee'
An school girl goes to live
with relatives and is a witness to a human triangle
that results in disaster. Joan
Crawford, Barry Sullivan,
Betsy Palmer. 1955

Inside the NFL Len
Dawson and Nick Buoniconti analyze this week's
NFL action and look ahead
to next week's games.

7:00 A.M.

1 1:00 A.M.
O - HBO Theatre:
Camelot This magical love
story evokes memones of a
better world

MOVIE: 'Circle of
Two' A precocious school
girl and a world famous
1St meet love and life with
'tenderness and passion RiTatum
Burton,
chard
O'Neal. 1980. Rated R.

12:00 P.M.

o -

MOVIE: 'Money
From Home' A mobster,
picking up a young man's
1.0.U's, forces him to stop
his favorite from winning
the race. Dean Martin, Jerry
Lewis, Pat Crowley. 1953.

8:00 A.M.
- MOVIE:

O

'The
Smugglers' An innocent
old lady hasn't the slightest
suspicion that her European
vacation is being used as a
coverup for a gang of
smugglers Shirley Booth,
David Opatoshu, Kurt Kaznar 1968

:00 P.M.
-

MOVIE: 'Counter
Attack' Russian paratroopers attempt to force a confession from a captured
German officer. Paul Muni,

9:00 A.M.
-

vof

girl and a world famous artist meet love and life with
tenderness and passion RiTatum
Burton,
chard
O'Neal 1980 Rated R

Phil Donahue Dona-

Criminal intent

2:00 P.M.
0- American League

Judith Chapman stars as a
woman headed for a life of
crime until she is reformed
by Michael Knight in "Knight
Rider," the NBC adventure
series to air Friday, Oct. 8.

Championship Game #3
At press time, the teams
were undetermined

2:30 P.M.
- New Shapes

-

-

_

1:30P.M.

_ MOVIE: 'Circle of
O
Two A precocious school

0:00 A.M.

6:00 A.M.
O
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in

(Stations reserve the right
to make tiett-mtrtuhe changes)

Education

3:00 P.M.
- Sesame Street
3:30 P.M.

0
O

Kamikaze:Mission/
Death Personal testimony
and interviews are used to
explore this World War II
tactic

4:00 P.M.
0 CE) - Lobo
MOVIE: 'Who Has
Seen the Wind?' A young
boy growing up in a prairie
town during the Depression
searches for an understanding of life Brian Painchaud,
Helen
Pinsent,
Gordon
Shaver 1977.
Rogers'
0
Neighborhood
-

4:30 P.M.
- Electric Company

0

o

5:00 P.M.

Carol Burnett
- 3-2-1. Contact
(Closed Captioned)
-

5:30 P.M.

o - Bob Newhart Show
Dealing In
o
Discipline
6:00 P.M.
- Newswatch
Eyewitness News
Cl)- Barney Miller
0- Winners
- Scene at 6
- Inside the NFL Len
Dawson and Nock Buoniconti analyze this week's
NFL action and look ahead
to next week's games
(5)fa - News
- Business Report
CP
_ MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
_ Charlie's Angels
(12 - CBS News

-

a

o

Lunch Is
Special At
Pagliai's

6:30 P.M.
(2)- P.M. Magazine

Monda)i

ej

Pagliais Chef Salad

Small
$149Large

$21,
9

Tuesda

- Family
CU 0
Feud
- Tic Tao Dough

large
'
1
Small$

Regular Serving

Pagliai's Spaghetti Special
childs portion

serving to 10:00 p.m.

99c

dinner salads 59'

Taco $1 %9
Pagliai's Homemade Chili $109Salad .1
inida A Pagliai's Homemade Beef
! L And Vegeta,ble Soup & Sandwich$179
0.
ThursdaYi

, Sandwiches Include Pimento Cheese,.
Ham,Tuna, or Chicken Salad.

,e;

1101i4r,

)At\
(talk)
AV\
)

PAGL

'S

,, ,...
- - . , specialok Good 11:00•.m. to 4:00 p.m.
dining Only
•,..1

Wit 1
Alit i

Inside

a

510 Main

el111111111111111110

1111111

deur. 1974
12:30A.M.
MOVIE: 'Killer
with Two Feces' A woman
accidentally meets an architect and immediately hires
him fo work on her newly
purchased home. Donna
Mills, Ian Hendry. 1974
OD 0 CID - NBC News
Overnight
MOVIE: 'Blue
O
Lagoon' A shipwrecked boy
and girl come of age on a
Brooke
island
tropical
Shields, Chnstoptter Atkins
- News/Sign Off

-

a

!Wednesday'

1111111
aaaaaaaaa

1111111 1111111111111

a• _

7:00 P.M.
locucue- National
Championship
League
Game #3 At press time,
the teams were undetermined
- Dukes of
0 CID 411
Hazzard Rosco nominates
himself for the Lawman of
the Year award (60 mm.)
MOVIE: 'Three
Stooges Go Around the
World in a Daze' The
Three Stooges stowaway
with a man as he goes on a
global trip without funds to
win a 20,000 pound bet in
a scheme masterminded by
a couple of crooks Three
Sheffield,
Jay
Stooges,
Joan Reeman 1963
(I) - Powers of
(3)
Matthew Star Matthew
discovers that a fellow student has developed a paint

-

TWIRSDAYcon

Pagliai's Hot Ham and Cheese Sandwich
with chips and a dill spear

will start at 11:00 ci.m

-

(21)

0- Andy Griffith
0- Jefferson:
0 CC - MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
Comment on
Kentucky
M•A•S•H

Just Off The Square

1.111111,,„,„11111111„„i,1111111

-

1:00 A.M.

_ Jim Bakker
(i23 Nightwatch

CBS

News

0 - MOVIE: 'Humoresque' A musician sponsored by a woman decides
his career is more important
than she is.-"kotrn Garfield,
Joan Crawford, Oscar Levant. 1947
(4)- Romance Theater
11.444-11
tre%
jni
;
11441.4s

2:00 A.M.
•GD - Newswatch
• cu - CBS News
Nightwatch
C4D - CNN Headline News
NCAA Football:
• Kentucky at Clemson

2:30 A.M.
- MOVIE:

'They
Came to Rob Las Vegas'
An armored car hilack gang
fight among themselves as
they try to break into the
car filled with ten million
dollars from Las Vegas casinos Gary Lockwood, Elke
Sommer, Lee J. Cobb. Jack
Palance. 1969
O - Inside the NFL Len
Dawson and Nick Buoniconti analyze this week's
NFL action and look ahead
to next wnek's games.
3:30 A.M.
MOVIE:, 'Pplorate
Lessons' A young man is
seduced by his housekeeper. Eric Brown, Sytvia KrisHesseman.
Howard
tel.
1981 Rated R

O

-

that can take away Mat
thew's unique powers (60
min.)
MOVIE: 'Halloween
II' A demented killer returns
to terrorize his hometown
Jamie Lee Curtis, Donald
Pleasance. 1981. Rated R.
IT (E) 0
Washington Week/Review
Paul Duke is joined by top
Washington Journalists analyzing the week's news.
Starsky and Hutch
- Professional Golf
Series 'International Challenge Golf' --Round 6. (60
min.)

_

o

7:30 P.M.
0 OD 0ti) - Wail
Street Week Louis Rukeyser analyzes the '80s with a
weekly review of economic
and investment matters

8:00 P.M.

cc0 cj2I - Dallas J R
o
schemes to get an advance
look at Jock's will (60
min.)
CC - Knight Rider
•
Michael Knight toes to help
a small town get control of
a motorcycle gang but the
sheriff hampers him by impounding his car. (60 min.)
EL - Willmar 8 Tonight's program looks at
eight women who filed unfair labor charges against a
bank in Willmar, MN, and
how the strike has affected
their personal life. (60 min.)
Kentucky
Entrepreneur
0 - MOVIE: 'Strangers
on a Train' Aboard a
Washington to New York
train, two strangers meet
and two murders are plotted Farley Granger, Robert
Walker, Ruth Roman. 1951
O - Friday Night Fights
Coverage of professional
boxing is presented from
the Olympic Auditorium,
Los Angeles, CA. (2 his)

o

8:30 P.M.
HBO
Theatre:
Camelot This magical love
story evokes memories of a
better world.
- Aissterpiece
of
• Theatre
'Testament
Youth.' Vera returns to Oxford where she meets Winifred Holtby.
180 min./
-

o

9:00-P.M.
4:00 A.M.
1)'On 0 (41 'Faleen
- Missiort Impossible • •
t
J. %..1I
14It I I
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Crest Richard Channing arrives in San Francisco setting off fears in the Tuscany
Valley. (60 min.)
- TEIS Evening News
Remington
CI) 0
Steele
Jazz Excursions

o

GE) _

pire Dracula. Chnstopher
Lee, Barbara Shelly, Andrew
Keir. 1966
News/Sign Off

ea-

12:45A.M.
CI) - Don Kirschner's Rock
Concert
MOVIE: 'Five Guns
West' Five
Confederate
Soldiers overpower a stagecoach with a Union spy as
passenger John Lund, Dorothy Malone 1955
- Not Necessarily the
News This show promises
to be everything the current
news is not.

au o
9:30P.M.
o
CL Inside Business
Today
-

,

'Running a Movie
Theater.' Two men talk
about how easy it is to become the owner of a movie
theater and how difficult it
is to run one
Arthur Rubinstein
This series features the
maestro's travels throughout the Mediterranean and
Europe at the age of ninetyone. (60 min.)
-

10:00 P.M.

O CE)- Newswatch
Eyewitness News
O

GE) _

0- AU In the Family
GC 0 CC 00 V) News

-

o

1:00 A.M
- Madame's Place
CE) - NBC News
Overnight

O

-

MOVIE: 'Green Ice'
An electronics wizard becomes involved in an emerald heist. Ryan O'Neal,
Omar Sherif, Anne Archer
Rated PG.

O CL) - Business Report
0- Benny Hill Show
10:15 P.M.
- Eyewitness News

1:30A.M.
CI) - Eyewitness News
(I) - Romance Theater
- News/Sign Off

10:30 P.M.
•CL) 0 cc - Tonight
Show
Rockford Files
MOVIE: 'Stage
O
Fright' A man suspected of
murdering the woman he
loves enlists the aid of a
friend to discover the murderer Jane Wyman, Marlene
Dietnch,
Michael
Wilding 1950
- Three's Company
- Nightline
Captioned
O
ABC News
0- Starsky and Hutch
0
- MOVIE: 'Curse of
King Tut's Tomb' Mysterious events occur soon after an archaeologist discov.ers the Egyptian ruler's
burial site. Eva Mane Saint,
Robin Ellis, Raymond Burr
1980

(1) _
_

cuov-

10:45P.M.
(I)- Nightline
1 1:00P.M.
- Barney Miller
MOVIE: 'Tattoo' A
psychotic tattoo expert kidnaps a model and makes
her the ultimate canvas for
his work Bruce Dem, Maud
Adams 1981 Rated R
- Fridays

•

-

1:15A.M.

SOAPSCOOP
By Nancy M. Ftelcluultt
While Katerina Karr was
absent from "One Life to
Live," Naacy Snyder, the
actress who portrays her, was
busy perfecting the role of
Vita Heron in the Circle
Repertory Theater production
of Lanford Wilson's play,
"Angel's Fall." The six-character drama is currently in
previews in New York City
with the official opening set
for October 16th.
Eileen Fulton (Lisa Colman
McCall on "As the World
Turns") has always been
active in charity work and
couldn't be more pleased by
the fact that she's just been
named 1983 National Volunteer Education Chairman for
the March of Dimes.
Demonstrating charity of
another kind, Eileen's
"AtWT" castmates teamed up

against the cast of "Guiding
Light" for a charity softball
match on New York's Staten
Island recently. The game,
which was all in fun, helped to

91 WoR0•LINK!

raise funds to outfit the new

gymnasium at the Academy
of St. Dorothy, a Staten Island
elementary school.
Chandler Hittites (ex-Max
Dekker on "Texas") has joined
the cast of the religious soap,
"Another Life." Chandler,
who is well-remembered as
Ben Harper on the defunct
"Love of Life," will portray
underworld character Blue
Nobles on "AL." Chandler has
also had roles on "Edge of
Night" and "The Doctors."
Montreal native Jean Le
Clerc is making his daytime
television debut as Jean Marc
Gauthier on "The Doctors."
Le Clerc has appeared in
numerous roles on Canadian
television, and in American
television he was seen on the
series "Greatest American
Hero" and has guested on the
new series, "The Devlin
Connection." Jean appeared
as the lead in the Broadway
hit "Dracula," a role he inherited from Frank Langella.

FILL I1J TI4E MISSING LE'TON
wows" BELOW.

14IA RID 1:/;%11011
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Hero'

Welcome
The Fall Season
With
Cablevision and HBO

2:15A.M.

MOVIE 'BIondie's
Dogwood signs up
for the
Army
Reserve
Corps, goes away to training camp for two weeks
and sets the defense effort
back two years. Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake, William
Frawley_ 1950

3:00A.M.
O

- MOVIE: 'Halloween
II' A demented killer returns
to terrorize his hometown_
Jamie Lee Curtis, Donald
Pleasance 1981. Rated R.

3:30 A.M.
- Newswetch
3:45A.M.

0

O-

Mission Impossible

4:00 A.M.
CE

-

MOVIE: 'Dollars'

4:45 A.M.
- World/Large

11:15 P.M.
11:30 P.M.
- Entertainment
Tonight
- MOVIE: To Be
Announced
GiD 0 CU - scrv
Network
- Midnight Special

• CI)

•

12:00 A.M.

•

Summer's over, the kids we back in
school, the house is quiet. And you've got
time to curl up on the couch and experience
ap
the exciting world of HBO and Cablevision
This Fall HBO's 24-hour programming is
better
than ever. You'll continue to see
S
blockbuster Hollywood hits you've come to
al
expect. And now you'll see original film
versions of classic stories by farms authors
like Raymond Chandler in -Chancilertown."
The new short story series "A Family Mar" will
enthrall you with the tales of 0. Henry, Bret Hate
and others. Peek into the future, travel back into
•
the pest and view the natural wonders of
world on National Geographic specials and
er
science and history features. And "Na Necessarily
The News" with spoofs of today's headlines and
other comedy series offil have you roling on the
floor with lauohter.
You'll
see fabulous HBO productions of acclaimed
•
Broadway plays. Super sports coverage of the(IS
Open Tennis Championships, NF1.. action and the
-Race For The Pennant will keep sports fans glued to
the TV set. Musical specials and extravaganzas from
Las Vegas, Pais and other exotic international
entertainment capitals we your ticket to fun and
adventure.
So, sit back in your favorite easy chair or cud up on the
couch and erioy the fantastic programming this Fall on
HBO and

.0(1)- Nightliqui

12:30A.M.

op - At die

Movies
fes•itease Gana Siskel and
Roger Ebert rev:'VI four
new movies sect week
- NBC News Overnight
0- Solid Gold
- MOVIE: 'Dracula.
Prince of Denotes,' Two
couples traveling in Eastern
Europe stay overnight in the
dreaded castle of the yarn

•

L
5

2:00 A.M.
Guilty'
(4)- CNN Headline News
- Friday Night Fights
Coverage of professional
boxing is presented from
the Olympic Auditorium,
Los Angeles, CA.(2 hrs.)

WACKY WINDFALL — In
order ler Ain (Christopher Lloyd) bo inherft
million dollars, he must
first prove his sanity on
the episode of "Taxi" to
be broadcast on PNRC.
Thursday, Oct 7.

Fele

EARA,I6e THE
(11190" AJIWP -(..e-rrazs You Fuer) in)
-ro SPELL. THE AIN& CF A

12) - MOVIE: 'Not

C3) - Fridays

a

it.)

-rmE "-rv

Fantastic Fall Features Are
Just More Reasons Why
Cablevision of Murray
"Television Worth Watching'"
Cafi 753-5005
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SATURDAY

(12 - U.S. Farm Report
6:45 A.M.

10/9/82

5:00 A.M.

a C2) - Movie Cont'd
0- TBS Morning News

5:30 A.M.
- Sign On
O

- Yesteryear... 1933
Dick Cavett hosts this look
at the events of 1933.

6:00 A.M.
ex- Health Field
ex- Mornings on 5
- Ag USA
0- Between the Unes
- USA Presents
4:1- Perspective
6:15 A.M.
(A)- Farm Digest
6:30 A.M.
0(2)- Children's Gospel
Hour

CE -.New Zoo Revue

o

- Weather

o

CD - News
7:00 A.M.
1131 at)
1111 -

Super

Friends

o

CID IR

- Speed

&Mon

9- Romper Room

up

5:45 A.M.

- Agriculture U.S.A.

caei

(I)03D - Smurfs
C20 - Understanding

- Vegetable Soup
(AD - To Be Announced
O - Teddy Pendergrass
in Concert Teddy performs
his biggest hits

13 tL - Flintstorie
Funnies
- Super Heroes

7:30.M.
O (2) IX 0 Pac

Man/
Little Rascals/Richie Rich
execz- Sylvester
& Tweety/Daffy & Speedy
Show
0- That Girl
Shirt Tales
e- MOVIE: 'Contract on
Cherry Street A New York
City police inspector uses
methods to
unorthodox
stamp out crime. Frank Sinatra, Martin Balsam, Verna
Bloom 1977.
- Spiderrnan

a)0op _

8:00 A.M.
9- Civilisation

o
Human Behav.

e- Wild Kingdom
8:30 A.M.
El CD 0 Cit -

Bugs
Bunny Road Runner Show
- Understanding
0
Human Behav.
Lone Ranger

Minor
miracle

-

George Burns and Robby
Benson play Ross and Nolie
Minor, respectively, in "Two
of a Kind," a drama about a
21-year-old retarded man
and his aged grandfather.
The CBS movie will be
broadcast Saturday, Oct. 9.
(Stations reserve the right
to make last-minute changes.)

9:00 A.M.
CC CEO- Mork

&
Mindy/ Laveme & Shiriey/
Fonz Hour
MOVIE: 'Charge of
the Light Brigade' Fictionalized tale of the most
amazing real war adventures ever told. Olivia de
Havilland, David Ntven, Nigel
Bruce. 1936
- Focus on Society
- Daniel Boone

C) -

9:30.M.
a (E)9 C19 - Gilligan's
Planet
- Gary Coleman
CC0
Show
13(I)- Focus on Society
10:00 A.M.
0 CID CID
- Scoobte,
Yabba-Doo/
Scrappy,
Puppy Show
Cti)
GB ITZ -

Pandemonium
- Incredible
Hulk and the Amazing
Spider-Man
e - Inside the NFL Len

0 0 CF)

Dawson and Nick Buoniconti analyze this week's
NFL action and look ahead
to next week's games.
0 - Personal Finance
Wild, Wild West

-

10:30 A.M.

cu a at - Meatballs

ANSWER"YES"TO
nasE FOUR QUESTIONS
AND YOU COULD
SAVE MONEY ON YOUR
AUTO INSURANCE.
YES NO
I. Do all operators of your
----ear(s) have driving
records free of moving
violations or convictions for at least the past
El
three years?
2. Have all operators of
c
c)r car(s) been
• nsed drivers for
he past six years or
El
longer?
3. Do you use your car(*)for
pleasure purposes, including light commuting?

fi

ri

4. Have you had a claimfree record for
the past three years?

flLl

As an Independent Agent, I
feel good drivers deserve lower
auto insurance rates. And that's
just what I'm offering you: a special insurance plan and it's called
Custom Auto.
DAVID KING - AGENT
JACKIE CONLEY - PERSONAL UNES REP.
MARY HOLLAND- PERSONAL UNES REP.
SUE MILLER- RECEPTIONISTISOOKKEEPER

753-8355
901 Sycamore St.
Murray,Ky.

KING-LANDOLT

& Spaghetti
0CE)- Personal Finance
11:00 A.M.
El CID CU 0 - ABC
Weekend Special
Cfb - PeCAA
CE)
Today
(I)0 CC - Jetsons
O _ MOVIE: 'Summer
Solstice' Against a Cape
Cod background, this moving story spans a fifty year
Henry
Fonda,
marriage.
Myrna Loy. 1981.
fp
- Everybody's
Business
- Wrestling

11:30 A.M.
3D (1)0- American
Championship
League
Game *4 At press time,
the teams were undetermined. Should this game
not be necessary, then
other programming will be
scheduled. Tune to this station for details.
cu 9 cfz - NCAA
Football: Teams to be
Announced
0 - MOVIE: 'Herod the
Great' The old world of
Rome is dying and Herod,
Kind of Judea, finds his position endangered when his
rebellious ally is defeated by
the Roman general, Octavius. Edmund Purdom, Sylvia
Lopez. 1960
- Flash Gordon
(1)
- Everybody's
Business

1:00 P.M.
- Happy Days
- Teddy Pendergrass
in Concert Teddy performs
his biggest hits.
0 30 - MOVIE: 'Morn,
the Wolfman, and Me' A
unique school teacher interrupts the lives of a freespirited photographer and
her illegitimate daughter.
Patty Duke Astin, David Birney. 1980.
0
- Art of Being
Human
Focus on Society
110 - MOVIE: 'The Evil Of
Frankenstein' A creature,
created years ago by Frankenstein, is restored to life.
Peter Cushing, Peter Woodthorpe, 1964

O

-

111

1:30 P.M.
- MOVIE
Pirate M

'The
18th
century pirate captures a
king's ship carrying 801Ttlnition, arms and an emissary ordered to crush a
rebellion. Burt Lancaster,
Nick Cravat, Eva Bartok.
1952.
- Leave It to Beaver
CC - Art of Being
Human
- Focus on Society
13

o

2:00P.M.
CC - Eddie's Father
O - MOVIE: 'Islands

in
the Stream' An isolated artist is forced to reveal his
hidden emotions when his
three estranged sons visit
him. George C. Scott.
1977_
(51U - American Story
(21) - Making It Count

o

2:30 P.M.
(2) Cl) 9 - NCAA

Football: Teams to be
Announced
(4) - MOVIE: To Be
- Big Blue Marble
Announced
- Yesteryear... 1933
Dick Caveti hosts this took /4 0(I)- American Story
0(21) - Making It Count
at the events of 1933.
0 alD - Atop the
3:00 P.M.
Fencepst
cu - John Merritt
ED
Course
i
)
Show
- Writing for a
OID - Boys of October
Reason
ex- Everyday Cooking
- Twilight Zone
)-O. E. D.
12:30 P.M.
MOVIE: 'Rom of
That Nashville Music
Sand' A former guide▪
- Here's Richard
hunter returns to diamond
country set on stealing the
GEO Course
diamonds he was accused
tri) - Writing for a
of taking- Bun. "Ancestor,
Reason

12:00 P.M.

o

•

"Personal Service puts us, out
front...competitive Rates keep us There"

GD-

•cu _

_
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Corinne Calvet, Paul Henreid. 1949.
(ft - CBS Sports
Special: Jockey Club Gold
Cup Coverage of the 64th
running of this race for 3year-old Thoroughbreds is
presented from Belmont
Park, Elmont, NY.(60 min.)

3:30P.M.

o CC - Kentucky Afield
(I) - Woodwright's
Shop
- G. E. D.

4:00P.M.
(13, - Battlestar
Galactica
Rat Patrol
Bobby Jones Gospel
Show
O - MOVIE: 'Arthur' A
young millionaire falls in
love with a girl from the
wrong side of the tracks.'
Dudley Moore, Liza
1981
Sir John Gielgud
Rated PG.
0 CC - Greatest Sports
Legends
CID - This Old House
Host Bob Vila discusses the
landscaping and construction of the deck off the family room (Closed Captioned)
Firing Line
• - Linda Carter/
Maybelline Tennis Tournament Coverage of the
women's semifinals is presented from Deer Creek

o-

CD

-

Racquet Club, FL. (3 hrs.)
- To Be Announced

4:30 P.M.

o

- Motorweek Illustrated
(A)- Grizzly Adams
0
- Nashville on the
Road
0 CI) - Magic of Oil
Painting

5:00 P.M.
- Glen Campbell
Show
World Championship
Wrestling
- Montage
0
CID - Portfolio
- Matinee at the
Bijou 'Wildcat.'
- Kung Fu
U (10 - News
-

o

5:30 P.M.
- Here's Richard
- Hee Haw
(J) News
GID 0alp
0 CU -

NBC News
Tony Brown's

Journal

U

- CBS News
5:45 P.M.
- Southern
6:00 P.M.
- Newswatch

CE) - Memories With
Lawrence Welk
(I)- Scene at 6
- MOVIE: 'Adventures
of the Wilderness Family'
An urban family tackles the

harsh realities of Me in the
wilderness Robert Logan,
Susan Dements Shaw, Ho:lye Holmes. 1978. Rated G
O CC - News
e
•
Hee NIAN
0
- BObby Jones'
World
- Dance Fever

6:30P.M.
(2) - Teddy

Bart's
Nashville
si
- Eyewitness News
QD - Point to Point
- Accent
-. Tennessee
Outdoorsmen
0 GED - To Be Announced
- Nashville on the
Road

7:00 P.M.
a CID (3)
- National
League
Championship
Game 04 At press time,
the teams were undetermined. Should this game
not be necessary, then regular programming will be
shown.
GE 0
- Walt
Disney
o - NCAA Football:
Clemson at Virginia
(2D CI (1) - Diffrent
Strokes Kimberly wents the
'same disadvantages' as
Willis and Arnold so she
enrolls at Willis's public
school.
la CC - Firing Line
0
Kentucky
Futurity
- Pop! Goes the

MURRAY
1,0*It3„„xi.42
c,*

Country
7:30P.M.
GDP
- Silver Spoons
Ricky has a secret meeting
with his grandfather
- Backstage/Grand Old
ChxY

8:00 P.M.
0E) IN
- MOVIE:
'Two of a Kind' The special
love between a 21-year-old
retarded man and his aged
grandfather
is
explored
Robby
Benson,
George
Burns,
Cliff
Robertson
1982
(A) 113 (4) - Gimme a
Break
- MOVIE: 'Body Heat'
The love affair of a lawyer
and a married woman unfolds into a crime of passion William Hurt, Kathleen
Turner, Richard
Crenna
1981. Rated R.
Six-Gun Heroes
121 - To Bo Announced
• - MOVIE: 'The
Brotherhood Two brothers
in the Mafia disagree about
the syndicate and each go
separate ways Kirk Douglas, Alex Cord, Irene Papas
1968
-

8:30 P.M.
CAD

Love, Sidney
Sidney is,devaxtated when
the Patti falls from the
swing he made in their
apartment.
a

a)

9:00P.M.
(4
)0 CC - Devlin
Connection (PREMIERE)

Nick gets a date with a
woman he saw on a billboard (60 min )
CD (I) - MOVIE: 'Rose of
Washington Square' This
story is based on Fanny
Brice's nse to stardom and
her unfortunate love and
marriage Alice Faye, Tyrone Power, Al Jolson
1939
(E) - Mystery! "Dr Jek yfl and Pie Hyde Conclusion
Jekyll realizes the
passions of Hyde and the
experiment that has gone
out of control (R) (60 min.)
• [Closed Captionedl
10:00 P.M.
• - Newswatch
• - Eyewitness News
(1) U - ABC News
0- TBS Evening News
(1)
CE0 CO - Now*
- MOVIE: '*.,tihur' A
young millionaire faits in
love with a girl from 'the
wrong side of the tracks.•
Dudley Moore. Liza Menotti.
1981.
Sir John Goeigud
Rated PG
Sneak Proviows
_ MOVIE: 'Once Upon
a Time in the West' Gunslingers fight to acquire
possession of a tract of
land along the route of a
new transcontinental railroad Henry Fonda, Claudio
Cardinale, Jason Robards
Jr 1969.
21) -

•

10:15 P.M.
•- Eyewitness News
•- Wrestling

10:30 P.M.
0
- SCAA Football:
Ronde at Vanderbilt
al CID - GUIVIMOk•
CID - Here Come

the
Brides
(1) - Saturday Night Live
0 CID - That Nashville
Music
• - To Se Announced
e(to - DOM* Fever

11:00P.M.
• - MOVIE:

'The
Adventurers' Drama of a
men whose love for life and
his country is accentuated
by the horrors he has seen
in guerrilla warfare Bekim
Fehmiu, Charles Aznavour,
Ernest Borgnine, Candice
Bergen, Olivia DipHavilland,
Rossano Brazzi 1970
O
- Popl Goes the
Country
•
- Ust of Midnight
Specials

11:15 P.M.
•-

MOVIE: 'Blueprint
For Murder' After the mysterious deaths of his brother
and niece, a man sets out
find the murderer Jean Peters, Joseph Cotten, Gory
Merrill 1953

all

1 1:30P.M.
•(10 - Solid Gokl

cu-VVresding

•(I) - Seturdarf Night
Live

11:45 P.M.
ap -

MOVIE: 'Endless
Love' Two teenagers deal

SPECIAL RATES
Channel
13

TELEPHONE
(502)753-1916

for your Colorful advertising
medium NOTE: You can choose
from I colors Red-Blue-GreenYellow-Violet-Block-WhiteBrown

IMP

Prime Time Insert Rates
LOCEli News
The following rates are Prime Time Insert Rates.
Top of every hour
When available, they guarantee 168 inserts per
Time -Temp-Forecasts week, 24 inserts per day.
Constantly
Open Rate
$5.00 per dgy...$35.00 per week
30-Day Contract. $4.00 per day. $28.00 per week
A.P. Newswire .
13-Week Contract $2.75 per day...$19.25 per week
HBO Daily Schedule
PLUS-EACH 30 DAY or more contract will
Tie your advertising S's
Stock Reports
place your business name in the TV Guide
together
Section of the Murray Ledger & Times as a
Sport Reports
ON
CABLE 13 NEWS Sponsor
Regional News
CABLE 13 NEWS
each week of contract.
NAPPY earnmsYS

YARD & GARAGE
SALES
3 Line $3 each day

24 AD EXPOSURES EACH DAY
(minimum)

ANNIVERSARIES
(2 Iines-odme-oddress)

$3for 3 Units Day

•
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WNW
1 0/10/82
5:00 A.M.
0- TBS Morning News
5:30 A.M.
s Your
a
Business
O - MOVIE: 'Jazz Singer'
A New York cantor sings
his way from synagogue to
stardom, straining family relations along the way Neil
Diamond, Laurence Olivier,
Lucie Arnaz. Rated PG.

4111.

6:00 A.M.
- Today's Black
Woman
•
- Mornings on 5
B
o - James Robison
6:15 A.M.
- Southern III.
o 310 - Weather
6:30 A.M.
- Face to Face
GU - Best of Kids Are
People Too Today's guests
are Brooke Shields, Deney
Terio and Brian Lima. (R)
(60 min.)
- It Is Written
- Accent

o

0

- Perspective
6:45 A.M.
- Farm Digest
7:00 A.M.
O(i- World Tomorrow
11(I)- Jerry Falwell
o Cartoon Carnival
CAD - Community Worship
o (IT)- Montage
a- Spirituel Uplift
0 CU 0 (21) - Sesame
Street-0 - America's Black
Forum
(ft - Robert Schuller
7:30 A.M.
CiE 0
- Amazing
Grace
C31) - Day of Discovery
- Nashville Gospel
Show
O - MOVIE: 'Legend of
the Wild A man flees civili-

zation in the 1830's to live
in the wilderness among
wild animals. Dan Haggerty,
Denver Pyle. Rated PG.
- James Robison

a _ Old Time Religion
8:00 A.M.
- JillVrof
O CU
Swaggart

- PTL Club
(4)O(PC12 - Jim

Whittington Religion

a ix- it Is Written
GID - James Robison
o Lost In Space
gp - At Home With the
Bible
- Young at Heart
▪ - Trinity Tabernacle
CC - Mysteries of the
Great Pyramid
0it) - Sesame Street
111 - Show My People
8:30 A.M.
0 - James Robison
- Reborn
CAD U - Day of Discovery
co
- Paducah
Devotion
Garner
Ted
Armstrong
9:00 A.M.
(I) - Kenneth
Copeland
0 - Oral Roberts
CE)- Gerald Derstine
0- Lighter Side
• - Silhouettes of The
City
a- Miracle Revival Hour
0CE - Mystery! 'Dr. Jek-

yll and Mr. Hyde.' Conclusion. Jekyll realizes the
passions of Hyde and the
experiment that has gone
out of control (R) (60 mm.)
[Closed Captioned)

- Mr. Rogers'
Neighborhood
a - Ernest Angley
0 - Jerry Falwell
9:15 A.M.
0(E)- Hamilton Bros
9:30 A.M.
- Two Rivers Hour
U
- World Tomorrow
O - MOVIE: 'Flight of the
Phoenix' A plane crash
leaves a group of men
stranded in the Arabian Desert. James Stewart, Peter
Finch,
Ernest
Borgnine
1966

CID 0

-

Herald of

Truth
0- MOVIE: 'Bear Island'
A weather-research team
on a desolate Arctic island
has more in mind than
world climate. Donald Sutherland, Vanessa Redgrave,
Richard Widmer* Rated PG.
- Oral Roberts and You

- Electric Company
10:00 A.M.
U (XI - Rex Humbard

O

o(1)- Changed Lives

- Matinee at the
Bijou 'Wildcat.'
o(n- Sesame Street
- Lone Ranger
10:30 A.M.
(2) (1) - Baptist
Church
a
- Face the Nation
(I) - This Week with
David Brinkley
- First Baptist
Church
- Way of Life
a - MOVIE: 'Charlie
Chan in City of Darkness'

New life
for Reilly
The highway patrol gets
another blond, this one
played by Tom Reilly who
joins the "CH1Ps" regulars
on the season premiere eplsode Sunday. Oct. 10.

yet

(Stations rots",the right
to make iast-minuto dwarves.)

Supernatural events lead
Chan into a maze of murder
and foreign intrigue. Sidney
Toter, Lynn Ban. 1939

- Rex Humbard
11:00 A.M.
U - Newsmakers
CD - Meet the Press
- First Baptist Church
Kentucky
Entrepreneur
- Oral Roberts
e
11:30 A.M.
a - This Week with
David Brinkley
12 - NFL
0 CIO
Today
- Jerry Falwell
(C0(I)- NFL '82
- Kamikaze:Mission/
Death Personal testimony
a

and interviews are used to
explore this World War II
tactic.
(1)- Sneak Previews

o

- Comment on
0
Kentucky
12:00 P.M.
0 CI) - NFL Football:
Teams to be Announced/
or Alternate Programming
If the NFL players' strike
continues, alternate programming will be shown

CE 0 11) - NFL Football:

Teams to be Announced/
or Alternate Programming
In the event of a players'

strike, alternate programming will be shown.
MOVIE: 'Jazz Singer'
A New York cantor sings

his way from synagogue to
stardom, straining family relations along the way. Neil
Diamond, Laurence Olivier,
Lucie Arnaz. Rated PG.

U- Andy Griffith
13 CU CI (t) Washington Week/Review

Paul Duke is joined by top
Washington journalists analyzing the week's news.
- MOVIE: 'Prince and
the Showgirl' An American
showgirl appearing in London at the time of the Coronation, is invited to a
private supper by a prince.
Sir Laurence Olivier, Marilyn
Monroe, Sybil Thorndike.
1957

a
- NFL Football: St.
Louis at New York Giants/
or Alternate Programming
if the NFL players' stike
continues, alternate programming will be shown.

12:30P.M.
a cE- Ann knit at Large
- Computer World
O MOVIE: 'Madame X'
-

A young lawyer defends a
woman accused of murder,
not knowing that she is his

SATURDAYcost
with their obsessive love for
Brooke
one
another
Martin
Hewitt
Shields,
Rated R

three estranged sons visit
Scott
George C
him
1977

2:00 A.M.
Movie Cont'd
2:45 A.M.
Live
0- Mission Impossible
12:30 A.M.
3:00 A.M.
- Entertainment
O
1E) - ABC News
This Week
3:15 A.M.
America's Top
1:2) - Newswatch
Ten
3:30 A.M.
1:00 A.M.
_
'Body Heat'
MOVIE:
•
News
Eyewitness
O CI) The love affair of a lawyer
a- Wrestling
and a married woman un1:30 A.M.
folds into a crime of passion. William Hurt, Kathleen
O CID - MOVIE: 'Place To
Crenna.
Die' When the doctor arTurner, Richard
12:00 A.M.
Saturday Night

-

-

TV:\CtifiCy.\,V

Cl)O

tear\

Italian Spaghetti
Special
$ 1 49
• 59 Ertro
ON"

Iniodp D•ning Only

leitth Garlic Bread
Salad

F,.".• Refills On Drwy,

99' Special For Kids
Wednesday 11AM lOPM

-

rives in town with his new
bride, a cult of devil worshipers come to believe that
she is to be their new
Alexandra
Hay,
leader
Bryan Marshall, Sally Stevens. 1973

• - News/Sign Off
1:45 A.M.
O - MOVIE: 'Islands in
the Stream' An isolated artist is forced to reveal his
hidden emotions when his

1981 Rated R.

3:45 A.M.
a ao - MOVIE:
'Gumshoe' A bingo caller
decides to become a gumshoe. Albert Finney and Billie Whitelaw. 1971.
O - Rat Patrol

4:15 A.M.
O Word/Large
4:30 A.M.
0- Catholic Mass
-

mother Lana Turner, Jaws
Forsythe, Ricardo Montalban. 1966

O - Search the Scriptures
0 C1) 0
- Wall
Street Week Louis Rukeyser analyzes the '80s with a
weekly review of economic
and investment matters_

:00P.M.
- Johnny
O a)
Majors
CID - At the Movies Cohosts Gene Siskel and Roger Ebert review four new
movies each week.
- Everybody's

Business
O 1211) - Writing for a
Reason
1:30P.M.
- MOVIE: To Be
Announced
- Everybody's
Business
13
- Writing for a
Reason
2:00 P.M.
Vandy Coach's
Show
O - On Location: Rich
Little The great impressionist performs his solo nightclub act

_ This Week with
David Brinkley
- Focus on
13 OD a
Society
2:30 P.M.
- At the Movies
ei
Co-hosts Gene Siskel and
Roger Ebert review tour
new movies each week.
O - MOVIE: 'How to

Save a Marriage and Ruin
Your Life' A bachelor tries

to encourage his unhappily
married friend to end his relationship with his mistress
by becoming involved with
a girl he thinks is his
friend's mistress Dean Martin. Stella Stevens, Eli Wallach 1968
- Focus on
(I)0

o

Society
2:45P.M.
MOVIE: 'Breakfast at
Tiffany's' A young girl lives
by her wits and charm and
-

chases the blues by visiting
Tiffany's Audrey Hepburn,
George Peppard, Patricia
Neal. 1961

3:00P.M.
•(2) - MOVIE: 'The

a

Gypsy Moths' Three freefall parachutests arrive in a
small Kansas town for a
show. Burt lancaster, Deborah Kerr, Gene Hackman.
1969
(31) a - American League
Championship Game #5
At press time, the teams
were undetermined. Should
,Ihis game not be necessary,
alternate programming will
be shown.

g13 0(4)- NFL Football:

Teams to be Announced/
or Ahernate -Programming

In the event of a players'
sthke, alternate programming will be shown.

O - MOVIE: 'Bear Island'
A weather-research team
on a desolate Arctic island
has more in mind than
world,,climate. Donald Sutherland, Vanessa Redgrave,
Richard Widmark Rated PG
(1) - Understanding

Human Behav.
O 1211) - Making It Count
3:30 P.M.
0(5)- Monsters
- Understanding
o Behav.
Human
045)- Making It Count
Adam-12
4:00 P.M.
o CID - Bettiestat
Galactica
0CF - American Story
0 21) - This Old House
[Closed Captioned)

a - Linda Carter/
PAaybeiline Tennis Coverage of the women's finals is
presented from Deer Creek
Racquet Club, FL. (3 hrs.)

a

- Mizzou Football

4:30 P.M.
O - Undersea World of
Jacques Cousteau
- American Story
13 - Kathy's Kitchen
5:00 P.M.
0CD - Nriwswatch
3)- Eyewitness News
Ix•_ ABC News
- MOVIE: 'Legend of
the Wild' A man flees civilization in the 1830's to live
in the wilderness among
wild animals. Den Haggerty,
Denver Pyle Rated PG

IR CID - Art of Being
Human
0 - Victory Clarion
- Wonder Woman
(2,7 CBS News

•

• 1
t.
• it ' • .f ''I
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SUNDAYcon
5:30 P.M.
af)- ABC News
- Jack Anderson
Confidential
- Nice People
- MASH
- Art of Being
Human
ah) - Science South
Ili
- News
6:00 P.M.
CE (1) - Ripley's
Believe It Or Not!
)6- 6O
Minutes
- Best of World
Championship Wrestling
IT 0 Cl1D - Voyagers! Phi-

o

neas duels with the gladiator Spartacus and then
helps the runaway slave
Harriet Tubman (60 min.)

- Solid Gold
Personal Finance
0
- Black Stream
Hardy Boys/ Nancy
Drew
6:30 P.M.
13)- Personal Finance
7:00 P.M.
OMMO- National
League
Championship
Game #5 At press time

o

•

-

-

the teams were undetermined Should this game

not be necessary, Man
Houston will be followed by
the Movie 'Escape From
Alcatraz' at regularly scheduled times.

a) le

- Archie's

Place Archie's two kitchen
helpers may be deported il
they report a crime
O - Nashville Alive
CE 0(110 - CHiPs Season
Premiere. Pooch is introduced to his new partner and
becomes a victim of a
health club robbery (60
min.)
MOVIE: 'Tattoo A
psychotic tattoo expert kidnaps a model and makes
her the ultimate canvas for
his work. Bruce Der, Maud
Adams. 1981. Rated R
113 (I) - Nature 'Flight of
the Condor.' The wilderness
of South America's Andes
Mountains is explored. (60
min.)

-

-

National
Geographic Special 'Etoshe. Place of Dry Water.'
Animal behavior is observed
at Etosha, a wildlife preserve in Namibia, Africa. (R)
(60 min )

(a)- Ernest Angley
7:30 P.M.

amea- Gloria Glo-

ria's enthusiasm for her Pob
causes problems by diverting her attention away from

Joey.
- NCAA Football:
North Carolina at Wake
Forest
8:00 P.M.
Jeffersons

•

apea-

The Jeffersons and the Wilhses square off on television court.
O - Week In Review

CF 0 GIFJ - MOVIE:
'National Lampoon's Animal House' College isn't all
fun, but don't tell the guys
at Delta House John &Mushi, Tim Matheson 1978
GU
2ID -

Masterpiece Theatre

To

Serve Them All My Days '
David Powlett-Jones comes
to Barnfylde School to join
the teaching staff and confront the barriers of class
prejudice. (60 min.) (Closed
Captioned)

111, - On Location: Rich

Little The great impressionist performs his solo night• club act
8:30 P.M.
- One Oury O CL - MOVIE: 'Mission
▪ CU
In Morocco' An oil man inat. Time
vestigates murder of a man
- Bryant Productions
and disappearance of micro9:00 P.M.
film showing the location of
GC 6 It- Trapper 041 deposits Lax Barker, Jul'
John, M.D. Trapper and Reding,
Fernando
Rey
Gonzo await execution by a
1959
paramilitary firing squad
11:15P.M.
(60 min.)

•

o

o - TBS Weekend News
- MOVIE: 'Blue

tropical
island
Brooke
Shields, Christopher Atkins.
1980. Rated R
CID - ScresnwrItora
'William
Goldman
Tonight's program looks at
academy award winner William Goldman

o

o

Crisis to Crisis
- Jerry Falwell
9:30 P.M.
M - Washington
Report
10:00 P.M.
(1)- Newswatch
Eyewitness News
Cl)S- ABC News
Jerry Fahreell
CL) Q CC
- News
111 CE) - Matters of Life &
Death
gig - Wrap Around
10:15 P.M.
CE) - Eyewttrwiss News
Jim Bakker
10:30P.M.
- Saturday Night

lUarallity

•

1:00 A.M.

•au - ABC Iii•ws

al CU SO
- CU
News Nightwatch
CF - CNN Headline News

•

1:30 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Tattoo' A

psychotic tattoo expert kidnaps a model and makes
her the ultimate canvas for
his work Bruce Dem, Maud
Adams 1981 Rated R

1967

2:30 A,M.
National Rolkirskating Championship
3:15 A.M.
MOVIE: 'Wile
Lagoon' A shipwrecked boy
and girl come of ago on a
tropical
island
Brooks
Shields, Christopher Atkins
1980 Rated R

•

-

•-

A.O.Smith
CONSERVATIONIST'
water heaters
offer agreatreturn
oninvestment
for your residential
customers.

€11 CEi-KoIeli
▪
- L1S

Carter,
Maybsiline Tennis Coverage of the women's finals is
presented from Deer Creek
Racquet Club, FL. (3 hrs)

11:45 P.M.
- Arwiy Griffith
PAIZ2OU Football
12:00 A.M.
0
- Jack Andersen •

e

21) -

-

C°a6
a
-=t• vionyte An

unhapW-Marrialf womanbecomes promiscuous in a
desperate attempt to find
happiness. Susan Blak ely,
Roy. Thinnes, Joanne Linvile. 1'977
- MOVIE: 'La Cage
Aux Folios' A young man
brings his fiancee's parents
home to meet his gay
father Michael Serrault, Ugo
Tognazzi, Michel Galabru
1979 Rated R
12:30 A.M.
- Eyewitness

•

-

130091fin glaw14.4(3
mama paloof °gm auo Imo ain sea aqg(g
aarl PJKahrTIP0P1 titI (T

-

-

Cairo' An agent is assisinact
In wreck a rocket factory in
which •scoria' is developing atomic weapons Audio
Murphy. George Sanders

- Andy Griffith
- It's Your
Lagoon' A shipwrecked boy Business
and girl come of age on a
11:30 P.M.

0
o(10 o-

I)What was the Ministers' home address?
2)What was unusual about the Minters' wice Marilya?
. 3) Gwyase also starred with Munster Uacie Al Lewis is
"Car $4, Where Are You?" What was the same of the officer
played by Gwysse!

at

12:45 A.M.
Film

2:00A.M.
• MOVIE: 'Think To

121

o

The Monsters were *it a normal American family,
except they looked a little different. Fred Gwynne starred as
Herman Munster, a mild man who worked for Gateman.
Goodbury and Graves,a funeral home.

-

O - Bieck Pulse

•

By Teresa Byrne-Dedge

CD - Rey Dempsey
(3)- Miller and Co.
▪ 01) - Frank Booms
Show
EI.J. Gospel
- Jack Van Imps
CBS Now,
10:45 P.M.
Face the Nation
11:00P.M.
4111 - 700 Club
ft - Open Up
(1) - MOVIE: 'Three
Hundred Miles for Stephanie' A policeman prom-

e
O

- ok.tion.
Off

•

ises God to run the 320
miles between San Antonio
and the Shrine of San Juan
de los Lagos in the hope
that
his
brain-damaged
daughter might be spared
Tony Orlando, Peter Graves,
Gregory Sierra

•

TimeMachi

la au _ Rockford FNes

1
I.

We're Open
HOLL

U' mEDICAANLD. PI')
The Finest In HOMO Hooltk
Sep* L Medical Equipment
*Featuring*
rawaisinw Medium 1
will pow up to NM of
yew soodical health
Issas cold II yoo two
'C.....65roan or alai
•Seoport swallow
ossil mock, wool)
tows
Cerise For Yowls Ow Toaditioa

More plumbing contractors than ever before
—lave begun tecom mending and initialling
residential Conservationist water heaters
Why?
The reasons are simple. First, consumers are truly
interested in purchasing energy-saving products
if the pay-back period is fast enough.
Second, more contractors are beginning to stress
the return on investment concept in selling
Conservationist water heaters. They point out
that the average extra cost of $100 for a gas
Conservationist water heater will ordinarily save
the customer about $33a year or more. And
that's a 33% annual return on the extra $100
investment. Better than money in the bank.

CALL TODAY FOR
COMPLETE INFORMATION.

*Wheal Chairs

Murray Supply
Co.

NS I Mob

753-3361

loloot To Phollowire IlksettsarAwireme AlloOsi
it IMO 1.04141ed Foilwe 11,4440e85s Ine

Konservatioiriuti IS the registered trademark of A 0 Smith Corporation
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Professional football fights for television dollars
By Frank Blodgett
If you still have any
doubts about the overwhelming influence of
television on our lives,
take a look at your sports
page. The pro football
strike is about one thing:
television money.
We're told that pro football is America's most
popular sport and there
can be little doubt that
television has made it
what it is today by pumping dozens of hours a
week into our homes and
a lot of cash into the
owner's bank account.
• You might recall the
old American Football
League ( you remember
— Joe Namath and the
Jets, those second best
guys). They were buoyed
by a lucrative contract
with NBC until they finally merged with the National Football League.
You might also not recall
the World Football
League which struggled
for two unsuccessful
seasons and died for lack
of a transfusion of television dollars. And then
there's the U.S. Football
League, set to go into action in the spring. They,
apparently, have enough
money to last two years
no matter what the attendance thanks to television
contracts. No contracts
— no leagues. If that's not
power, what is?
What are the networks
doing about this dire

situation? Well, NBC has
lined up some Canadian
Football League games.
(I hope they go over those
strange rules like
downfield blocking OR a
pass and explain why the
field looks so wide.) ABC,
which televises pro football only in prime time,
will simply run some
movies they have standing by, while CBS ha
come up with the m
creative move of a
They're trying to c
major teams into play
on Sundays. La
weekend both Bea
Bryant of Alabama an
Pat Dye of Auburn a
their administration
came out against Sunda
football. Some say
has to do with religion
others say that the al
ni don't want to have
drink in public on S
day). In any case, co
leges, which are ha
pressed these days
keep their altheletic pr
grams going, will find
siren call of televisi
money too powerful
— if the pro footba
strike continues, we
see college football
Sunday.
College football is n
that far removed fr
pro football anywa
Remember, the maj
football schools aim
broke with the NCAA 1
year over televisio
rights and just a fe
weeks ago Iwo maj
powers sued for the rig

to sell their games to the
highest bidder instead of
just being a part of the
NCAA football package.
This is still in the courts.
Ted Turner — always
eager to make a buck —
proposes to telelvise socalled "all star" pro football games that the
players are planning to
stage in lieu of real

tion", WTBS, to cable
systems throughout the
country. (By the way,
don't forget that Turner
also owns the Atlanta
Falcon!)
Since we Americans
have such a fascination
with pro football —
especially watching it on
television — and since
television is the primary

have a suggestion to solve
the problem which I think
is much better than those
made up all star games.
The networks and WTBS
should get together to
televise pro football video
games. The players could
be programmed to react
just like their real-life
counterparts and those
ex-players commentators

They always seem to
know what's going to ham
pen on the next play
anyway. Maybe some of
the coaches could be
hired as consultants.
After all, they're the ones
who are caught in the
middle.
If you don't like that
idea, there's always the
National Squash Chain-

•

HRtE
WASH
ANSE
TE MPSRATUIR E
SE L ECTIONS
WM4170708

QUALITY BUILT
FILTER-FLO6 WASHER!
• Two cycles—regular and
permanent press
• 3 wash/rinse temperature
selections
• Three water level selections

37995

2-SPEED
AUTOMATIC WASHER
• 5 cycles, including permanent
press and Mini-Quick cycle.
• 3 wash/rinse temperature
selections with energy-saving
cold water rinse
• Variable water level control

LARGE CAPACITY
2-SPEED WASHER
4 cycles, including perma
press, knits
• 5 wash/rinse temperature
combinations
• Variable water levels
•

39995 419's

*Appliances ere our only
besiness.
*In store financing
*Up to 24 no. to pay
*Largest selection of
parts hi Western, Ky.
'Think .Sertice before

SPECIAL

"e•

roe
liborrny Applinnt
bundles
one
te better sem yen.
-4
'
.-^}4E
...
-AVY DUTY
1., COMMERCIAL DRYER
• ermanent press and
regular cycles
• 3 heat options including
tio-heat fluff

MURRAY APPL1A-NCE
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY

FON2 AND KONG — Gorridle Gorrilla welcomes
ry "The F0112" Winkler to "The Great Specs Coaster,
• the syndicated children's show which is starting
third salmon. Winkler appears on the Friday, Oct.
episode.

212 E. MAIN
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HOWARD COY and JOHN SIMMONS OWNERS 753
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